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Abstract
The intermittent and random production of renewable sources, such as photovoltaic
and wind turbine, is always a problem for their large-scale integration in the utility grid.
One of the solutions is to group renewable sources, traditional sources, storage and local
consumption and treat it as a single unit in the utility grid. This is the concept of
microgrid. A microgrid has the potentials of better responding both grid and end-user
requirement, it facilitate the implementation of future smart grid.
Based on a representative microgrid in urban area and integrated in buildings, this
thesis proposes a multi-layer supervision, in order to realise a systemic study while
particularly attempting to cover the research gap of implementing optimisation in realtime operation.
The supervision handles together power balancing, energetic cost optimisation,
metadata using, and information exchanges from both end-users and the smart grid. The
supervision has been validated by experimental tests. The feasibility of implementing
optimisation in real-time operation is validated even with uncertainties. The supervision is
able to manage efficiently the power flow while maintaining power balancing in any case.
Nevertheless, optimization effect relies on prediction precision. This problem can be
improved in future works by updating optimization in real-time.
Keywords: Microgrid, photovoltaic, hierarchical control, supervision, prediction,
optimization, control.

Résumé
La production intermittente et aléatoire des énergies renouvelables, sources
photovoltaïques et éoliennes, est toujours un problème pour leur intégration massive dans
le réseau public. L'une des solutions est de grouper des sources renouvelables, des sources
traditionnelles, des dispositifs de stockage et des charges locales, et les traiter comme une
seule unitédans le réseau public. Il s'agit du concept "micro-réseau". Un micro-réseau a
des potentiels pour mieux répondre aux besoins de l'utilisateur final et du réseau public, et
il facilite la mise en œuvre de futur smart grid, soit le réseau intelligent.
Basésur un micro-réseau représentatif en zone urbaine et intégréaux bâtiments, cette
thèse propose une supervision multicouche, afin d'effectuer une étude systémique en
mettant en exergue un verrou scientifique concernant l'implémentation d'une optimisation
dans l'exploitation en temps réel.
La supervision traite un ensemble d’opérations telles que : l'équilibrédes puissances,
l'optimisation des coûts énergétiques, utilisation de métadonnées, et exchange
d'informations avec le réseau intelligent et avec l'utilisateur final. Cette supervision a été
validée par des tests expérimentaux. Malgré les incertitudes concernant les prévisions
météorologiques, la faisabilitéd'implémentation de l'optimisation dans l'exploitation réelle
est vérifiée. La supervision proposée est en mesure de gérer efficacement les flux en
assurant l'équilibre des puissances dans tous les cas. Néanmoins, la performance
d'optimisation est liée aux précisions de prédiction. Ce problème peut être améliorédans
les travaux futurs par la mise àjour des résultats d'optimisation en temps réel.
Mots-clés : Micro-réseau, photovoltaïque, contrôle hiérarchique, supervision, prédiction,
optimisation, commande.
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SOCMAX
SOCMIN
t
t0
tF
THD
ti
U
v
v*
v*PV
v*PV_LIM
v*PV_MPPT
vc
vC_G
vD
vG
vI
VMPP
VOC
vPV

Shed load power (W)
PV panel maximum power at STC (W)
MT rated power (W)
PVA power (W)
PVA power controlled by power limiting algorithm (W)
PVA power by MPPT algorithm(W)
PVA peak power (W)
Predicted PVA power (W)
Shed PVA power (W)
PV source MPP power (W)
Measured PV power for each measurement point y
Predicted PV power for each point y
Storage power (W)
Storage charging power (W)
Storage discharging power (W)
Maximum storage power (W)
PV cell temperature (K or °C)
Electron charge (constant 1.60217657 × 10-19C)
PV cell temperature reference of STC (constant 298K)
Resister in capacitor branch of grid-connected LCL filter ()
Parallel resistance in single-diode PV cell model ()
Serial resistance in single-diode PV cell model ()
Laplace operator
AC apparent power
PV panel area (m2)
Area of PV panel shadow on the ground (m2)
Storage state of charge (%)
soc upper limit (%)
soc lower limit (%)
Continuous time (s)
Initial time instant (s)
Final time instant (s)
Total harmonic distortion
The ith time instant (s)
AC voltage RMS value
DC bus voltage (V)
DC bus voltage control reference (V)
PVA voltage control reference (V)
PVA voltage control reference given by power limiting algorithm (V)
PVA voltage control reference given by MPPT algorithm(V)
PV cell output voltage (V)
Voltage of capacitor branch of grid-connected LCL filter (V)
Diode voltage in single-diode PV cell model (V)
Grid voltage (V)
Grid inverter output voltage (V)
PV panel maximum power voltage at STC (V)
PV panel open circuit voltage at STC (V)
PVA voltage (V)
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vPVMPP
vS
VS_MIN
VS_MAX
VT
X
XN
z

PV source MPP voltage (V)
Storage voltage (V)
Storage minimum voltage (V)
Storage maximum voltage(V)
Thermal voltage (V)
Overall RMS value of AC measurement
Nth harmonic RMS values of AC measurement
Total number of measurement points
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General introduction
In order to improve greenhouse gas of power generation, the existing utility grid incorporates
already renewable energy resources that are the necessary complement to the traditional electricity
generation. The distributed power generation is based on systems that may be classified as:
-

grid-connected system, with a total and permanent power injection;

-

stand-alone system, seen as a substitute of utility grid connection, mostly for remote sites;

-

off-grid / grid-connected and safety network system.

In urban area, there is a significant development of small plants of decentralized photovoltaic (PV)
power production, therefore associated or integrated to buildings. Due to the PV energy purchase
conditions, the grid-connected system for permanent energy injection is proposed in most applications.
However, this increased development leads to grid-connection incidents, which became true technical
constraints. The fluctuations in both energy demand and renewable power generation, even for few
minutes, induce an effort to supplementary setting on conventional production units. The number of
conventional production units in operation must grow to ensure the balance between power generation
and power demand. This is due to the fact that the renewable power generation, hardly predictable and
very unsettled, is not participating in technical regulations for grid connection (setting voltage and
frequency, islanding detection …) and behaves as passive electric generators. In response to these
technical constraints, research works are being carried out on grid integration of renewable
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decentralized generation or developing new supervision strategies as high level energy management
control.
Concerning grid-connected systems, many studies have been carried out and propose solutions on
power electronic converters or complex systems approach. However, having regard to the absence of
the grid integrated energy management, the development of renewable energy grid-connected systems
could be restrained especially by the power back grid capacity in real time.
Given the intermittent nature of renewable sources, the major problem associated with the standalone systems is the service continuity, from whence the energy storage and conventional sources are
required. The studies in this axis concentrate more on techno-economic feasibility conditions,
optimized storage sizing, and load management.
In this context, in urban areas and for buildings equipped with renewable resources, an alternative
solution could be the off-grid / grid-connected system seen as building-integrated microgrid: low
voltage distribution system with distributed energy sources, storage devices and controllable loads.
This microgrid represents a form of power local generation, often multi-source, and can operate both
in grid-connected and in off-grid operating mode. The off-grid aspect is given by the fact that the
energy produced is intended for self-feeding. Thanks to the grid connection, the microgrid can receive
power from the utility grid. Moreover, excess power can be traded back to the utility grid or directed
toward other urban microgrid.
On the other hand, the increased power consumption involves more quality and reliability to
regulate electricity flows, less mismatching between electricity generation and consumption, and more
integrated renewable energies. Thus, the concept of smart grid is born in recent years. Smart grid
could be easily defined as the electricity delivery system, which transports, converts and distributes the
power efficiently (from producers to consumers), integrated with communication and information
technology. The main goal of smart grid communication is to assist in balancing the power generation
and the power consumption. As renewable and distributed electricity increase, their grid integration
associated with an energy management system is more necessary than ever. Hence, in order to
improve PV grid penetration, it is necessary to combine power balancing control and high level energy
management together, and providing ability to adjust grid power level at the point of common
coupling (PCC).
According to this context, this thesis intends to make a further contribution toward the
conceptualization of a decentralized multi-source power hierarchical control where the smart grid
communication is integrated. The goal is to design an advanced local energy management by a
hierarchical control which allows a decentralized and cooperative architecture for power flow balance.
Specifically, for buildings equipped with PV array, this study presents a DC microgrid with multilayer supervision control which handles instantaneous power balancing following the power flow
optimization while providing interface for smart grid communication. The optimization takes into
account forecast of PV power production and load power demand, while satisfying constraints such as
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storage capability, grid power limitations, grid time-of-use pricing and grid peak hour. Optimization,
whose efficiency is related to the prediction accuracy, is carried out by mixed integer linear
programming. Experimental results show that the proposed microgrid structure is able to implement
optimization in real power control and ensures self-correcting capability. The power flow can be
controlled near optimum cost when the prediction error is within certain limits. Even the prediction is
imprecise, the power balancing can be maintained with respect of rigid constraints. The proposed
supervision control can respond to issues of performing peak shaving, avoiding undesired injection,
and making full use of locally produced energy with respect to rigid element constraints.
The thesis is organized in four chapters. After the general introduction, Chapter I gives firstly a
review of issues in grid and places microgrid concept in the context of renewable energy integration.
Then, this chapter outlines the objective of the thesis. Aiming at improving penetration level of PV
installation associated with buildings, this study focuses on DC microgrid composed of a power
system and its control called "supervision system". The power system consists of PV sources, storage,
grid-connection, microturbine (MT) and DC load. The supervision system, designed as a multi-layer
control structure, combines power balancing, energy management and smart grid interaction. The
proposed microgrid can work in both grid-connected mode and off-grid mode.
In Chapter II, the power system modeling and power balancing control for grid-connected mode
are studied and presented. The interaction between the smart grid messages and the DC microgrid is
taken into account. To identify constraints and how to coordinate different sources to establish overall
power balancing control strategy, the power system modeling by interpreted Petri Nets (PN)
formalism and Stateflow is presented firstly. Based on power system behavior modeling, the power
system control strategy is designed with consideration of each element constraints and their behavior.
Algorithms for PV power limiting and load shedding management are developed. The proposed power
system control is associated with our laboratory scale experimental platform, whose detailed
presentation is given at the beginning of this chapter. Simulation and experimental results of day tests
validate the basic control strategy design, which ensures power balancing while respecting all element
constraints. It should be noted that, considered as a simplified grid-connected case, the off-grid power
balancing control is developed based on grid-connected power balancing control in Chapter III.
Based on the study of power system operation in grid-connected mode, Chapter III further
develops the supervision system in power balancing for both grid-connected and off-grid operation,
power flow optimization, prediction data processing and human-machine interface (HMI). The
supervision is proposed as a multi-layer structure with local energy management based on end-user's
request, estimated operating building appliances, weather forecasts, conditions concerning utility grid
availability, possibilities of shedding building facilities... An operational layer is developed to
maintain the power balancing, taking into account multiple constraints. The aim of supervision control
is to provide a continuous supply to the building with an optimized energy cost under constraints. The
whole supervision control is fully developed for both grid-connected mode and off-grid mode, which
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includes power balancing, optimization, prediction and interaction with smart grid and end-user.
Simulations for different cases are carried out for validation of the supervision control. The obtained
results show that the supervision control can maintain power balancing while performing optimized
control, even with uncertainties of prediction and arbitrary energy tariffs.
In Chapter IV, the proposed supervision control is validated through experimental test in order to
identify the merits and shortages in real operating conditions. The experimental tests, for both gridconnected mode and off-grid mode, are carried out with our experimental platform. For gridconnected mode, firstly an improvement of experimental platform is proposed; it is related to gridconnected LCL filter. In low power operation, which is often the case with PV generation according to
weather conditions, grid power factor degradation is induced by LCL filter. The degradation causes
are studied and a phase error compensation structure is proposed. Experimental results conclude that
the proposed compensation structure improves the grid power quality in case of low PV production, in
both power factor and harmonics. Concerning the DC microgrid, the experimental results are strongly
influenced by the solar irradiance evolution and induced prediction errors. To analyze DC microgrid
validation and its technical feasibility, three case studies, corresponding to three types of solar
irradiance evolution, are proposed and discussed following the two operating mode: grid-connected
and off-grid. Given the obtained experimental results, the feasibility of DC microgrid control with
energy management and smart grid interaction, in real operation with respect to rigid constraints, is
validated. In addition, the proposed supervision control which parameterizes power balancing strategy
and provides interface for optimization is also technically verified.
General conclusion and perspectives of the proposed DC microgrid research study are given in the
end.
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Chapter I. From connecting to integrating
renewable energy in utility grid
The developing technology of power electronics enables to connect distributed renewable and nonrenewable sources to the utility grid. However, simply "connecting" does not enhance overall grid
performance. Scaling from waveform of power electronic device output to grid regulation and grid
stability, extra problems emerge. To achieve high level renewable energy penetration into grid, control
strategies and means of power management should be developed to build a more robust utility grid. To
sum up, efforts need to be done to overcome integration barriers, from control to energy management
and protection, to form a more flexible and robust grid. Information and communication are
indispensable for such a heterogeneous grid that should adapt to the future high penetration of
renewable energy and plug-in electric vehicle. Thus, the concept of smart grid was born in recent years.
Towards the smart grid, microgrid that combines distributed energy sources and loads is believed as an
effective and promising approach to address the renewable energy source integration issues as well as
traditional grid issues. With communication technology, microgrid can interact with smart grid in
order to assist grid power balancing by an advanced energy management and so to reduce the cost and
to improve power quality. This chapter gives a review of issues in grid and places microgrid concept
in the context of renewable energy integration.
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I.1. Traditional grid issues and smart grid
Traditional utility grid is under challenge of balancing ever-growing heavy load, performing load
demand management, improving asset efficiency and incorporating renewable energy.
Nowadays, electric power is mostly generated in a "centralized" way. The overall electric power is
generated by several giant power plants. It is then supplied to end-users through transmission and
distribution lines, substations and transformers. As grid operation and protection mechanisms are
based on unidirectional power flow, it is difficult to integrate and manage unpredictable bi-directional
power flow induced by the renewable sources introduction. Moreover, electricity travels long distance
to reach the end-users, which cause certain amount of power loss. The distributed generation, which
means generating local power by large number of dispersed power sources, can improve the overall
efficiency, decrease impact on grid by local consumption and ameliorate supply reliability. However,
facing high penetration level of renewable energies, communication and new control strategies are
required to coordinate distributed generation within the existing utility grid.
With the ever-growing load, the utility grid scale is growing significantly. One blackout affects
much larger range than ever, so self-healing enhanced by distributed generation is demanded for future.
The utility grid must be able to balance heavy load, match nearly instantly the production with the load
demand. Unbalanced power would cause fluctuations in grid voltage amplitude and frequency, or even
blackout. This power balancing requires certain amount of fast responding spinning reserves, such as
natural gas and petroleum fired power plants working in stand-by mode. Maintaining these reserves
online represents the most expensive economical and environmental part in utility grid. The load
demand in utility grid varies according to seasons, days, hours, minutes and seconds. The grid capacity
is built to satisfy the peak load consumption. Most of the time, the assets in the grid are not fully used.
During a day, if the peak consumption can be shifted to other time, referred to as “power peak
shaving”, the grid capacity and energy cost could be largely reduced.
Demand side management (DSM) is proposed as a solution for reducing peak consumption and
total energy cost [1]. DSM refers to all the means to affect the load aiming to reduce power demand
during peak hours, through load shedding program for scheduling of appliances. The utility already
provide indirect DSM, referred to as "power demand response"; for example, time-of-use (TOU) tariff
to encourage users to shift uncritical load consumption to off-peak hours. It is not yet possible for the
grid to automatically manage the load demand and shift uncritical load to off-peak hours. The utility
direct load control requires communication support and specific devices.
On the other hand, facing increasing energy demand, environmental problems and decreasing
fossil resources, renewable energies have been being connected with the utility grid. Due to the energy
purchase conditions and policies encouragement, renewable energy plants as PV sources and wind
turbine, both large-scale and small-scale or individual local plants, are developing significantly. Most
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of these systems are grid-connected with a total and permanent power injection. However, renewable
power generation is very intermittent and random. If this continuously growing production is injected
into the grid without control, it will increase the power mismatching in the utility grid and cause
fluctuations in voltage and frequency [2-3], or even blackout. Thus, the vulnerability of the utility grid
could increase.
The traditional utility grid regulation time varies from 30 seconds to more than 72 hours. In
contrast, the renewable generation fluctuation is 1-2 seconds, which means one PV plant output power
can change to zero from rated power within seconds. It is thus difficult and costly for the grid to
compensate this kind of sudden change. Considering relative low renewable energy penetration level,
the grid is able to absorb the fluctuations without causing severe problem. However, considering
future high renewable energy penetration level, large regional power fluctuations cause problems. The
uncontrolled renewable power injection must be improved, and fluctuations of renewable energy
should be reduced or managed.
Energy storage seems to be a perfect solution to handle the intermittent nature of renewable
energy, but it has limitations based on available technologies, life cycle cost and environmental impact
[4]. For large-scale renewable energy plant, as wind farm or PV park, the pumped-storage
hydroelectricity station is a promising technology to deal with the random production of renewable
sources [5]. This technique is the most cost-effective form of current available grid energy storage.
However, capital costs and requirement of appropriate terrain cannot generalize this solution. Recent
progress in grid energy storage makes hydrogen technologies (combined fuel cells and electrolyzers
with hydrogen tanks) an alternative to pumped-storage [6]. Nevertheless, especially for future high
penetration of distributed small plant, as building-integrated renewable generators, there is no much
innovation on storage technology; lead-acid batteries are still commonly used as storage because of
low cost with regards to their performance. Hence, with limited storage capacity, local energy
management strategy needs to be developed to optimize the use of renewable energy.
Facing the challenges of power balancing, load side management and integrating renewable
generations, the concept of smart grid is born in recent years [7]. Smart grid could be easily defined as
the electricity delivery system, which transports, converts and distributes the power efficiently (from
producers to consumers), integrated with communication and information technology. The main goal
of smart grid communication is to assist in balancing the power generation and the power consumption,
while providing energy optimization and improving the robustness of the utility grid.
Smart grid ideas dates from 2001 in USA; Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) started the
study on "Intelligrid". The Department of Energy (DOE) published "Grid 2030" in 2003 [8], then, in
2004, DOE initiated "Grid Wise" project. In 2005 DOE and National Energy Technology Laboratory
(NETL) initiated research named "Modern Grid Initiative", and published "The Modern Grid Initiative:
a vision for the modern grid" in 2007. Ever since, institutions, universities and companies cooperate
with power companies to propose their own pilot project development and practice on "Smart Grid".
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Thus, developing smart grid is announced as main strategy in North America as well in Europe and
Asia. Researches on smart grid have been boosting ever since, on communication, measurement,
advanced components and devices, advanced control, modeling and market strategies. Several industry
products already exist, such as smart meters. Standards on smart grid communication hardware have
been carried out as well [9-11].
Because the smart grid is a very complex network with nonlinearity, randomness, bidirectional
power flow, and bidirectional communication [12-13], despite of the technologies of smart devices
and communication protocol, supervising the status of the whole system, and dealing with the largescale real time data, remain an open problem.
Microgrid is believed as one promising approach to facilitate smart grid. A microgrid consists of
distributed energy sources, traditional and renewable, storage devices and controllable loads. The
microgrid combines local power generation and local consumption, and can operate in grid-connected
and in islanded operation mode, as well in off-grid mode. A microgrid could refer to different power
scales from few kW to MW.
By organizing a set of microgrids [14-18] with several grid connections, through an adequate
interface controller, power balancing becomes more a local issue rather than a region-wide issue [13].
The possible smart grid topology evolution facilitated by microgrid is shown in Figure 1 [19].
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Figure 1. Possible smart grid topology.
Thus, the smart grid topology could be seen at:
- small-scale: microgrid, able to maintain a basic power balancing, to exchange power
between each other and with the traditional utility grid through a specific interface controller,
able to exchange data;
- middle-scale: a set of microgrids combined with the traditional utility grid as a single system
able to exchange power and data through a specific interface at PCC;
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- large-scale: numerous microgrids with energy management seamlessly integrated with utility
control to transform the traditional power grid into smart grid.
Data can be exchanged via a bidirectional bus communication which is based on appropriate
routers and protocols.

I.2. Microgrid
As mentioned above, microgrid aggregates local power production, consumption and storage
together. According to different applications and projects, the microgrid structure varies. It is generally
considered that microgrid controls on-site generation and power demand to meet the objectives of
providing local power, ancillary services and injecting power into the utility grid if required. The
general topology of microgrid is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Microgrid general scheme.
Concerning microgrid approach, several main advantages can be given: improving renewable
energy penetration level, facilitating the smart grid implementation, better energy supply for remote
areas, power balancing at local level with self-supplying possibility, and maintaining load supply
during islanding operation or off-grid mode. Thus, the microgrid controller becomes essential for
balancing power and load management, and facilitates the sources pooling during islanding.
This chapter describes the general concept of microgrid, its configurations, main research issues on
microgrid, and gives a review on droop control.
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I.2.1. AC and DC microgrid
Depending on the usage of AC or DC bus for coupling different elements within microgrid, AC
microgrid, DC microgrid and hybrid AC/DC microgrid structures exist.
AC microgrid refers to the configuration of coupling microgrid elements with AC bus, and
connecting to AC local grid. DC microgrid refers to DC bus coupling and connection to DC local grid.
Hybrid AC/DC microgrid refers to the presence of both DC and AC coupling. At present, the DC grid
is not ubiquitous, but more HVDC transmission lines are being built in MW level, while low voltage
DC grid is being adopted, starting with data centers, for the reason of more efficiency, less cost, less
occupied space, lower lifetime cost and more reliability [20]. DC grid is seen, by some authors, as the
future trend in both transmission and distribution lines [21]. At present, the main technical obstacle to
bring DC grid into reality lies in the aspect of protection, for example high power rating DC circuit
breakers.
Comparing AC and DC configuration of microgrid, AC systems have advantages over DC systems
in the following aspects:
- Voltage transformation.
AC voltage can be easily and economically transformed to another level (increasing or
decreasing) by electromagnetic transformers without control strategy. While DC
transformation requires power electronic devices with complex measuring and control.
- Circuit protection for AC system is more mature than for DC systems.
Firstly, for AC systems line impedance is much higher than DC systems. Meanwhile, an AC
element, such as transformer, can withstand more overloading (for example, a 30/40MVA,
138/13.8kV transformer can withstand 160% overload for 30 minutes and 170% during 15
minutes according to transformer factory test [22]) than DC system for which a slight
overloading for milliseconds over power electronic device rating could permanently damage
the power converter. In case of fault such as short circuit, the AC current can be limited and
also it rises slowly because of relatively high AC impedance; thus, the overloading ability
provide enough time for protection devices to operate. While in DC system, the low DC
"impedance" induces high rising rate in the fault current, resulting in more challenges for the
design of a fast response DC circuit breaker.
Secondly, AC circuit breaker is much mature than DC. Forced by AC voltage, AC current
has nature zero-crossing features, while DC current is always persisting. Breaking the DC
circuit is much more difficult, especially in high current rating, than breaking AC current.
Nevertheless, DC systems offer several advantages over AC systems:
- Incorporation of DC native generators which are often renewable energy sources.
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Fuel cells and PV sources, but also storage means as batteries, can be more easily and
efficiently integrated with DC grid without needing inversion stage.
- Synchronization is not required.
Coupling AC microgrid element with AC bus and AC grid requires all conversion stages
work at the same frequency, while amplitude and harmonic must also be as consistent as
possible to avoid undesired loop current. Concerning DC microgrid, as zero frequency
system, only the voltage amplitude should be regulated and there is no need for
synchronization when connecting DC bus or DC local grid. Coupling DC bus to AC local
grid needs only one inversion stage.
- No need of reactive power supply for AC sources.
In DC microgrid, AC sources, such as wind turbine, diesel generators, and MT are connected
to the DC bus through converters. As no reactive power is present in the DC bus, connected
AC sources could run with only active power, which increases the power efficiency and
power transfer ability.
- Higher efficiency.
With technical development, semiconductor application can be found everywhere, from
industrial variable speed motor drive to building lighting, not to mention ubiquitous
information technology devices. Appliances based on semiconductors require always the use
of DC power. Conversion from AC to DC generally loses 10-25% of energy, depending on
various devices and/or their rated power [21]. On the other hand, DC systems do not suffer
from skin effect, so thinner cable can be used with improved material efficiency.

To sum up, AC systems may have more advantages in certain high voltage and high power
applications, while DC systems would provide advantage for the end-users in low voltage levels.

I.2.2. Research issues on microgrid
As microgrid is initiated using AC voltage, many studies concern the AC microgrid; DC microgrid
has not been explored as much as AC microgrid. Despite the studies, microgrid varies from
application to application; researches on microgrid can be roughly divided into three groups: control,
protection system and devices, and energy management.

I.2.2.1. Control
Microgrid control issues relate different scales from single device to multi-inverter, and may be
summarized as follows:
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1. Applying new power components in microgrid.
With the development of materials, the recent emerged components are proposed for
application in microgrids, such as silicon carbide (SiC) based power electronic devices [23]
and high frequency transformer [24], with aim of improving conversion efficiency and
reducing size of bulky converters.
2. New topologies of converter or inverter.
High step-up DC/DC converter are proposed for embracing low DC voltage sources, such as
fuel cell and PV panel, to high DC voltage bus without multiple conversion stages [25-27].
In [28], a novel topology integrating DC and AC converter together and economizing 25% of
semiconductors is proposed. Quasi Z-source inverter can also be found for microgrid
application [29]. These new topologies provide advantages of improving efficiency, reducing
cost and increase reliability to fault.
3. Single inverter control to improve performance and power quality.
3.1. Improving power quality.
Microgrid power quality issues mainly result from grid connection and nonlinear load,
both of which introduces harmonic current. Hence, various controllers and control
strategies are proposed. Resonant or proportional-resonant (PR) current controller could
offer higher harmonic rejection ability at selected frequency, and is widely used for
eliminating selective harmonics [30]. Methodology which assesses and optimizes PR
current controller is also studied [31]. Sliding mode control is used for low harmonic
and high power factor in grid-connected operation [32]. Feed-forward control are also
proved effective in improving the waveform quality under nonlinear critical load [33].
Grid voltage unbalance compensation [34] and reactive power compensation [35-36]
are often addressed as power quality issues. In [37], the authors proposed H  cascade
current-voltage controller to inject balanced clean current to the grid while keeping the
nonlinear harmonic currents and unbalanced local load currents locally.
3.2. Power quality issues due to other application-based configuration.
In case of supplying both three-phase and single-phase load, a three-phase four-wire
configuration must be applied, H  current controller to stabilize neutral point voltage
for connecting unbalanced load and/or utility grid [38] is proposed. Voltage fluctuations
resulting from variable output power of renewable energy sources are also addressed by
D-STATCOM [39].
3.3. Efforts for improving dynamic control response with classical control techniques.
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Except for control strategy based on complex parameters proposed by most authors, the
classic control theory are also used to avoid complex parameter tuning in microgrid
control, such as the proportional-integral (PI) controller used in [40].
4. Multi-inverter power sharing.
In off-grid operation mode of a microgrid, several sources supply the load at the same time;
one important issue is to distribute load power evenly/proportionally with respect of rated
power capacity to multi-source. Research proposals on multi-inverter power sharing can be
identified into two groups: with communication and without communication. One typical
example when communication is required is "master-slave" control; for example, in [41], the
master fixes the voltage and frequency in microgrid, while the slaves are current sources.
Concerning the second group, without communication, research works have drawn much
more attentions because of the low cost and especially "plug-and-play" feature, which means
in a microgrid, no need of reconfiguring the system when adding or removing a single
energy source. In this case, the control method proposed is called droop control, which is
detailed in the next section.
Despite droop control can achieve automatic active and reactive power sharing in microgrid,
it is not efficient in harmonic sharing due to grid connection and non-linear load. Recently,
harmonic sharing in islanded operation is often addressed [42-43].
On the other hand, droop control algorithm is also affected by grid impedance, it is also
necessary to accommodate impedance variation or decouple active and reactive power. Thus,
[44] proposed an improved droop controller to achieve accurate proportional load sharing
without meeting two rigid requirements of classic droop controller: same per-unit impedance
and generating same voltage set-point. Decoupling active and reactive power taking into
consideration of both inductive and resistive component of the equivalent output impedance,
the current control for active and reactive current sharing is proposed by [45].
5. Other control issues.
Other control issues are also involved, such as phase lock loop (PLL) for fast detection of
selective individual harmonic [46], PV maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control
algorithm for operation in partial shedding condition [47], new topology of parallel
converters for reducing capacity of full power converter in wind application [48], controlling
power transfer at PCC by tap control of a smart transformer [49], and smoothing renewable
production fluctuations by fuzzy logic controller and storage [50].

I.2.2.2. Protection
For microgrid it is still necessary to research and develop new fault detection and protection
control. Microgrid introduces bidirectional current and the flexible "plug and play" feature makes the
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fault current values varies, conventional relays, breakers and other protection devices may not work
anymore, new protection algorithm should respond to the issues [51]. Microgrid also, by definition,
works in both off-grid and grid-connected mode, so microgrid protection devices are to develop
effective protection algorithm to handle the complex working environment [52]. Microprocessor [53]
and communication [54-55] are implemented for protection devices to reinforce the complex
protection algorithm. Other requirements concern remote measuring [56], protection for small
generators [57], or ability of supporting voltage under grid faults [58].

I.2.2.3. Energy management.
Energy management is supposed to manage the power flow in microgrid and power flow
exchanged with the utility grid during the grid-connected mode, with the objective of making full use
of each source while respecting their constraints on capacity and power; thus, that operation can be
optimized and the cost can be reduced, nevertheless, data communication by smart grid is required for
overall grid performance enhancement.
The energy management can be classified into rule-based and optimization-based approaches.
Rule-based approach manages the system according to prefixed rules, such as simple rule base, multiagent system [17] and fuzzy logic approaches [18, 59]. Optimization based approach manages the
system by mathematical optimization, carried out with objective function and constraints. The
optimization methods include the artificial intelligence joint with linear programming [18], linear
programming [59] or dynamic programming [60-61], and genetic algorithms [62].
The rule based system is simple and robust, but not guarantee the optimal performance with given
operating conditions. Moreover, rules become complex when facing different scenarios. The
optimization gives an optimal solution within given constraints and operation condition. Nevertheless,
optimization is usually treated as separate problem from the power balancing strategy, and
optimization usually requires priori information on energy production and energy consumption. Error
between the forecast and real condition could result in degradation of optimization performance or
even undesired operation that may violate certain constraints, then the system would no longer be able
to operate. Hence, requirement is to develop the power balancing and optimization together, and
taking into account that, when errors of priori information occur, the power balancing strategy should
be affected as less as possible.

I.2.3. Droop control
In microgrid studies, droop control has drawn a lot of attentions; its principle and its shortcomings
are discussed in this section. Droop control is initially applied to AC systems, but it is also compatible
with DC control.
In microgrid, inverters are coupled on the common bus through impedance; as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Multi-inverter power sharing scheme.
E1 , E 2 , E i are output root mean square (RMS) voltages of the each inverter, while 1 ,  2 , i the

inverter output voltage phases. Z 1 , Z 2 , Z i are inverter output impedance magnitudes while 1 ,  2 , i
are the output impedances phases. The AC bus voltage V is chosen as voltage reference with phase
angle at 0. As V is supplied by several converters, it is considered as constant and independent with
inverter output. Pi and Qi are the active and reactive power outputs for each inverter. Pi and Qi can be
calculated as:
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cos( i )
P



i
i
 i
Zi
Zi


2
 Q  EiV sin(   )  V sin( )
i
i
i
 i
Zi
Zi
i  {1, 2, ...}

(1.1)

Considering that output impedance is usually considered inductive predominating, so
Z i   i  X i  90  , where X i is the predominating inductive impedances magnitude. Equation (1.1)

can be simplified as:

EiV

 Pi  X sin(i )

i

2
Q  EiV cos(i )  V
i

Xi
i  {1, 2, ...}

(1.2)

In steady state operation, i is relatively small, and V is considered constant. So (1.2) can be
roughly approximated as proportional function [43]:
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 Pi  i

Qi  Ei

(1.3)

i  {1, 2, ...}
Equation (1.3) indicates that inverter output active power and reactive power can be controlled
separately by means of adjusting the output phase angle and voltage amplitude respectively.
Then an additional characteristic, described by (1.4), is added to each inverter control so that the
load power can be evenly/proportionally shared in an automatic way.
*
i  0  mPi
 *
 Ei  E0  nQi
i  {1, 2}

(1.4)

where  0 and E 0 , are constants representing inverter angular frequency and voltage output at no-load
operation, m and n are droop control parameters,

i* , Ei* are the references of output voltage angular

frequency and amplitude respectively to generate the voltage reference signal

2Ei* sin(i*t ) .

Thanks to (1.4), each inverter measures its own output active power and reactive power for
generating its own voltage reference. According to different load power, every inverter output, i.e.
voltage and frequency, varies until reaching a steady state that the load power is evenly shared by
different sources. The whole process does not need communication between inverters, but droop
parameters must be tuned.
Although studies have improved the droop control performance in harmonic sharing and tolerance
of impedance variation, limitations still exist.
Firstly, the droop control assumes that every energy source in microgrid has sufficient capacity to
output desired power following the load demand. Nevertheless, it is not the case for some sources as
PV panel and wind turbine whose output powers change according to environmental conditions, such
as the solar irradiance, temperature and wind speed respectively. These output powers cannot change
according to load demand. It is difficult for such renewable energy sources to operate in droop mode.
Secondly, the droop control is not suitable for the grid-connected mode. In grid-connected mode,
voltage amplitude and frequency are fixed by the grid, so that the droop control that shares power by
varying voltage amplitude and frequency no longer works. The multi-inverter power sharing of gridconnected mode still needs communication. As microgrid works in both off-grid and grid-connected
mode, the main advantage of droop control of load power sharing among multi-inverter without
communication disappears [63]. In grid-connected mode, inverters working as current source mode
with communication are preferred [64-66].
Thirdly, constant power devices, such as rectifiers and voltage regulators, can result in dynamic
instability of droop-controllers of the inverter [67].
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I.3. Objective of the thesis
As an element of future smart grid, microgrid should be developed in both control and energy
management considering interactions with smart grid. In literature, the aspects of control and energy
management of microgrid are treated separately, and smart grid interaction is merely proposed. In this
thesis, a further attempt on systemic study of microgrid control combined with energy management
and smart grid messages is provided, aiming mainly at improving penetration level of distributed small
PV plant with less impact in grid while optimizing local power.
The studied microgrid is dedicated to tertiary building. As many small PV plant are associated or
integrated to buildings that represent a large sector of energy consumption, it is essential to restructure
their use and to improve their performance by microgrid[68]. For distributed PV energy, on-site
generation through the microgrid can be better scaled to match the power needs of end-users who
require specified power services and may more easily accept some load shedding.
The proposed DC microgrid, consisting of power system and control system called “supervision”,
is proposed in Figure 4.
SUPERVISION SYSTEM
Human-machine interface

User demand
Metadata

Prediction layer

Smart grid messages

Energy management layer
Operation layer

Power system
states

POWER SYSTEM

v

PV
Control
DC

PV
Sources

DC
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DC

Storage

DC

DC Load
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Figure 4. DC microgrid system overview.
The multi-source power system of the proposed DC microgrid is composed of a DC load and four
sources: PV array (PVA), utility grid, electrolytic storage and MT. The storage and the utility grid are
two reversible sources concerned by power supply and power injection. The utility grid and MT
operate in complementary cycle: grid connection is used only in grid-connected mode and MT works
only in off-grid mode.
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In most of the cases, PVA is controlled by MPPT algorithm, but it can be cut off or controlled to
output a constrained power to protect storage from overcharging or to maintain control of grid power
injection. Storage and grid connection are used as buffer to cover the gap between the intermittent
renewable production and the load demand. Grid connection also ensures continuous and safe supply
for critical load, as well as provides the possibility of trading back excess production to grid. Taking
into account the aforementioned DC microgrid advantages, the proposed DC microgrid uses DC bus
because of following additional reasons: DC feeding is more efficient for low voltage systems for the
demand side. Furthermore, mostly 90% of a tertiary building’s electrical load is possible to be DC fed
in efficiency manner [69] while for the grid side the power factor can be controlled at 1. DC load
power is demanded by the end-user, but the supervision system can intervene by load shedding.
To integrate control, optimization and grid interaction together with flexible structure, the
supervision system is designed in multi-layer structure, which consists of operation layer, energy
management layer, prediction layer and HMI. The basic layer of the supervision is the operation layer.
It operates the power system with the primary objectives of power balancing with load shedding, PV
constrained control and with respect to power limits imposed by the utility grid in the form of smart
grid messages. Energy management layer controls the operation layer with an aim of improving
energy efficiency and reducing energy cost, while responding to grid issues, such as peak shaving.
Prediction layer predicts load consumption and renewable energy production, which are necessary
information (metadata) for optimization in energy management layer. HMI permits interaction with
end-users, for whom some energy management criteria could be defined.
The multi-layer structure design provides more flexibility in both software and hardware. Firstly,
each layer can be designed to run independently, they are coupled by some variables. By modifying
coupled variable values, the upper layer affects the lower layer operation to perform advanced energy
management. Secondly, without changing the control structure, the strategy can be put in one or
several microcontrollers in order to execute complex algorithm for a large-scale application, which
could help form autonomous microgrid groups and facilitate integration with the future smart grid.
Moreover, the supervision subsystem facilitates information exchange with the smart grid; only
low speed communication is required. Based on this information, grid adjustment such as direct load
management, or peak shaving, can be more easily performed. Following grid adjustment, an optimal
local power flow can be achieved.

I.4. Conclusion
The state of the art highlights the complexity of the overall problem of the smart grid, which, in
turn, requires the realization of microgrids. The difficulty to define the control of a microgrid for
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several strategies leads to deeply analyze the control of specific components the power system and its
supervision.
To build a global energy model, adapted to the microgrid operation integrated with the smart grid
communication, it is necessary to study and propose appropriate models for each component. For PV
sources, a power prediction model is needed that quickly adapts to all weather conditions (solar
irradiance and PV cell temperature). Thus, based on the weather forecast, the PVA production can be
reliably forecasted. As for the means of electrolytic storage, it turns out that the existing models are
more related to aging, health status, and rarely developed for a reliable calculation of their voltage and
state of charge for a given current to better control their use over a long period of time (a few hours).
On the other hand, the control of these components is also important to get the best energy
performance at a reasonable cost. PV sources are often controlled using tracking methods of the
maximum power point (MPP). Several MPPT algorithms are available in the literature, but often
having as criterion the maximum power extracted and not the energy of a sufficiently long period of
time, such as day. In addition, control of the PV power extracted in a given limit is not yet widespread,
probably due to the absence of bidirectional communication with the smart grid. Finally, the
supervision, as interface between the microgrid and the utility grid, is not always designed and built to
address constraints imposed by the utility grid and act on the load of the microgrid simultaneously.
Therefore, compared to the research studies mentioned above, this thesis on microgrid, is
distinguished by integration of the smart grid messages and by adopting the approach of multi-physics
and multi-scale system in order to obtain a global response. Limited to DC microgrid applied in urban
areas, this systemic approach leads to study the interaction between the microgrid and the utility grid
at different time scales involving different types of physical parameters and with different operating
modes of operation that meet specific needs.
Another important aspect concerns the optimization of energy costs, taking into account
constraints. The requirements are: on one hand, to meet the requirements of the utility grid for limited
injection or absorption power, and to meet the DC load ensuring the stability of the DC bus, on the
other hand. Another aspect taken into account is to act as a partial load shedding; however, the study
of intelligent management of building loads is not done.
The proposed models and related commands on the power system are validated by experimental
tests. The coupling between the power system and its supervision is validated by numerical simulation
and by experimental tests based on experimental platform whose description is given in the next
section.
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Chapter II. Power system modeling and control
for grid-connected operation
Microgrid operates both in grid-connected mode and off-grid mode. The power balancing control
with smart grid interaction in grid-connected operation requires the most consideration in this study. In
off-grid mode, MT can be considered as grid connection with reduced transient performance and with
only unidirectional power flow. So, the off-grid operation can be seen as a simplified grid-connected
case. Hence, in this chapter, the grid-connected operation is studied and analyzed through the behavior
of each element in power system to establish an overall strategy adapting to supervision functions.
Firstly, power system control must keep power balancing. It extracts maximum power from PVA
and manages the power transfer in order to feed directly the DC load (building), respecting to
available storage level and regarding the utility grid connection.
Moreover, required by the DC microgrid integration in the future smart grid, despite power
balancing, the power system control must incorporate complex operations such as interacting with the
smart grid to respond grid issues such as peak shaving, as well as optimizing local power. The
complex operating context demands robust yet simple control strategy, which is able to ensure power
balancing, to respond smart grid demand and to embrace local power optimization. To obtain the
adequate control algorithm, behaviors of each element are studied based on PN modeling through
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identifying possible physical states of the system. Based on the modeling, a power balancing control
strategy is established. The PN modeling is then simulated in MATLAB-Simulink with the help of
Stateflow toolbox. Simulation and experiment results validate the proposed control strategy.

II.1. Electrical scheme and experimental platform
In the power system of proposed DC microgrid, the PVA, storage and grid are connected to a
common DC bus through their dedicated power electronic interface to provide fast power response for
power system control. The power electronic interface is composed of a four-leg power converter ( B1 ,
B 2 , B3 and B 4 ) and a set of inductors and capacitors. DC load is connected to the DC bus, as shown

in Figure 5, where g and  are respectively solar irradiance and PV cell temperature.
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Figure 5. Power system electric scheme.
The DC bus consists of a capacitor C , coupling electrically the DC bus voltage v , the DC load
demands power directly from the DC bus. To extract the maximum power from PVA, a boost
converter is implemented, consisting of C PV capacitor, LPV inductor and B1 power converter leg. The
storage consists of a set of electrolytic storage cells as a voltage source v S , and is coupled with DC
bus through an inductor L S and B 2 power converter leg. The utility grid emulator is connected to the
DC bus through the B3 and B 4 power converter legs and a filter. v PV and iPV are PVA output
voltage and current. iS is the storage current and iL is the load current.
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The power flow is shown in Figure 5 with blue flashes. The following sign conventions for power
flow are assumed:
- for the two reversible sources (grid and storage), grid power pG and storage power p S , the
positive value means to receive power and negative value means to supply power;
- for load power p L and the PVA power p PV , they are always considered positive.
Regarding the grid control, no reactive power control is involved: grid current iG is always
controlled in phase or in opposite-phase with grid voltage vG . The synchronization between iG and vG
is achieved by PLL [70]. The powers are calculated by multiplying corresponding voltage with current,
i.e. p PV  v PV  i PV , p S  v S  i S , pG  vG  i G and p L  v  i L .
The proposed power system control is associated with our laboratory scale experimental platform,
which has been installed in Centre Pierre Guillaumat 2 of our university. PVA consists of 16 PV
panels. Storage uses a set of lead acid battery. Grid connection is emulated by reversible AC voltage
sources and the DC load is emulated with programmable DC electronic load. The proposed 4-leg
power converter is based on IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor) with commutation frequency
at 10kHz. The controller is dSPACE 1006. The picture of the experimental platform is given in Figure
6.

PVA installation
Interface Card
Drivers

Building
Emulator

IGBTs
PC

Current sensor
card

Grid Emulator
Storage

Protection
dSPACE
1006

Figure 6. Experimental platform.
The platform specifications are given in Table 1. Concerning the PVA, current and voltage are
given for the maximum power point (MPP) at the standard test conditions (STC). The technical
specifications of used PV panel and storage unit are given respectively in Annex 1 and in Annex 2.
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Table 1. Principal element detail of power system for experimental test.
Element

Parameter

Device

Storage (serial 8 battery units)

96V/130Ah

Battery unit: Sonnenschein Solar S12/130 A

PVA (16 PV panel in series)

I MPP  7.14A 
 STC
VMPP  280V 

PV panel: Solar-Fabrik SF-130/2-125

Grid emulator

3kVA

Bidirectional linear amplifier (Puissance+)

Programmable DC electronic load

2.6kW

Chroma 63202

Controller board

dSPACE 1006

Power electronic converter

600V-100A

SEMIKRON SKM100GB063D

II.2. Functions of the power system control
As aforementioned, the DC microgrid requires the following functions: power balancing,
interacting with the smart grid, and optimizing power flow. The three aspects must be considered and
integrated in the control strategy.

II.2.1. Power balancing
Neglecting the power loss in the conversion, the power must be balanced as:
p PV  pG  pS  p L

(2.1)

PVA power p PV changes with solar irradiance and temperature. Load power p L changes
according to building’s power demand. Powers pG and p S can be controlled by giving corresponding
current control reference, iG* and i S* . Grid and storage should balance the power error between
production and consumption by means of stabilizing DC bus voltage v. To stabilize v, the required
power p * is defined by (2.2):

 p*  pPV  pL  CP (v*  v)  CI (v*  v)dt

 *
*
*
 p  pG  pS

(2.2)

with v * the DC bus voltage reference, C P proportional gain and C I the integral gain. The power
reference p * is the output of the controller for stabilizing the DC bus voltage. The power reference
p * must be distributed to grid and storage. Thus, storage power reference p S* is calculated mainly

according to a distribution coefficient KD as in (2.3),
p S*  K D  p *

(2.3)

The distribution coefficient KD is constrained between 0 and 1, although other values still work.
The reason is as follows: PV feed-in tariffs are still incentives, nowadays, grid charged storage and
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grid power injection by storage are forbidden by almost all power providers. In this study, it is
assumed that the energy storage does not inject power into the grid. So, constraining KD between 0
and 1 makes sure that power grid injection is only from PVA production. Grid power reference is
obtained as in (2.4),
p G*  p *  p S*

(2.4)

The distribution coefficient KD describes the power distribution between grid and storage for a
general case; however, special situations must be taken into consideration. In those cases, powers pG*
and p S* must be modified according to their corresponding limits, either physical or imposed, resulting
in extra power balancing considerations, which are detailed in the subsequent PN modeling study.

II.2.2. Smart grid interaction
DSM exists already and is expected as one important feature of future smart grid. The term
demand side management is used in a loose way by different people across the world. It is either a
narrow definition concerning only energy efficiency [71], such as retrofit of building by more efficient
appliances, or a broad range concerning energy efficiency, TOU tariff, market demand response,
physical demand response and spinning reserve [72]. However, the main goal is the same: using the
load as an additional degree of freedom to improve the overall efficiency in the grid.
Despite energy efficiency, DSM refers to modifying end-users’ energy demand through various
ways, either explicit orders or financial incentives, such as demand response (DR) and TOU tariff.
Since the grid supply capability is built not only to satisfy the peak consumption but also to provide
supplementary security margin for unforeseen events, by simply reducing peak consumption, DSM
can significantly reduce the need for expensive new generation, transmission and distribution to satisfy
peak demand. It has been reported that a small reduction of demand by 5% could have been resulted in
a 50% price reduction during California electricity crisis in 2000-2001 [73]. As well, it greatly reduces
peak energy price and volatility of price in the electric market. Figure 7 shows how the load decrease
ability can reduce electric market price in peak supply.

Figure 7. Simplified effect of DSM on electricity market prices [74].
This phenomenon is due to the fact that generation cost increases exponentially near maximum
generation capacity. A small reduction in demand will result in a big reduction in generation cost and
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in turn a reduction in price of electricity. In this example, original demand curve is represented by a
vertical line because it is assumed that the system is without DSM. DSM programs induce a negative
slope on the original demand curve leading to small deduction in demand and a huge reduction in
price. To sum up DSM advantages, simply reducing or shifting peak consumption is much less
expensive than building new power plants and introducing energy storage.
DR is referred to affecting the load using an explicit signal, broadcasted by transmission or
distribution system operators. Most of the time, the signal is not necessarily instantaneous, which may
refer to a situation for next day [72]. It is performed for three reasons: emergency, economic and
ancillary services. Currently, it manly refers to mechanisms used to encourage consumers to reduce
demand. Nevertheless, DR can be used to increase load demand in case of high production and low
demand as well. Arbitrage between periods of low and high demand (or low and high prices) for
energy storage is also encouraged by some systems.
Current DR schemes are implemented with large and small commercial as well as residential endusers by different means as direct grid operator control, special contract, voluntary response to signals
or bidding for curtailing power supply access at attractive prices. Dedicated control systems handle the
signal to shed loads (lighting appliances, machines, air conditioning) according to a preplanned load
prioritization scheme.
TOU tariff is also a useful mean to perform peak shaving. It can also be found with most power
suppliers at present. It refers to the energy tariff variations versus time: energy price is more expensive
in peak hours than in off-peak hours. So, the end-users are encouraged to shift uncritical load in the
off-peak hours. Energy consumption for both peak hours and off-peak hours is recorded separately to
calculate the energy invoice. It requires a meter able to respond to grid switching signals between peak
and off-peak. In the case of energy dynamic pricing, expected in the coming years, a smart meter
should be designed and implemented; its main ability is linked to the smart grid communication that is
supposed to transmit messages concerning energy tariffs.
Another issue of the current utility grid is linked to the power injection from distributed renewable
sources. Thus, due to intermittency and fluctuation characteristics of renewable production,
considerations must be taken to handle injection problems facing future high-level penetration of
renewable sources. Volatile renewable productions can result in new challenges in the grid for power
balancing and stability problems [75-79]. Hence, it is also essential for DSM to regulate the injected
power.
To perform DSM, different technologies, especially communication, are necessary. Hence, the
future smart grid communication is considered and involved in the proposed microgrid to provide
capability for grid regulation in both supply and injection cases. The dynamic mechanism is proposed
in forms of smart grid message, which are both proposed as explicit orders, in forms of grid power
limits, for both supply and injection. TOU tariff is also included. Hence, the microgrid should use grid
power following the limits transmitted by the message, as well as optimize power flow to reduce
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energy cost. In addition, the proposed microgrid should be able to inform the utility grid of power
demand and injection forecasts.

II.3. Power system modeling considering constraints
In order to analyze the system with a goal of establishing the overall control strategy, the modeling
and simulation are necessary. The described global system can be seen as a hybrid dynamical system
defined as system with continuous-time dynamics interacting with discrete-event dynamics. The
hybrid behavior consists of continuous-time power system behavior controlled by discrete logic/event
like circuits switching and supervision system outputs. Therefore, the behavioral modeling of global
system is proposed by means of interpreted PN formalism [80-81] which is a powerful graphical and
mathematical tool for describing and analyzing different hybrid dynamical systems. Thus, interpreted
PN modeling is used to split continuous element behavior into discrete states, permitting a bottom up
modeling to facilitate the design of overall control strategy by studying each detailed discrete state.
Control functions are then studied and integrated into each discrete state.
The simulation of power system control has a hybrid aspect. The continuous and discrete aspects
coexist and interact with each other. The power system components behave with continuous dynamics
while the control strategy by PN modeling behaves in a discrete way. In order to perform numerical
hybrid simulation tests, Simulink and Stateflow development in MATLAB environment are proposed.
Simulink helps to model the continuous dynamics of the system and Stateflow is used to specify
the discrete control logic and the modal behavior of the system. Stateflow design language is based on
the concept of hierarchical automata from Statecharts [82] and allows developing PN model through
the approximation made between states/places and switching/firing transitions conditions.
Thus, in this section, at the same time of PN modeling, Stateflow modeling is given, which permits
simulating the PN model in MATLAB-Simulink environment.

II.3.1. Introduction to Petri Nets modeling
Carl A. Petri proposed for the first time in 1962 a net-like mathematical tool, called Petri Net, for
the study of communication with automata. Wide PN application areas are found in performance
evaluation, communication protocols, discrete-event systems, flexible manufacturing/industrial control
systems, digital filters, asynchronous circuits and structures.
PN are a powerful graphical and mathematic tool providing a uniform environment for modeling,
formal analysis, and design of discrete event systems. With the same PN model, behavioral analysis,
discrete event simulator and controller design as well as performance evaluation can be accomplish
[83]. Moreover, unlike other tools, PN have an exact mathematical definition of their execution
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semantics, with a well-developed mathematical theory for process analysis. It is possible to set up state
equations, algebraic equations, and other mathematical models governing the behavior of systems [84].
To quickly summarize, a PN is defined as a five-tuple: P N  P , T , F , W , M 0 where:
P  { p1 , p 2 ,  , p m } is a finite set of places,
T  {t1 , t 2 ,  , t n } is a finite set of transitions,
F   P  T   T  P  is a set of arcs (flow relation),

W : F  {1, 2, 3, } is weight function that assigns a weight to each arc,
M 0 : F  {1, 2, 3, } is the initial marking,

P  T   and P  T  .
Hence, a PN graphic contains four kinds of objects: place (state variable), transition (state
transformer), token (indicator for active state) and arc. The directed arcs connect places and transitions
and arc weight indicate the token flow when transition is fired. A transition can be enabled if its
upstream or input places have enough tokens according to corresponding arc weights. An enabled
transition may fire at any time. As interpreted PN, each transition could have conditions related to it,
and transition is fired only if the transition is enabled and its conditions are satisfied. When fired, the
tokens in the input places are moved to output places, according to arc weights and place capacities.
Starting with an initial marking, given by initial tokens in places, the graph-based structure simulates
the dynamic behavior of a system by continuously firing enabled transitions. Many static and dynamic
properties of a PN may be mathematically proven.
The basic concepts of PN is illustrated by a simple PN example for the case of the following well
known chemical reaction 2H 2 +O 2  2H 2 O , given in Figure 8.
2
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H2
T1
P2
O2

P1
H2

2
P3
H2O

2
T1

P2
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(a)

P3
H 2O
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Figure 8. PN example: (a) marking before firing the enabled transition T1; (b) marking after firing T1.
The PN model includes the following elements:
- places: graphically presented by circles, corresponding P1, P2 and P3,
- transitions: graphically bars, T1,
- directing arcs: graphically flashes,
- arc weights: numbers over flashes,
- marking: graphically token within places.
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Places occupied by tokens are interpreted as indicating state of the system or available resources in
the system. As aforementioned, an enabled transition may or may not be fired, depending on the
additional firing condition related to the transition. For example, firing condition relating to T1 may be
a high temperature. The transition is enabled with enough token presented in input places in Figure 8
(a), but cannot be fired while the transition condition is not satisfied. Firing transition T1 means
removing tokens in input places, whose number depends on the arc weight, and adds tokens to output
places whose number also depends on the corresponding arc weight, as shown in the Figure 8 (b).
After firing, the system status change.
Concerning the microgrid modeling study, the directed arcs weight is considered to be one.
Furthermore, the basic analysis of PN models is not necessary to be detailed and presented in this
modeling study. However, regarding the PN models presented below, based on place-invariants and
transition-invariants, we note that the structural verification proves that each model is live (there exists
an initial marking for which the PN is live), bounded (tokens limitation for all initial marking), and
without deadlocks or conflicts.

II.3.2. Smart grid interaction modeling
As aforementioned, on one hand the microgrid should respond to smart grid issues, such as
performing peak shaving and avoid unwanted injection. On the other hand, the microgrid must
optimize energy cost. Hence, it is assumed that the smart grid informs microgrid at different times
about the grid operating parameters: peak hours, energy price, grid usage limitations, i.e. limits for
grid power supply p G _ S _ L IM and grid power injection p G _ I _ L IM . This communication is modeled with
a timed interpreted PN represented by two places (P0, P1) and two transitions (T1, T2), as illustrated
in Figure 9.
event:
supervision information

T2; tG

P0

Smart grid
message
P1

Smart grid
standby
T1; event: grid‐operating
mode change

Figure 9. Smart grid interaction modeling by PN.
In different grid-operating mode, the powers that users can demand from or inject to the grid are
different, resulting in different operating strategy design considerations.
Thus, the place P0 represents the smart grid in a standby mode and the place P1 is reached when
the smart grid message is sent out to inform end-users of grid-operating mode change. This event is
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the firing condition associated with the transition T1. After the t G time, which could be measured in
minutes or hours, from the arrival of the token in place P1, the transition T2 can be fired and the
supervision system is informed of the switching operating mode instant. Once the supervision system
is advised about the grid-operating mode, it controls the multi-source power system according to the
transmitted grid-operating mode and with respect to other elements behavior.

II.3.3. Grid-operating mode modeling
In order to illustrate the differences between grid-operating modes, it is firstly assumed that the
load has PL _ M AX as contractual subscribed power, and PVA has PP V _ P as maximum or "peak" power
at STC. Both of them are positive constant values.
The values of p G _ S _ L IM and p G _ I _ L IM are imposed by the smart grid message and determine the
grid-operating mode. Grid power pG is separated for supply power p G _ S and injection power p G _ I .
Hence, it is defined 0  p G _ S  p G _ S _ L IM , with p G _ S _ L IM  PL _ M A X and 0  p G _ I  p G _ I _ L IM , with
p G _ I _ L IM  PP V _ P .

As renewable energy benefits incentive feed in tariff, power injection into the utility by storage is
forbidden for abusive benefits. So, it is assumed that the storage energy is not used for injection into
the grid. Two grid-operating modes are considered:
- normal grid mode: the load may demand maximum power PL _ M AX from grid, and the
microgrid

may

inject

maximum

power

into

the

grid,

p G _ S _ L IM  PL _ M A X

and

p G _ I _ L IM  PP V _ P . So, during this mode, both grid supply and injection powers are not

limited. The grid is always able to supply the load, and it is controlled to cooperate with
storage supply. On the other hand, the grid power injection can absorb total PVA power.
- constrained grid mode: the smart grid message constrains the grid usage as
p G _ S _ L IM  PL _ M A X and p G _ I _ L IM  PP V _ P . During grid constrained mode, the grid power

should respect both supply and injection limits. Once the calculated reference power pG*
exceeds supply or injection limits, pG* is constrained to the corresponding limit. If grid
power is constrained, the load power demand may suffer a shortage of power supply and
should be constrained to ensure power balance in the system.
The discrete states of the grid connection given as interpreted PN model is shown in Figure 10.
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T2; tG
Grid‐operating
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P2
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P3

T3
P4

T4

Name

Description

P2

grid-operating message after t G

P3

pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX & pG _ I _ LIM  PPV _ P

P4

pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX or pG _ I _ LIM  PPV _ P

Constrained
grid mode

Figure 10. Grid discrete state modeling by interpreted PN.
As the smart grid gives information about the grid-operating mode, this message is an event
associated with the T2 transition as described earlier. Moreover, the switching operating mode event
will occur after the time t G . In this model, the T3 and T4 firing conditions are given only by the token
presence in upstream places.
The Stateflow model of the grid operation modes and the transition conditions are illustrated in
Figure 11.
GRID OPERATION MODES
Normal

pG*  p*  pS*
pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX
&
pG _ I _ LIM  PPV _ P

pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX
or
pG _ I _ LIM  PPV _ P

Constrained

pG   pG _ S _ LIM

Within limits

pG   pG _ S _ LIM

pG*  p*  pS*

pG  pG _ I _ LIM

pG  pG _ I _ LIM

Supply exceeds
limit *

pG   pG _ S _ LIM

Injection exceeds
limit *

pG  pG _ I _ LIM

Figure 11. Grid behavior Stateflow model.

II.3.4. Storage-operating mode modeling
As storage capacity is limited, storage state of charge soc , indicating the storage charging level
ranging from 0%-100%, is an important parameter to avoid storage damage by overcharging and
overdischarging. The storage is able to charge/discharge when the soc is in normal range
SOC MIN  soc  SOC MAX , with SOC MIN and SOC MAX representing respectively the minimum and

maximum soc limits for batteries operation. Many complex soc calculation algorithms proposed
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using Extended Kalman Filter, H observer and neural network [85-88], however, these methods
depend on parameters that are difficult to tune. A simplified soc calculation [89] is implemented by
(2.5), which is robust yet satisfies the requirement of the supervision control:
soc  SOC 0 

1
3600  v S  C REF

p

S

dt

(2.5)

with C REF as storage nominal capacity (Ah), v S as storage voltage and SOC0 as initial soc .
The storage charging is done only by PVA production. There are three storage-operating modes:
charge, discharge and turn off.
- Charge mode. During charge, before the SOC MAX is reached, the storage power should be
controlled following KD , which is supposed to be determined and transmitted by energy
management layer, to balance power in the system, as p S*  K D  p * .
- Discharge mode. During discharge, before the SOC MIN is reached, the storage power should
be controlled following KD given by energy management layer, to balance power in the
system, as p S*  K D  p * .
- Turn off mode. This mode is activated when reaching SOC MIN in discharge case or SOC MAX
in charge case. If necessary, it is also possible to send an order “turn off” by supervision
system. When SOC MAX is reached, the storage should be protected from overcharge. So, in
case of positive power reference p * , the storage power reference p S* should not be
calculated according to KD , but to be modified as p S*  0 . In case of discharge when SOC MIN
is reached, p S*  0 as well. In case of p S*  0 , the grid is supposed to supply or absorb the
necessary power, without respecting KD value. This is why in grid operation, grid power is
calculated by p G*  p *  p S* instead of p G*  (1  K D ) p * .
The interpreted PN model of discrete states of storage and definitions of places and transitions
firing conditions are shown in Figure 12.
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T9
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T10

soc  SOCMAX or “turn off” order

Figure 12. Storage discrete state modeling by interpreted PN.
The Stateflow model of the storage operation modes and the transition conditions are illustrated in
Figure 13.
STORAGE OPERATION MODES

soc  SOCMAX
&
pPV  pL
soc  SOCMIN
&
pPV  pL
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pS*  K D p*
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or
turn off order

Discharge
*
S
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or
turn off order

*

soc  SOCMIN
&
pPV  pL

Turn off

pS*  0

Figure 13. Storage behavior Stateflow model.

II.3.5. PVA-operating mode modeling
In order to operate a PVA at its MPP, however the solar irradiance and PV cell temperature varies,
a MPPT method is needed to find and maintain the maximum power. Many MPPT methods have been
proposed and reported in literature [90-93]. Two direct algorithms are commonly used to track the
MPP: Perturb & Observe (P&O) and INcremental Conductance (INC). They act in real time either on
the voltage reference or on the current reference, corresponding to the maximum power provided by
the PV system. In [94], these two algorithms, are experimentally compared, for strictly the same given
set of conditions, and it is shown that both MPPT energy efficiency of the proposed algorithms are
very similar. In this study, we are interested in P&O MPPT strategy.
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Three PVA-operating modes are considered:
- Off mode. When there is no enough solar irradiance, g  G MIN , or no power demanded by
the other elements, PVA is turned off, so p PV  0 . The minimum of solar irradiance, GMIN
(W/m²), represents the least level for which the p PV  0 .
- MPPT mode. With solar irradiance and power demand, the PVA is supposed to operate with
MPPT algorithm to produce MPPT power as p P V  p P V _ M P P T .
- Constrained mode. In case of grid injection limitation p G _ I _ L IM  PP V _ P , the PVA
constrained mode may occur and must be considered. It happens when storage is full and the
PVA produces more power than the load demand plus grid injection limit. PVA must be able
to limit output power to the just needed power represented by PVA limiting power p P V _ L IM ,
instead of outputting the MPPT power p P V _ M P P T . PVA limiting power p P V _ L IM is
constrained by the supervision control by giving p P V _ L IM  p L  p G _ I _ L IM . Hence, it involves
an adequate PVA power limiting algorithm.
Thus, the interpreted PN model of discrete states of PVA and definitions of places and transitions
firing conditions are shown in Figure 14.
Name

Description

P8

pPV  pPV _ MPPT

P9

pPV  pPV _ LIM

P10

pPV  0

T11

g  GMIN or ( pL  0 & soc  SOCMAX & pG _ I _ LIM  0)

T12

g  GMIN & pPV  pL  pS  pG _ I _ LIM

T13

g  GMIN & pPV  pL  pG _ I _ LIM & soc  SOCMAX

T14

g  GMIN & pPV  pL  pS  pG _ I _ LIM

T15

g  GMIN or ( pL  0 & soc  SOCMAX & pG _ I _ LIM  0)

T16

g  GMIN & pPV  pL  pG _ I _ LIM & soc  SOCMAX

T12
PVA MPPT
P8
T11
PVA off
T14

T13

T16
P9
PVA
constrained

T15

P10

Figure 14. PVA discrete state modeling by interpreted PN.
The Stateflow model of the PVA operation modes and the transition conditions are illustrated in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15. PVA source behavior Stateflow model.

II.3.6. Load-operating mode modeling
The DC load consists of critical load and interruptible load. The critical load requires a continuous
power supply, such as computers. The interruptible load can be shed temporarily, such as cooling and
heating appliances. Some lighting can also be partially shed. As the load is mainly demanded by the
end-user, the power system can only control the load by load shedding. To keep safe supply for the
critical load, the power system control can send load shedding signal to disconnect some appliances;
therefore, load power demand can only reach a limited power level p L _ LIM . In order to describe the
limit imposed to the load, despite system scale for different building applications, the load shedding
coefficient K L  p L _ L IM PL _ M A X is defined. Many values of K L could be physically possible, with
K L  [0,1] .

Two load-operating modes are considered.
- Normal load mode. The load can demand the maximum power PL _ M AX , 0  p L  PL _ M A X ; so,
load shedding is not needed, so K L  1 .
- Constrained load mode. According to smart grid messages, in the case when storage is
empty and grid supply is constrained, the demanded load power cannot reach PL _ M AX ; its
evolution is only within a limited power as 0  p L  p L _ LIM . Therefore, if p L  p L _ L IM , the
microgrid control must turn off part of the DC load, resulting in load shedding. The power
limit p L _ LIM refers to the case that when the storage is empty, the capacity of supplying the
load by PVA production and grid maximum supply. Therefore, p L _ L IM  p P V  p G _ S _ L IM .
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Then, the power system compares the current load demand with p L _ LIM , if the load demand
is greater than the limit, the load should be shed. Therefore, K L changes according to the
available energy for supplying the load as K L  ( p P V  p G _ S _ L IM ) PL _ M A X .
The interpreted PN model of discrete states of storage and definitions of places and transitions
firing conditions are shown in Figure 16.

Normal load
P11

Name

Description

P11

0  pL  PL _ MAX

P12

0  pL  K L PL _ MAX

T17

soc  SOCMIN & pG _ S _ LIM  pPV  pL

T18

soc  SOCMIN or pG _ S _ LIM  pPV  pL .

T18
T17
P12
Constrained load

Figure 16. Load discrete state modeling by interpreted PN.
The Stateflow model of the load operation modes and the transition conditions are illustrated in
Figure 17.
LOAD OPERATION MODES
Normal

KL  1
soc  SOCMIN
or
pPV  pG _ S _ LIM  pL

soc  SOCMIN
&
pPV  pG _ S _ LIM  pL

Constrained

KL 

pPV  pG _ S _ LIM
PL _ MAX

Figure 17. Load behavior Stateflow model.

II.3.7. Power system global behavior by interpreted PN modeling
The power system global behavior obtained by interpreted PN modeling with smart grid
communication is presented in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Energy management communication modeling by interpreted PN.
Supposing that PVA is in MPPT operating mode, the storage is in charge mode, and the power
provider is sending message to announce the grid-operating mode. Therefore, T1 transition is fired and
a token arrives in place P1. After t G time, the T2 is fired and P2 wins a token and validates T3. This is
exactly the grid-operating mode switching instant.
Thus, the place P4 is occupied by a token and grid power limits p G _ S _ L IM and p G _ I _ L IM are given.
The algorithm in charge of power balancing control considers these values. Concerning the load, that
could be possible, but not immediately required, to switch in constrained mode. This happen only if
the T17 firing conditions, soc  SOC MIN

& p G _ S _ L IM  p P V  p L ,

are true. In this case, the operation

layer transmits the coefficient K L to main circuit breaker or to demand controller device to shed loads.
The interpreted PN modeling helps better analyze and understand the phenomena and modes of
operation that have to be considered in the design of the supervision, and to validate a comprehensive
approach that permits analyzing relations between different discrete states by numerical simulation.
Therefore, a set of minimum requirements can define the supervision's design:
- Limits imposed by the utility grid, p G _ S _ L IM and p G _ I _ L IM , have to be taken into account.
- Distribution coefficient KD has to be an optimization results whose objective function is the
global energy cost minimization. This optimization is under constraints that are related to:
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energy tariff, TOU, grid power limits, real soc of storage, power required by the load in real
time, load shedding level accepted by the customer.
- Grid power and storage power references, pG* and pS* , have to be calculated.
- PVA has to be controlled following a MPPT method but also with a constrained algorithm
*
with respect to a limited output power; so, the PVA power limiting reference pPV _ LIM has to

be calculated.
- Load shedding coefficient K L has to be calculated and transmitted to the shedding device.
As already mentioned, thanks to the interpreted PN modeling transferred to the Stateflow tool of
MATLAB-Simulink, power system behavior simulation, that allows validation before experimental
tests, can be obtained. For this, an algorithm that allows control powers balancing, as modeled above,
is needed.

II.4. Power system control strategy
The power system behavior modeling leads to the whole control strategy design, which concerns
the power balancing, load shedding, PVA power limiting and imposed limits by the utility grid. To
obtain a real time control, power system elements must be ranged in specified sequence and an
algorithm could be obtained. Hence, the continuous dynamics of the system are operated through an
implemented algorithm that calculates power system references with respect to imposed limitations
and gives the load shedding level. This algorithm focuses on the power system control strategy.

II.4.1. Control algorithm
In order to describe the overall vision of the power system operation, Figure 19 presents the power
system control algorithm flowchart and the load shedding management.
According to this algorithm, taking into account the electric status of the power system, the power
flow in the power system can be affected by three external variables:
-

KD , distribution coefficient for distributing power between the grid and the storage,

-

pG _ S _ LIM , grid power supply limit from the smart grid message,

-

pG _ I _ LIM , grid power injection limit from the smart grid message,

With respect of the priorities of load shedding, the final value of K L is fixed following the
algorithm shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Flowchart of power system control algorithm.
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No

To avoid load shedding switching oscillations, one possible load shedding program is added to
transform continuous load shedding parameter K L into different levels. K L indicates the level of load
being cut off from the DC bus, i.e. the lower K L means the highest load shedding. In this study,
arbitrary discrete levels and intervals of K L were chosen, which may vary according to load
conditions. Calculated K L is transmitted to the load shedding device to disconnect appliances of the
load. In addition, aiming to obtain a constant load power value with noise rejection from the measure,
the hysteresis mode (  ) is used to avoid load shedding fluctuations near the critical values (for
example, 0.8 or other chosen values).
*
The algorithm calculates power references pG* , pS* , pPV _ LIM with respect of their limitations, and

gives the value of K L .
To sum up the above described power system control algorithm and the PVA power limiting
control, considering external control interface, corresponding controllers and smart grid message, the
overall algorithm is shown in Figure 20. The control strategy receives an interface value of K D to
control local power flow. The calculation of K D requires further development of power flow
optimization.
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Figure 20. Overview of control strategy.
All controller coefficients are referred as C I and CP , the integral gain and the proportional gain.
For different controllers, C I and C P are not the same value; they are calculated so that each controller
can work properly. Finally, the controllers output duty cycle to corresponding converters for pulse
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width modulation (PWM) control, which is a classic technique for power electronic control. For PVA
control, in the following section a control strategy is developed to keep PV power within limit.

II.4.2. PVA operating algorithm
The simulation test as well the experimental test require adequate PVA control algorithm, which
combines MPPT operation and power limiting operation, corresponding PVA MPPT mode and PVA
constrained mode as presented in the PVA modeling section. Moreover, in the PVA operation, the
MPPT production and constrained production must be switched seamlessly.
To achieve such a control strategy, the non-linear PVA characteristics are firstly studied. Based on
the characteristic study, the PVA control strategy, combining MPPT production and constrained
production, is proposed for simulation and experimental tests of power balancing strategy.

II.4.2.1. PVA characteristics
According to single diode PV model used in [94], the studied PVA p PV  v PV characteristics at
different solar irradiance conditions for a constant PV cell temperature are obtained in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. p PV  v PV characteristics at different solar irradiance and constant PV cell temperature.
This characteristic is non-linear. With given solar irradiance, the MPP is unique. An MPPT
algorithm is needed to reach this maximum production and maintain it. The constrained power control
should control PVA operating point under the MPP.

II.4.2.2. PVA control strategy
Based on the PVA characteristics, an adequate algorithm for a PVA production control is
developed. Following the power system operating requirement, this control should be able to output
maximum PVA power production as well as constrained PVA power.
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II.4.2.2.1. Perturb and observe MPPT algorithm
P&O method is one of the most commonly used MPPT algorithms [94]. Following the typical
p PV  v PV characteristic curve shown in Figure 21, as the voltage increases, PVA power increases on

the left side of the MPP, and PVA power decreases on the right-side of MPP. In order to maintain the
output power at MPP, it is important to know exactly on which side the current operation point is.
During operation, the power converter will continuously change the voltage or current reference,
or directly change the duty cycle, whence the perturbation is. Then, the PVA power is affected and
changed. By observing the power change, the operation point can be identified locating on which side
of MPP, and next perturbation would move the operation point towards MPP to maintain a MPPT
production.
By PVA voltage control, which is implemented in this thesis, the P&O process can be summarized
as in Table 2.
Table 2. P&O algorithm by voltage control.
Last perturbation

Change in power

Next perturbation

vPV * 

pPV 

vPV * 

vPV * 

pPV 

vPV * 

vPV * 

pPV 

vPV * 

vPV * 

pPV 

vPV * 

The P&O MPPT algorithm keeps perturbing the PVA operation so that the output power moves
around MPP. In application, two sensors are needed for measuring voltage and current of PVA. PVA
power is calculated by multiplying measured PVA voltage and current.

II.4.2.2.2. MPPT and power limiting control strategy
Figure 21 shows PVA p PV  v PV characteristics at different solar irradiance levels. It is observed
that as the solar irradiance increases, the MPP gets higher and the corresponding voltage also goes
higher. The MPP power-voltage relationship is monotonous. On the other hand, with a given solar
irradiance, it can be seen each curve p PV  v PV is nonlinear at the whole voltage range.
However, if splitting a curve by MPP, each part of the curve, either on the left side or on the right
side of MPP, is monotonous and can have an approximate linearization, which provide the possibility
of power closed-loop control by voltage to constrain PVA power.
Based on the system monotonicity, by choosing the p PV  v PV curve on the right side of MPP for a
constrained power closed-loop control, a PVA power limiting algorithm is proposed, as shown in
Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Proposed PVA constrained production control strategy.
In the proposed control strategy, the P&O MPPT algorithm and the power limiting algorithm,
*
which follows power limiting reference p PV _ LIM given by the control algorithm, give at the same time
*
*
corresponding voltage reference v PV _ MPPT and v PV _ LIM to operate PVA, the MPPT voltage reference

and voltage reference of power limiting control, respectively. The maximum of these two voltage
*
references is taken as the PVA voltage control reference vPV
, which represents the minimum power.
*
Following vPV
, the PVA system is operated by voltage and current double closed-loop control via

automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and automatic current regulator (ACR).
During the MPPT operation, if a limiting power reference within the MPPT ability is given, the PI
*
*
*
*
controller would increase the v PV _ LIM . When v PV _ LIM is greater than v PV _ MPPT , v PV _ LIM is taken and

the MPPT algorithm is stopped. By constrained power closed loop control, the PI controller could
control the PVA power at the constrained level. In case of low solar irradiance, the PVA output power
*
ability is less than the constrained power reference, so the PI controller will decrease v PV _ LIM until the
*
lower limit, and v PV _ MPPT is taken to control the PVA. So, the power limiting control does not affect

MPPT algorithm and MPPT power is produced. Experimental results of the PVA control is provided
in [95].
To avoid continuous decreasing of PI controller output towards infinite in this case, an antiwindup PI controller is used as the PI controller for power limiting algorithm to avoid the integrator
output saturation, as in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. PI controller with anti-windup.
An anti-windup PI controller is a typical PI controller with an extra feedback with the gain KC in
order to deal with the integrator saturation. K p and K i are proportional and integral gain. The block

1/ s is the integrator.
The saturation block limits is assigned as the range PV working voltage. When the output is within
the saturation limits, the extra KC branch does not work. If the integrator saturates, the extra KC branch
interacts to keep the integrator output at the saturation lower or upper limit instead of integrating
towards infinite, which could eliminate the control dead-time caused by the delay for integrator output
returning to normal control range.
Concerning the PI controller, the main goal is not to develop synthesis of controller, but to perform
a control in a simple and robust manner. Experimental tuning of controller parameters is obtained from
few tests. In this application, Kp is given as negative value in order to decrease the voltage reference
when the controller input error is positive and vice versa. For experimental validation: K p  0.2 ,
K i  100 , and K C  200 .

II.5. Simulation results
The described power system has a hybrid aspect from the higher level, which is supervision, to the
lower one, which is local control. The continuous and discrete aspects coexist and interact with each
other. As method for validating such models, the hybrid simulation is proposed. It is based on the
connection and interaction of two submodels that continuous and discrete simulation progress in
alternation. Continuous simulation takes care of the continuous dynamic and is executed while no
event has been detected. The main problem of the hybrid simulation is the synchronization between
the two submodels.
Due to the hybrid nature of the power system behavior, the simulation is carried out under the
MATLAB-Simulink and Stateflow environment. MATLAB-Simulink helps to simulate the continuous
dynamics of the system and Stateflow is used to specify the discrete control logic and the modal
behavior of the system.
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II.5.1. Power system discrete behavior simulation
The Stateflow simulation permits observing element behavior during the whole process of
simulation. Thus, the proposed control strategy modeled by interpreted PN is translated into Stateflow
charts model. Figure 24 shows discrete state system simulation by Stateflow in the MATLAB
environment during its interaction with Simulink, which is a screen-printing of the Stateflow model
taken during simulation. In this figure the overall behavior of the power system is shown in the way
that activated states or transitions are highlighted. This figure shows the instant when load is in normal
mode, the storage is fully charged, grid power injection reaches the injection limit and PV is thus
constrained. Hence, with the help of Stateflow, it is possible to verify the proposed control strategy
with visualization of detailed element behavior at each time instant.
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Figure 24. Screen-printing during simulation of Stateflow model in MATLAB.
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[G>=Gmin && Ppv <Pl+abs(Ps)+Pgil]

2

[Pg<=Pgil]

[Pg>Pgil]

[Pg<-Pgsl]
[Pg>=-Pgsl]

Injection_exceed_limit
entry :Pg_ref = Pgil;
during:Pg_ref = Pgil;

Supply _exceed_limit
entry :Pg_ref = -Pgsl;
during:Pg_ref = -Pgsl;

[Pgsl<Plmax || Pgil<Ppv _p]

Normal
entry :Pg_ref =P_ref -Ps_ref ;
during:Pg_ref =P_ref -Ps_ref ;

1

2

1

[G>=Gmin && Ppv >Pl+Pgil &&SOC>=SOCmax]

2

Turn_of f
entry :Ppv _ref =0;

[G<=Gmin||(Pl==0&&SOC>=SOCmax&&Pgil==0)]

Within_limit
entry :Pg_ref =P_ref -Ps_ref ;
during:Pg_ref =P_ref -Ps_ref ;

Constrained

[Pgsl>=Plmax && Pgil>=Ppv _p]

Grid

Constrained
entry :Ppv _ref =(Pgil+Pl);

1

[G>=Gmin && Ppv <Pl+abs(Ps)+Pgil]

PV
[G<Gmin||(Pl==0&&SOC>=SOCmax&&Pgil==0)]
[G>=Gmin && Ppv >Pl+Pgil &&SOC>=SOCmax]
MPPT
2
1
entry :Ppv _ref =Ppv _mppt;

3

1

2

1

Constrained
entry : Kl=(Ppv +Pgsl)/Plmax;
during:Kl=(Ppv +Pgsl)/Plmax;

Normal
entry : Kl = 1;

[SOC>SOCmin || Ppv +Pgsl>=Plmax]

[SOC<SOCmax && Ppv >Pl]

[(SOC>=SOCmax)|| Turn_of f ]

1

Turn_of f
entry : Ps_ref = 0;

[SOC>SOCmin && Ppv <Pl]

2

[(SOC<=SOCmin )|| Turn_of f ]

[SOC<=SOCmin && Ppv +Pgsl<Pl]

Load

Charge
entry : Ps_ref = Kd*P_ref ;
during: Ps_ref = Kd*P_ref ;

[SOC>SOCmin && Ppv <Pl]

2

Discharge
entry : Ps_ref = Kd*P_ref ;
during: Ps_ref = Kd*P_ref ;

1

[SOC<SOCmax && Ppv >Pl]

Storage

4

2

II.5.2. Power system continuous behavior simulation
Following the Stateflow model, Simulink features a Stateflow library with which it is possible to
encode graphically the behavior of each power system component. The MATLAB-Simulink model
concerns the physical model of the power system components and is relatively simple.
For preliminary test simulation a simplified version of the proposed control strategy is used. PVA
model is given in [94] and batteries are modeled as capacitor corresponding 88Ah in its voltage
operating range.
In order to be economically profitable, an optimal DC bus voltage value to adopt may be 325V
[80, 96], therefore, the DC bus voltage is fixed at 325V.
To further simplify this first simulation test, the storage control is operated with respect to its
voltage limits, i.e. soc  SOCMIN for vS  VS _ MIN and soc  SOC MAX for vS  VS _ MAX , in the normal
voltage range VS _ MIN  24V , VS _ MAX  26V .
Load is an arbitrary power profile which can be shed, that could represent house lighting which
demands DC current from the DC bus.
Grid power supply limit pG _ S _ LIM is given following two values, for normal and constrained gridoperating mode, pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX and pG _ S _ LIM  0.8 PL _ MAX , grid injection limit pG _ I _ LIM is not
imposed, and the corresponding load shedding control parameter K L is assigned as K L  {0.8, 1} .
The simulation implemented two arbitrary K D values, K D  1 and K D  0.8 , respectively for
normal and constrained grid-operating mode. Simulation results are shown in Figure 25, Figure 26,
Figure 27 and Figure 28.
Figure 25 (a) and Figure 26 (a) concern normal grid-operating mode with pG _ S _ LIM  PL _ MAX , thus,
the load does not need to switch in constrained mode and the load power demand p L _ D is identical to
the power constrained p L _ C by the system.
In Figure 27 (a) and Figure 28 (a) the constrained grid mode imposes pG _ S _ LIM  0.8 PL _ MAX , hence,
when PVA does not provide sufficient power and the storage is empty (near 16:00), the system
constraints the load power to predefined load shedding level as p L _ C  0.8 PL _ MAX .
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Figure 25. Powers (a) and voltages (b) evolution for K D  1 in normal grid mode.
The implemented automatic control described earlier works satisfactorily. For the period taken into
account, from Figure 25 to Figure 28, it is observed that the strategy outlined earlier is well respected
at all times.
When p PV  p L , the storage system receives power, in contrast it provides. The storage charge or
discharge has priority over the utility grid. The relatively large K D indicates the storage is more used
than the grid to fill the power gap between PVA production and load demand. Once the storage has
reached its high or low voltage/capacity limits, the utility grid takes over.
For K D  1 , the storage works alone, never cooperate with the grid at same time if storage does not
reach soc limits. In contrast, they share power supply for K D  0.8 .
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Figure 26. Powers (a) and voltages (b) evolution for K D  0.8 in normal grid mode.
For each operation, it is observed that the power is well balanced, signified by steady DC bus
voltage, meanwhile element constraints are well respected by the control strategy all the time.
However, some fluctuations are observed from time to time corresponding to state changes of the
coefficient K D . These voltage’s fluctuations are less than 0.50% of the rated DC bus voltage and can
be considered negligible. The fluctuations are also related to the simulation step.
The most significant fluctuation during the dynamic process can be observed in Figure 27 (b) and
Figure 28 (b), around 15:40 and respectively 16:00. In this case, the storage reaches the lower voltage
limit 24V and the grid takes over. However, the control is able to make the DC bus voltage steady
with a very light fluctuation which could be improved by means of a better controller tuning, if
required by the experiment test.
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Figure 27. Powers (a) and voltages (b) evolution for K D  1 in constrained grid mode.
The simulation results, with calculation step of 0.05s, have shown that the designed control
strategy works well in power balancing, and that the system power flow is affected by both grid power
limits and control parameter K D . As the grid power limits are given by smart grid message, the
control strategy can offer possibility for grid to manage grid usage. The K D value is given by
supervision energy management layer, which leads to the development interface with local power flow
optimization.
According to the message received from the smart grid, the supervision system should respect the
power grid limitations, calculates the power reference of storage and grid, and constraints the load and
PVA. Simulation results validate the design of the power balancing strategy, which lead further to
experimental test and optimization design.
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Figure 28. Powers (a) and voltages (b) evolution for K D  0.8 in constrained grid mode.
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II.6. Experimental test
Based on experimental platform described in section II.1, the whole power system control is tested
in a short time period (9 hours), utility grid constraints values and soc limits are chosen, as well as an
arbitrary value of K D , as in Table 3. Considering the storage capacity installed on the platform, the

soc limits are selected to show the system behavior with relevant storage events, as full and empty, in
a day run, although the values indicated by the manufacturer are far larger.
Table 3. Arbitrary values for experimental test.
Variable

Value

KD

0.8

pG_S_LIM

800W

pG_I_LIM

700W

PL_MAX

1500W

KL

0.2,

0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1

PPV_P

2000W

SOCMIN

49%

SOCMAX

51%

v*

400V

Figure 29 shows the powers evolution during September 3rd, 2011, recorded at Compiegne. When
the storage is available, it works together with the grid. The storage offers 80% of the demanded
power reference p* , as indicated by K D  0.8 . When the storage reaches the soc lower limit, the grid
supplies the load with respect of its own limits pG _ S _ LIM and pG _ I _ LIM .
When the storage is empty, if the load requests more power than the system can supply, which is
the grid power supply limit pG _ S _ LIM plus PVA power (15:40, 16:20-18:00), the load is shed to
maintain the power balance, so the load demand power ( p L _ D ) is constrained ( pL _ C ). The load
shedding level depends on the real-time PVA production and pG _ S _ LIM .
When the load power is less than PVA production, as K D  0.8 , 20% of excess energy is injected
into the grid and 80% is used to charge the storage until the soc upper limit is reached (10:40-11:55).
If the injection power exceeds pG _ I _ LIM , the PVA production is constrained by the PVA power
limiting control (11:55-14:00).
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Figure 31. Coefficients evolution.
During PVA power limiting periods, due to the sudden transition of clouds, the PVA power limit
becomes higher than the ability of PVA production, thus, the PVA control returns to MPPT production
(12:20, for example). A thick cloud makes the PVA power less than the load; the storage and grid
supply the load, and the soc decrease. After the cloud passing, the storage is recharged until the upper
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limit SOC MAX with the PVA MPPT production, and then PVA power is limited again, which forms the
pulses in PVA power curve. With more load power demands, PVA returns to MPPT production (after
14:00). During strong PVA production fluctuations around 14:30, the grid is less fluctuated because of
the relatively high value of K D . The grid injection limits also helps downscale grid power fluctuations
during the period of PVA surplus production (12:00-14:00). Grid power is kept within limits during
the whole period of operation, which is ensured by PVA constrained control and load shedding.
The steady DC bus voltage illustrated in Figure 30 proves that the strategy works well to balance
the powers. The K D value and the evolution of K L are given in Figure 31. The load shedding works
satisfactory, but fluctuations can be observed. To overcome these load control fluctuations, additional
storage or reserved soc would be a solution, or the negative impact can be reduced by a special
designed load shedding program, for example, imposing minimum load shedding duration.
The goal of this experimental test was to verify the feasibility of the designed microgrid power
control under proposed operating conditions. The experimental results have validated that the control
strategy design, which is able to keep power balancing while respecting grid power limits and storage
capacity constraints. The grid power injection limit helps avoid undesired injection and downscale
power fluctuation. Grid supply limit helps adjust peak consumption.

II.7. Conclusion
Based on power system behavior modeling by interpreted PN and Stateflow, the power system
control strategy is designed with consideration of each element constraints and their behavior.
Algorithms for PVA power limiting and load shedding management are developed. Simulation and
experimental results of day tests validate the basic layer design, which ensures power balancing while
respecting all element constraints. According to the strategy, power flow is mainly affected by both
grid power limits and control parameter K D . The grid power limits are given by smart grid message,
so the control strategy can offer possibility for smart grid to manage grid usage, acting for DR to help
make better use of grid assets and improve overall grid performance. The control strategy can maintain
power balancing with any KD value. However, by giving different distribution coefficient KD values,
the power flow in the power system can be different. A large KD value during peak hour can reduce
the power demand from the grid, as load shedding. The K D value should be calculated by supervision
energy management layer, which leads to the development of local power flow optimization and other
upper layer design in the supervision system.
In the next chapter, the optimization of KD is carried out and implemented in the upper layer for
advanced energy management.
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Chapter III. Supervision system design
The supervision of the power system is proposed as a multi-layer structure of local energy
management based on: information about the end-user's request, estimated operating building
appliances, weather forecasts, conditions concerning utility grid availability, possibilities of shedding
building facilities... An operation layer is developed to control the balance of powers, taking into
account multiple constraints. The aim of supervision control is to provide a continuous supply to the
building with an energy cost optimized under constraints such as those provided by the utility grid
(power limits, electricity prices, TOU) and the possibility of shedding some building equipment. It is
matter of a constrained optimization related to risks like gap between forecasting and planning, on the
one hand, and operational reality and utility grid requirements, on the other hand. Hence, taking into
account forecasting data, storage capability, grid power limitations, grid TOU tariffs, the powers flow
is optimized by mixed integer linear programming and solved by CPLEX solver. This is the energy
management layer which is in charge of this optimization
The DC microgrid control is simulated for different cases of grid-connected mode and off-grid
mode. The grid connected mode contains the cases that with and without optimized powers flow. Even
with uncertainties of prediction, the simulation results validate the feasibility of microgrid and
highlight how supervision improves the performance of the system with the requirements of the utility
grid.
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Based on the study of power system operation in grid-connected mode, this chapter further
develops the supervision system in power balancing for both grid-connected and off-grid operation,
power flow optimization, prediction data processing and HMI.

III.1. Supervision design overview
The supervision system is designed in four-layer structure, which consists of HMI, prediction layer
that predicts load consumption and PVA production, energy management layer that optimizes the
powers flow, and operation layer that balance instantaneous power in power system. The structure of
the multi-layer supervision design and the adjacent layers coupled with some variables are suggested
in Figure 32.
SUPERVISION
USER
DEMAND

Predefined operating mode
Building critical load
Criteria

User command
Load scheduling
Load shedding program
Weather forecast
Time-of-Use prices
Grid peak hours

METADATA

BMS

SMART GRID MESSAGES



nvo

PREDICTION

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

pL _ PRED
pPV _ PRED

Response time:
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Response time:
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Response time:
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Time-of-Use prices
Grid peak hours

nvi



HUMAN-MACHINE
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p
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Legend:
nvi: network variable input
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BMS: Building Management System

Figure 32. Supervision design overview.
By assigning values for the interface variables, the upper layer is able to control the lower layer
operation. This supervision handles physical parameters of very different field: electric, building
facilities, weather, smart grid communication… Also, it relates to different time scales: HMI relates to
days, prediction layer relates to hours, energy management relates to minutes and operation layer has a
response time less than a millisecond.
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The bidirectional smart grid messages, acted by appropriate routers, are considered network
variable input, nvi, and network variable output, nvo. The network variable output informs mainly the
usage conditions of utility grid (prices, peak hours, power supply and power injection limits). The
network variables input are the grid power injection prediction pG _ I _ PRED and the grid power supply
prediction pG _ S _ PRED , which could help in power balance of the utility grid.
Concerning the off-grid mode, MT is taken into account and the following parameters are defined:
pMT is the MT power, PMT _ P is the MT rated power, and dt MT is the working duty cycle.

The detailed description, operating conditions and limits of each layer are given in the following
sections.

III.2. Human-machine interface
HMI permits the end-users to adjust, define and customize the operation criteria such as
minimizing energy cost or maximizing the comfort by including/excluding load shedding or limiting
total load shedding amount in the operation. The HMI design is illustrated in Figure 33.
SUPERVISION
USER
DEMAND

Predefined operating mode
Building critical load
Criteria

HUMAN-MACHINE
INTERFACE

Response time:
DAYS

User command

Figure 33. HMI design.
Parameters of system that are used in the supervision, including rated power of each element,
constraints of each element, load shedding levels, etc... are also assigned in this layer.
According to the end-user demand, this layer could modify corresponding parameter value in the
other layers. The end-user can also assign different priorities for each building appliance that would be
involved in load shedding, as well as define critical load that requires an uninterruptible power supply.
Thus, different operating modes for different end-users type (office building or residential building)
could be predefined. Some operating modes could follow a predefined lower limit of K L . The endusers may also choose a criterion to take into account as to minimizing energy cost including or
excluding load shedding if possible. Modify the optimization criteria or overwrite constraints is also
possible in this layer.
This layer is assumed to be designed with graphical interface. At present, HMI is not developed,
but this layer will be elaborated in further work.
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III.3. Prediction layer
Prediction layer, whose design is presented in Figure 34, provides the necessary information for
the energy management to perform energy optimization. Thus, this layer calculates possible PVA
power and load power evolutions for the next hours, up to 24h.
User command
METADATA

BMS

SMART GRID MESSAGES

Load scheduling
Load shedding program
Weather forecast
Time-of-Use prices
Grid peak hours

p PV _ PRED

nvo

PREDICTION

Response time:
HOURS

p L _ PRED

Figure 34. Prediction layer design.
PVA predicted power p PV _ PRED evolution could be calculated by forecast information of solar
irradiance and temperature, sun position evolution and on PV model, built with parameters
identification or PV solar irradiance mapping [97]. Furthermore, a three-dimension modeling of PVA
also could provide precise prediction of PV energy yield production including shadow cases [98].
Load predicted power p L _ PRED evolution is calculated by statistical data and/or information from
building management system (BMS), with respect to end-user demand [99]. The load scheduling, that
represents the operating program of building facilities, building energy needs linked to weather, and
the load shedding program are supposed known. They are implemented and updated continuously by
the BMS to give the predicted load power. Depending on criteria chosen by the end-user, additional
information from the smart grid could be needed as TOU and energy dynamic pricing.
Hence, metadata, smart grid messages, and the HMI output "user command", as discrete inputs,
allow to the prediction layer to calculate the PVA predicted power p PV _ PRED and the load predicted
power, p L _ PRED .

III.3.1. PVA power prediction
For advanced energy management in a DC microgrid, the PV power prediction is necessary and
required by the future smart grid. The request of managing renewable production and integrating more
renewable energy generation in utility grid, has stimulated the boost of weather forecast service related
to renewable production. Nowadays, world-wide solar irradiance prediction service can be found. One
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day-ahead solar irradiance forecasting can provide 36% root mean square error for regional forecasts
[100], but 4-hours ahead solar irradiance and temperature forecasting gives the smallest error.
To carry on our study, weather prediction data is obtained from Meteo France, which provides
hourly prediction data of solar irradiance for specific location. Based on solar irradiance and
temperature forecasting, and on PV model, the calculation of PVA predictable power p PV _ PRED should
be calculated with as less error as possible. Hence, weather forecast, mainly solar irradiance on PV
panels, and PV model are the most significant factors to obtain the PVA power prediction.

III.3.1.1. Raw data processing considering sun position
According to available weather forecast services in this study, solar data is presented in the form of
energy arriving on ground that is horizontal plane, and it is not compatible with the PV panel with
inclination. An algorithm is developed to obtain solar irradiance on the PV panel from solar irradiance
arriving on ground. The problem is illustrated in Figure 35. As the sun is far away from the earth, the
light can be seen as parallel. So, the energy arrived on the panel equals to the energy arrived on the
same area of the shadow.

Figure 35. Principle of solar irradiance calculation on the panel from ground data.
Considering that solar irradiance is the energy during unity time on unity surface (W/m2), it is
considered that:
g 1 S1  g 2 S 2

(3.1)

where g 1 is the solar irradiance on PV panel (W/m2), S 1 is the panel area (m2), g 2 is the solar
irradiance on the ground (W/m2), S 2 is the shadow area (m2).
So, the desired solar irradiance can be obtained:
g1 

g 2 S2
S1

(3.2)

In (3.2), S 1 and g 2 are known, S 2 changes according to solar position during a day. The sun
position data is available on http://www.sunearthtools.com. The following figure shows the sun
position evolution during a day in spherical coordinate on 31st of August, 2013.
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Figure 36. Solar position evolution during a day.( http://www.sunearthtools.com)
Establishing the problem in a Cartesian coordinates, the solar position can be represented by a
unity direction vector  x0 , y 0 , z 0  , and a vertex of the panel ( x1 , y1 , z1 ) has the projection ( x1 , y1 , z1 )
on the ground, as shown in Figure 37.
( x1 , y1 , z1 )

z

( x1, y1, z1)
y

 x0 , y0 , z0 

x

Figure 37. Calculation of shadow area.
The relationship can be described by the following equations:
 x1  x0 k  x1
 
 y1  y 0 k  y1

 z1  z 0 k  z1
 z1  0


where k is only a parameter for calculation.
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(3.3)

So, the vertex projection ( x1 , y1 , z1 ) can be obtained. In the same way, other vertex and their
shadow projection can be obtained, so that the area of the shadow S 2 can be calculated through
Heron's formula.
Eventually, solar irradiance on the panel can be obtained by (3.2).

III.3.1.2. PVA model
Given solar irradiance prediction, an adequate PVA model should be chosen to give PV power
production. As described earlier, the PV source has non-linear characteristics with a MPP. These
characteristics vary depending on the operating conditions, i.e. solar irradiance g and PV cell
temperature  . For a given PV cell temperature, the power varies proportionally with the solar
irradiance, while for a given solar irradiance power decreases while increasing of the temperature of
the PV cell. Hence, the PV model has to give enough precise prediction while simple to implement.
Thus, the model of the PV source must be able to estimate the MPP current iPVMPP and MPP
voltage vPVMPP , or directly the MPP power pPVMPP , within possible operating conditions, as shown
schematically given in Figure 38. It requires a reliable model that could easily lead to the prediction of
the PVA production.
g



g

iPVMPP

PV
Model



vPVMPP

PV
Model

pPVMPP

Figure 38. PV modeling generic schemes.
In this part, three PV models, linear model, single diode PV model and experimental model, are
compared for PV power production calculation.

III.3.1.2.1. Linear model
The most simple PV source model is to consider PV source as linear power source according to
the PV cell temperature and solar irradiance level [101]. PVA output power at MPP, pPVMPP , is
obtained from (3.4):
pPVMPP  PMPP

g
1     25   N PV
1000 

(3.4)

where PMPP is PV panel maximum power at STC, which is available from the manufacturer data sheet,

NPV is the number of serial PV panels that compose the PVA, and  is the power temperature
coefficient at the MPP.
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The estimation of pPVMPP requires knowledge of  parameter value. As the value of  is highly
dependent of solar irradiance and PV cell temperature, g and  , it should be estimated in
experimental reference tests following real weather conditions day. Once this coefficient is estimated
and validated, the power p PV

MPP

could be calculated according to the weather data for any day.

The linear power model seems simple and easy to use for power prediction once the temperature
coefficient  was determined. In addition, it does not need special computation effort. However, the
value of  is varying according to the weather operating conditions, and the  parameter calculation
involves, at given weather conditions, current and voltage measurements corresponding at maximum
power of PVA. Using a fixed value of  corresponding to one day for any given day, involves errors
that can range from acceptable to very large. Therefore, this model is simple enough to use, but it
remains highly dependent on weather conditions. It does not take into account the various existing
correlations with the PV cell temperature. The linear model of power could allow the PVA power
prediction only with a set of  values and assuming an error whose value must be compared with the
errors of the weather forecast. So, it should be noted that a correct use of this model requires a
mapping of values of  for different irradiance and PV cell temperature values.

III.3.1.2.2. Single diode PV model
Single diode model provide enough precision with the less component. It is adopted to study the
non-linear characteristics of the PVA for not only the MPP, but also the whole power range. As
mentioned in the description of the experimental platform, the studied PVA, built on the roof of the
university, consists of 16 PV panels Solar-Fabrik SF-130/2-125 connected in series. The
characteristics of each PV panel are detailed in Table 4, which are given at STC.
Table 4. STC specifications of PV panel.
Solar-Fabrik SF-130/2-125

NS

Number of cells in series

36

ISC

Short-circuit current

7.84A

VOC

Open-circuit voltage

21.53V

IMPP

Maximum power point current

7.14A

VMPP

Maximum power point voltage

17.50V

PMPP

Maximum power

124.95W

KI

Temperature coefficient for current

0.00545A/K

θ*

Cell temperature reference of STC

298K (25°C)

*

Solar irradiance reference of STC

1000W/m²

G

Each panel consists of 36 cells. One of the PV cell model, shown in Figure 39, consists of a photocurrent source ( i ph ) for modeling the solar irradiance, in parallel to a diode for the polarization
phenomena.
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Figure 39. Single-diode PV cell model.
This model, includes series resistance ( rS ) and a parallel resistance ( rP ); it is called a single-diode
model [97], with i ph the current through the photo-current source (A), iD the diode current (A), v D the
diode voltage (V), ip is the current through rP , ic the PV cell output current (A) and vc the PV cell
output voltage (V). The resistances rS and rP represent the PV cell power losses. Regarding the PV
power prediction, the single-diode model is enough simple yet accurate to be considered in this study.
The PV cell output current is:
ic  i ph  iD  i p

(3.5)

In this model, the photo current source i ph changes according to the solar irradiance and
temperature as:



 g 
i ph  I SC    1  K I     
G 



(3.6)

where I SC is the short-circuit current, G* is the solar irradiance STC reference (W/m2), KI is the
temperature coefficient for current temperature, and  * is the STC cell temperature reference taken in
Kelvin (  *  298K ).
The diode saturation current isat is a function of PV cell temperature:
3

isat

 
  qEG  1 1  
   n 
I SC    exp 
  
nK      
 



 qVOC  
 exp  nK    1

 


(3.7)

where EG is the band gap energy of semi-conductor (1.12eV for the silicon), n is the diode ideality
factor which takes typically a value between 1 and 2, K and q are Boltzmann’s constant and the
electron charge, respectively.
Final current of the PV cell, ic , is given in:

v i r
ic  i ph  isat  exp  c c S
 nVT


  vc  ic rS
  1  
rP
 

(3.8)

where VT  K q is the thermal voltage. Equation (3.8) has five unknown parameters: i ph , isat , n , rS
and rP . According cases, the variations of the currents i ph and isat could be taken into account, while
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the other parameters n , rS and rP are kept constant or adjusted to fit better the current-voltage curve
[97].
Taking into account NS cells in series in one PV panel, and NPV panels in series in the PVA, the
PVA output current iPV is given by :

 v  i Nr
iPV  i ph  isat  exp  PV PV S
nNVT



  vPV  iPV NrS
  1  
NrP
 

(3.9)

where N  N S N PV .
So, the iPV  vPV curve is an implicit and non linear equation with four variables, g ,  , iPV and

vPV , and three unknown parameters: n , rS and rP . This function can be expressed as
iPV  f  g ,  , v PV , iPV , n , rS , rP 

The classical single-diode model, with three unknown parameters whose values are depending to
the weather operating conditions, involves an important computation effort. Thus, for each set of
weather operating conditions, the model parameters must be computed using the measurement of
weather conditions as well as the current and voltage measurement.
The parameter identification method uses experimental test results obtained at MPP of the PVA,
for days having different solar irradiance profiles, and focuses on minimizing the error between the
measured current and the calculated from the mathematical model [97, 102]. This minimization
provides optimal values of the desired parameters. It is noted that the parameter values vary greatly
depending on weather conditions. So, to obtain reliable and valid results for any operating condition,
this model can lead to significant errors.
The use of parameter values shows that for every given pair of g and  , the modeling of PVA
implies knowledge of current and voltage measurements of PVA to recalculate the parameters. So,
knowing that the goal is to find a reliable model whatever the weather operation, this model cannot be
adopted in our study.
The two models presented above show that their use requires measures of current and voltage, or
power, in the parameter identification. Both models can be applied with a reasonable margin of error
only for a posteriori applications.
To achieve our goal, i.e. forecasting PVA production, a purely experimental model based on
measurements of current iPV and voltage vPV , measurements done for different couples ( g ,  ) is
proposed as follows.

III.3.1.2.3. Simple experimental prediction model
Depending on different PV technology and manufacturers, PV panel characteristics vary quite
much. General PV models could be limited in reflecting these differences.
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One experimental PV prediction model is proposed in [97]. Furthermore, it should be noted that
this study has been part of a thesis focused on the PV modeling and developed in our laboratory
research team [103]. The proposed simple experimental prediction model is based on PV panel indoor
experimental tests. One exemplary PV panel is tested under different levels of constant irradiance and
different cell temperature. The model is drawn from a series of MPP voltages and currents ( v PV

MPP

and

iPVMPP ) of a PV panel, measured for several levels of irradiance at given cell temperatures. The data are

obtained from the measurement of maximum output voltage and current variation depending on PV
cell temperature increasing under a constant irradiance. Then, as shown in Figure 40, they are
combined to form two 2-dimension Look-Up Tables (LUT), whose inputs are g and  , and the
outputs are v PV

MPP

and iPV

MPP

. The LUT can then be used in prediction of PVA power.
LUT 1

g
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iPVMPP
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i
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Figure 40. Experimental prediction model generic scheme.
Given the difficulty of making such measurements with desired solar irradiance (irradiance rapid
change, or unwanted cell temperature), for this model, a bench test and measurement based on an
artificial irradiance are proposed and realized.
Test bench description. The indoor experimental tests have been done on a PV panel identical to
those installed on the roof, i.e. the PVA outdoor installation. The PV panel is shined with halogen
lamps (18.6kW total power), as shown in Figure 41 (a). Depending on the projection distance, this
device provides an irradiance range from 200W/m² to 1200W/m². The irradiance is measured with two
pyranometers (spectral sensitivity is between 400nm and 1100nm), and two temperature sensors
PT100 are used to measure the cell temperature, Figure 41 (b). If the PV panel is shined
homogeneously, the readings of the pyranometers are the same; the same consideration is taken for
temperature sensors. Tests were conducted only for those conditions that the two readings are
homogeneous.
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Figure 41. Images of the experimental devices.
Process measurements. For experimental test to extract the PV characteristics, the electrical
scheme is shown in Figure 42: one PV panel, power converter leg B1 , programmable DC electronic
load used to absorb and dissipate the PV power, inductance L PV  20mH whose internal resistance is
neglected, and capacity C  1000μF . All the measurements and the converter switching function f B1
are controlled in real time by dSPACE 1104. In order to obtain the current-voltage characteristic
curve, a hysteresis control is used to impose a ramp current through the PV panel.
iL

B1
f B1
LPV

iPV

g

PV

C
v

v PV

C PV


i*PV
t

+-

f B1

iPV

Figure 42. Process measurements electrical scheme.
Below it is given a typical example of current-voltage characteristics (Figure 43) and powervoltage (Figure 44) characteristics measured according to increasing temperature and under constant
irradiance equal to 1000W/m². The negative effect of PV cell temperature can be noted.
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Figure 43. A typical example of current-voltage characteristics by proposed experimental test.
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Figure 44. A typical example of power-voltage characteristics by proposed experimental test.
Experimental data acquisition. Once the characteristic is available for given irradiance and cell
temperature, the voltage and the current, corresponding to MPP, are found. Concerning the maximum
irradiance, 1200W/m², and cell temperature, 65°C, for which the experimental tests were performed
are normal limits according to findings on the actual weather conditions measured using the
experimental platform during 2 years. However, the lower limits of irradiance and temperature that
could be ensured during testing in our laboratory are 200W/m² and 30°C respectively. This is due to
technical limitations of the experimental setup.
Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the obtained data that are stored in LUT. Hence, knowing the
irradiance and cell temperature measurement, the values v PV

MPP

and iPV

MPP

could be found. For any

irradiance or cell temperature value out of these data, the LUT uses a linear approximation of the
values of v PV

MPP

and iPV

MPP

and then, the maximum power p PV

MPP

can be estimated. Thus, p PV

MPP

can be

written as:
p PVMPP  f  g ,  
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(3.10)
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Figure 45. Experimental data of voltage model, measured function to g and θ.
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Figure 46. Experimental data of current model, measured function to g and θ.

This purely experimental model, designed from a PV panel, is extended to the PVA, which is used
to calculate the PVA power for each measurement point.

III.3.1.2.4. Experimental validation of PV power prediction model
In order to give best PVA power prediction for advanced energy management in microgrid, the
experiment goal is to validate prediction by the proposed experimental model. Three tests were carried
out corresponding to three different irradiance profiles, on 1st, 5th and 26th of October 2011, in
Compiegne, as illustrated in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. Operating conditions of the experimental tests.

The comparison of the power calculated by the experimental prediction model and the power
measured during the test is presented in Figure 48, for the three solar irradiance cases. For the simple
experimental prediction model, the power p PV

MPP

is obtained following LUT for the same given

weather conditions of each day of the test.
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Figure 48. Comparison of PVA output power measured and predicted.
Accuracy is measured by the value of the mean absolute error of PVA output power of the
proposed model,  pPV , which is calculated by (3.11) and presented in Table 5.
z

p PVm y  p PV y

y 1

z

 p PV  
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(3.11)

y
where z is the total number of measurement points, pPVm is the measured power for each

measurement point y , and pPV y is the predicted power for each measurement point y calculated by
the proposed prediction model.
Table 5 Mean absolute error given by the experimental prediction model.
Day test

Error of PVA output power

01/10/2011

84.9W

05/10/2011

30W

26/10/2011

58.7W

The proposed purely experimental model has a larger discrepancy in the measurement of October
1, with a mean absolute error of 84.9W. Despite this deficit, unlike the other two models, it can be
useful in many applications, a priori, because there is no determination of necessary parameter
depending on the operating conditions. However, the model accuracy depends on one hand on the
number of data stored in the LUT, and on the linear approximation method, on the other hand, which
is necessary for the calculation of the maximum power corresponding to the values that are not
included in the two LUT by measurement data. Indeed, the laboratory conditions used for the
construction of this model have led to record data for PV cell temperature taken between 30°C and
65°C and for irradiance between 200W/m² and 1200W/m². Thus, this model could be improved by at
least adding more data, calculating PV cell temperature from ambient temperature and solar
irradiance, and taking into account the PV ageing phenomena.
In conclusion, this kind of model, improved and adapted for each PV panel manufacturer, could be
successfully used to predict the power.

III.3.2. Load power prediction
The second variable output prediction layer to calculate is the prediction power of the load,
p L _ PRED . Every type of tertiary buildings, such as commerce, office, administration, two-shift

manufacturing, has a unique pattern of energy consumption. Such profiles changes mainly according
to occupants and weather conditions; whence the uncertainty of prediction is from.
However, from statistical data as average power readings available on the energy monitoring site
of power providers for its customers subscribing to the service or information about building operation
data given by automated BMS [99, 104] a predictive power can be obtained. This power curve must be
correlated with the "user command" and information from the smart grid of the variable energy prices
over time. The obtained result thus may also be confronted with the possible load shedding indicating
the minimum level of power supply.
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Concerning the management of a building appliances there are very few studies finished, but now,
with the advent of smart meters, more work is being carried out in this direction [105-106]. At the
present stage of the research, in this thesis a specific approach to correctly estimate the predicted load
power p L _ PRED is not developed.
Since the experimental validation is based on a load emulator, this prediction is taken into account
in the calculations of energy management layer as a random estimation with an error margin of ±10%
with the chosen arbitrary load power curve demanded by the load during the test.
Regarding the load shedding possibilities, for simulation tests in this Chapter, arbitrary intervals
and values are chosen and imposed. However, continuous load shedding is assigned to highlight the
control respect to power limits in experimental results in Chapter IV. Moreover, the algorithms
currently in place can be adapted easily and quickly to the development of automatic calculations of
p L _ PRED and of load shedding limits.

III.4. Energy management layer
With the forecasted production and consumption, an optimization of microgrid power flow can be
performed. The optimization goal is to obtain the best power distribution among the sources, so to
reduce energy cost, reduce grid power peak consumption in grid-connected mode, minimize fuel
consumption in off-grid mode and avoid load shedding and PVA shedding in both modes.
p PV _ PRED

p L _ PRED
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

nvo

Response time:
MINUTES

nvi

Time-of-Use prices
Grid peak hours

p

G _ S _ LIM

, pG _ I _ LIM

SOCMIN , SOCMAX , PMT _ P , dt MT



MULTI -SOURCE
POWER SYSTEM

pG _ I _ PRED
pG _ S _ PRED

KD

Figure 49. Energy management layer design.
Energy management and cost optimization is one of the most important layers of the supervision
system and is illustrated in Figure 49.
The inputs of this layer are provided by the upper layer, p PV _ PRED and p L _ PRED , on the one hand,
and the smart grid message, containing p G _ S _ L IM and p G _ I _ LIM as power limits, TOU energy tariff,
on the other hand. Also, knowledge of the storage soc limits should be provided.
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The main output of this layer is the distribution coefficient K D , signifying power sharing between
the grid power pG* and the storage power pS* in grid-connected mode on the one hand, and triggering
MT generation in off-grid mode on the other hand. Thus, this layer must calculate the required output
to the proper functioning of the power system.
The objective of this layer is to compute off-line, but also able to calculate on-line with updated
forecasting, the expected optimized operating power flow based on predicted powers previously
calculated and taking into account the grid power limits and element constraints. The optimization
focuses on minimizing energy costs, hence it needs to know in advance the TOU prices over time
provided by the smart grid message. The main result is the calculation of K D , which is time varying.
In addition, optimization results should allow the calculation of the expected power to be injected,
pG _ I _ PRED , into the utility grid, and of the power required in predictable absorption by the load from

the utility grid, pG _ S _ PRED . These two predictions can be transmitted to the smart grid, as network
variable input messages. This is considered as helpful information for energy production planning at
the central operator, for example.

III.4.1. Optimization problem formulation
Optimization should take into consideration the whole power flows in the power system, as well as
satisfying the power balance with respect to conversion efficiency and all other imposed constraints.
The controllability of the sources is different. PVA production changes according to weather
condition and load is demanded by end-users; they cannot be fully controlled, but partially interfered
by the supervision. Storage and grid can be fully controlled. MT is assigned to work in duty cycle and
cannot be fully controlled neither.
Since constraints are different in grid-connected mode and off-grid mode, optimization problem is
formulated separately.

III.4.1.1. Grid-connected mode
During the grid-connected mode, the main goals of the proposed DC microgrid are: decreasing
grid peak consumption, avoiding undesired grid power injection, and reducing global energy cost.
An overview of power flow in grid-connected mode is shown in Figure 50. PVA, storage and grid
are coupled on the DC bus through their dedicated converters, whose conversion efficiency are PV ,

 S and G respectively. Load demands power directly from the DC bus.
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Figure 50. Power flow in grid-connected mode.
In case of protecting storage from overcharging and respecting grid power injection limits from
smart grid message, the PVA production can be partially shed by constrained PVA production
algorithm. The PV shed power is noted as p PV _ S , and it is considered p PV _ S  0 in the MPPT
algorithm. For each time instant t, the PVA production pPV is described by:
p PV (t )  p PV _ MPPT ( t )  p PV _ S (t )

(3.12)

The p PV _ S values are calculated by optimization, however, the PV shedding should not induce
negative power, so it is constrained:

pPV (t )  0

(3.13)

The load should be satisfied according to end-user demand. In case of insufficient storage and grid
access limits given by smart grid message, the load power demand p L _ D cannot be fully met, and the
load must be partially shed to maintain the operation of the critical load. The proportion in load power
that must be shed is noted as p L _ S , and the load power pL is following (3.14).
p L (t )  p L _ D (t )  p L _ S (t )
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(3.14)

The power p L _ S is determined by optimization; it should not induce negative power neither, so it
is constrained:

pL (t )  0

(3.15)

Temporary load partial shedding could be a solution to reduce utility grid mismatching, or to
obtain less energy consumption, if agreed by end-user. These operations should be controlled by the
supervision control (minimizing or avoiding load shedding…).
The storage is operated by current closed-loop control, and the storage power can be controlled by
giving corresponding current reference. The storage state of charge soc must be respected to its upper
and lower limits, SOCMAX and SOCMIN correspondingly, to protect the storage from overcharging and
over discharging, as described by (3.16) with soc calculation given by (3.17).

SOCMIN  soc(t )  SOCMAX
soc(t )  SOC0 

1
3600  vS  C REF



t

t0

(3.16)
( pS _ C (t )  pS _ D (t )) dt

(3.17)

where storage power pS (t ) is defined as pS (t )  pS _ C (t )  pS _ D (t ) , where pS _ C (t ) and pS _ D (t ) are
storage charging and discharging power respectively.
When the soc limit is not reached, the PVA production should not be limited, as in (3.18).
p PV _ S (t )  0 if soc ( t )  SOC MAX

(3.18)

The grid connection is controlled by current closed-loop control. As already mentioned in this
study, to integrate with the smart grid operation, limits for grid power supply pG _ S _ LIM and grid power
injection p G _ I _ LIM are imposed by smart grid messages. By these two limits, grid problems, such as
performing peak shaving, avoiding undesired injection or downscaling injection fluctuations caused by
intermittent PV productions, can be improved. During microgrid operation, the grid power should be
controlled to satisfy (3.19) and (3.20).
0  pG _ I (t )  pG _ I _ LIM

(3.19)

0  pG _ S (t )  pG _ S _ LIM

(3.20)

Considering that all powers are always positive, as sign convention, the physical law of power
balancing is described by:
p L (t ) 

1

G

pG _ I (t ) 

1

S

pS _ C (t )  G pG _ S (t )   S pS _ D (t )   PV pPV (t )
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(3.21)

Energy management layer objective is to minimize the total energy cost of system Ctotal , which
consists of grid energy cost CG , storage energy cost CS , PVA shedding cost CPVS , and load shedding
cost CLS , as in (3.22).

Minimize Ctotal  CG  CS  CPVS  CLS

(3.22)

Taking into consideration multi-criteria such as peak shaving, avoiding undesired injection,
making full use of available storage capacity and avoiding possible load shedding and PVA shedding
together, it is difficult to refer to real energy tariffs. In this study, tariff and cost function are rather a
technique for optimizing multi-criteria at the same time, than only calculating energy invoices. On the
other hand, concerning PVA shedding, load shedding and storage, their energy tariffs calculation is
quite complex and depends on the chosen technology. This is why energy tariffs used in this study are
somewhat arbitrary; however, numerical values of energy tariffs given here below are chosen to
highlight the logic of management strategy which seems in energy trend for the next twenty years.
Nevertheless, only relative energy tariff can change the optimization results, which means that the
optimized power flow remains the same if the energy tariff absolute values are changed but the energy
tariff for different sources remain in the same order.
By calculating the energy cost with each time increment t , CG is defined by (3.23). According
to this definition, the grid power could be bought or sold at the same price.

CG 

tF
1
 [cG (ti )  t  ( pG _ I (ti )  pG _ S (ti ))]
3.6  106 ti t0

(3.23)

with ti  {t0 , t0  t , t0  2t ,..., tF }
Although today the PV energy grid injection benefits incentive tariffs, knowing that there is a
heavily subsidized part, this study takes into account a single rate for energy purchased or sold, and
the grid energy tariff is defined by (3.24) according to peak hour or normal hours:

cNH =0.1 €/kWh for t  normal hours (NH)
cG (t )  
 cPH =0.7 €/kWh for t  peak hours (PH)

(3.24)

with cNH the normal hour tariff and cPH the peak hour tariff. For normal hours, an average energy
tariff, close to that offered by most providers, is considered. In contrast, for peak hours, a very
penalizing purchase tariff is chosen which is not proposed today. The reason for this assumption lies in
providing DR, for most critical hours, to perform power peak shaving.
Storage aging should be considered to give an energy tariff of storage using. However, for this
study, the cost of storage CS is defined in (3.25)

CS 

tF
1
[cS (ti )  t  ( pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti ))]
3.6 106 ti t0
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(3.25)

with cs  0.01 €/kWh an arbitrary storage energy tariff.
After installation of PVA, only maintenance involves costs while the production does not need
extra fees. However, shedding PV power represents that the asset is not fully used. So, the PVA power
shedding is penalized in the optimization and the cost of PVA shedding is defined by (3.26):

CPVS 

tF
1
cPVS (ti )  t  pPV _ S (ti )
3.6 106 ti t0

(3.26)

with cPVS  1 €/kWh an arbitrary PVA power shedding tariff.
The load power is demanded by the end-user, load shedding introduces inconvenience for endusers and is penalized in optimization as well. The cost of load shedding is defined by (3.27):

CLS 

tF
1
 cLS (ti )  t  pL _ S (ti )
3.6 106 ti t0

(3.27)

with cLS  1 €/kWh an arbitrary load power shedding tariff.
In order to limit the power grid fluctuations, grid power changing rate limits are introduced as:

 pG (ti )  pG (ti 1 )  Limit

 pG (ti )  pG (ti 1 )  Limit

(3.28)

As PVA energy grid injection benefits incentive tariffs, energy grid injection by power grid
charged storage is forbidden. Thus, the following limits are imposed in order to ensure storage energy
charge and grid injection only from PVA production.

pG (ti )  0, pS (ti )  0

if PV pPV (ti )  pL _ D (ti )  0

pG (ti )  0, pS (ti )  0

if PV pPV (ti )  pL _ D (ti )  0

(3.29)

Finally, by considering the discrete time instant ti , from t0 to t F , with the time interval t , the
problem formulated by (3.22), can be completely mathematically expressed by :
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Minimize Ctotal  CG  CS  CPVS  CLS
with respect to:
1
1

 pL (ti )   pG _ I (ti )   pS _ C (ti )  G pG _ S (ti )   S pS _ D (ti )   PV pPV (ti )
G
S

 SOCMIN  soc(ti )  SOCMAX

tF
1
 soc(t )  SOC 
 ( pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti ))t
0
i

3600  vS  CREF ti t0

 pPV (ti )  0

 pL (ti )  0
0  p (t )  p
G_I i
G _ I _ LIM

0  pG _ S (ti )  pG _ S _ LIM

 pG (ti )  pG (ti 1 )  Limit
 p (t )  p (t )  Limit
G i 1
 G i
 pG (ti )  0, pS (ti )  0 if  PV pPV (ti )  pL _ D (ti )  0

 pG (ti )  0, pS (ti )  0 if  PV pPV (ti )  pL _ D (ti )  0

pPV _ S (t )  0 if soc(t )  SOCMAX


(3.30)

ti  {t0 , t0  t , t0  2t ,..., t F }

III.4.1.2. Off-grid mode
In off-grid mode, the DC microgrid has to supply the DC load as indicated by the end-user while
reducing global energy cost. The power flow in the off-grid mode is shown in Figure 51.
OFF-GRID MODE

Microturbine

pMT

MT

pPV _ S

pPV _ MPPT
pPV _ LIM PV
pPV

pL _ S
pL

DC bus

S
PVA

pS _ C

pL _ D pL
DC Load

pS _ D
Storage

Figure 51. Power flow in off-grid mode.
The MT provides power only in off-grid mode; furthermore, MT cogeneration aspect is not
considered in this work. During the off-grid mode, the main goals of the proposed DC microgrid are:
minimizing MT fuel consumption, respecting soc limits, reducing load shedding and PVA shedding.
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In off-grid mode, PVA, storage and load constraints remain the same, and the two controllable sources
are storage and MT. The load supply safety is ensured by the MT whose converter efficiency is  MT .
The power should be balanced on the DC bus considering conversion efficiency:

 PV pPV (ti )   MT pMT (ti )   S pS _ D 

1

S

pS _ C (ti )  pL (ti )

(3.31)

Due to low dynamic response, frequent start and stop or output low power reduces MT efficiency
and introduces supplementary cost. In this study, the MT is assigned with two operating states: off and
output rated power given by (3.32).

pMT (ti )  jPMT _ P

j {0,1}

(3.32)

where PMT _ P is the rated power of the MT.
Working duty cycle is also assigned to the MT control as:

pMT (ti )  pMT (ti 1 ) if rem(ti / dtMT )  0
ti  {t0  t , t0  2t ,..., tF }

(3.33)

where dtMT is the time duration of the MT working duty cycle, and rem is the function that returns the
remainder of the division.
The MT consumes fuel and the cost is calculated as:

CMT 

tF
1
cMT (ti )  pMT  (ti ) t
3.6 106 ti t0

(3.34)

with cMT  1.1 €/kWh an arbitrary MT production tariff.
Since the MT works in duty cycle, it induces the case that storage is charged by rated PVA power
plus rated MT power. The high charging rate can largely affect the storage life. Thus, in off-grid mode,
the storage power is limited as:

PS _ MAX  pS (ti )  PS _ MAX

(3.35)

Load shedding is not permitted when there is sufficient power supply, and PVA shedding is not
permitted when the production can be totally consumed. These constraints are implied in the
optimization objective, and are also given in explicit form:

if  PV pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) then pL _ S (ti )  0
 pL _ S (ti )  0
if  PV pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) then 
 pPV _ S (ti )  0
if  PV pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) then pPV _ S (ti )  0

(3.36)

To ensure continuous operation, soc lower limit at the end of one operation can be assigned:

soc(tF )  SOCF
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(3.37)

with SOCF a constant for the soc value at final time.
Considering other elements constraints, the whole problem is formulated as:
Minimize Ctotal  CMT  C PVS  CLS  CS
with respect to:
1

 PV pPV (ti )   MT pMT (ti )   S pS _ D   pS _ C (ti )  pL (ti )
S

 pS (ti )  pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti )

 pPV (ti )  pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pPV _ S (ti )
 p (t )  p ( t )  p ( t )
L_D i
L_S i
 L i
if  PV pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) pL _ S (ti )  0


 p L _ S (t i )  0
if  PV pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) 

 pPV _ S (ti )  0
if  p
PV PV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ D (ti ) p PV _ S (ti )  0

 SOCMIN  soc (ti )  SOCMAX

tF
100%

soc
(
t
)

SOC

 pS (ti )t
0
i

3600

v

C
ti  t0
S
REF

 soc(t F )  SOC F

 pPV (ti )  0
 p (t )  0
 L i
 pPV _ S (ti )  0

 pL _ S (ti )  0
 0  p (t )  P
MT i
MT _ P

  PS _ MAX  pS (ti )  PS _ MAX

 pMT (ti )  jPMT _ P j  {0,1}

ti  {t0 , t0  t , t0  2t ,..., t F }

(3.38)

 pMT (ti )  pMT (ti 1 ) if rem(ti / dtMT )  0

ti  {t0  t , t0  2t ,..., t F }

III.4.2. Solving the problem
Energy optimization are usually solved by linear programming [107] or dynamic programming
[60, 108] technique. Dynamic programming can solve non-linear problem, while linear programming
solves problems satisfying linear forms. Linear programming can be more efficiently solved with less
time and memories [109].
Linear programming techniques are common approaches to solve optimization problems which
can be expressed in the standard form:
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Max (Min) Z  c1 x1  c2 x2    cn xn
 a11 x1  a12 x2    a1n xn  ( , )b1

 a21 x1  a22 x2    a2 n xn  ( , )b2




subject to 
 a x  a x    a x  ( , )b
m2 2
mn n
m
 m1 1
 x1 , x2 ,, xn  0   0,freedom 

(3.39)

The Simplex algorithm, proposed by Dantzig [110], is widely used to solve such problems very
efficiently when all variables are real. It can be verified that, the mathematical formulation follows
standard

form

p PV _ S (t )  0

if

(3.39),

except

for

the

constraint

in

grid-connected

optimization

soc (t )  SOC MAX .

However, this constraint can be easily linearized by introducing a variable array xi for each time
point ti . Different from the other variables of the formulation which take continuous real value,
variables xi have to take their value in 0,1 as binary variables. The following constraints are used to
ensure that xi equals to 0 if the SOCMAX is not reached at time ti , and to 1 in the other case:

xi 

soc  ti   

(3.40)

SOCMAX

where  is a small real constant (0.005 in this application) allowing acceptable margin around the
value of SOCMAX . As soon as the quantity soc(ti )   is greater than SOCMAX , variable xi can take the
value 1. Finally, the following constraint is used to ensure that constrain (3.18) can be fully respected:
p PV _ S (ti )  xi   p PV (ti )  p L _ D (ti ) 

(3.41)

expressing the fact that p PV _ S (ti )  0 when xi  0 (i.e. if the SOCMAX is not reached at time ti ) and
p PV _ S ( t i ) can take a value no greater than

p

PV

(ti )  p L _ D (ti )  when xi  1 (i.e. if the SOCMAX is

reached at time ti ).
Note that the xi variable data type is integer (more precisely binary), along with the presence of
other integer variables, the previous formulation is now said to be a mixed integer linear program. The
direct consequence is that the very efficient Simplex algorithm cannot be used directly anymore since
it works only with real variables. Instead, more advanced techniques (often using Simplex as
subroutines), like cutting plane methods, branch and bound algorithms, branch and cut or branch and
price methods, are used to solve these problems [111].
Nevertheless, numbers of mixed integer linear programming solvers implementing these
optimization techniques exist, such as CPLEX, LP_SOLVE and GUROBI. In this study, our
optimization problem is solved using the IBM ILOG CPLEX solver [112], which is a powerful tool
for solving different types of optimization problems. However, any other mixed integer linear
programming solver also can be used. While mixed integer linear programs are commonly more
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difficult to solve than linear programs due the integer variables, our problem can be solved very
efficiently by such a solver, even with a huge set of time points, as it can be seen in the result in
section III.6. In fact, in order to express our problem in the syntax of the solver and to call the solving
algorithm of the solver, a procedure written in C++ is used. This procedure output the optimal flow in
a file for control parameter translation, which is then transmitted to the operation layer. The full C++
program that formulates the optimization problem in a CPLEX form and deals input/output files is
given in Annex 3.

III.4.3. Interface for operation layer
The optimization calculates optimal power flow for both grid-connected mode and off-grid mode.
Prediction layer provides the prediction of possible PVA power p PV _ PRED and load power evolutions
p L _ PRED for the next day. According to the optimization formulation, energy management layer gives

the optimized power flow of the sources. The optimized power flow is then translated to an interface
parameter, which is the distribution coefficient K D that is used for both grid-connected and off-grid
mode, to control the microgrid in order to reproduce the optimization results in real operation.
With different operating mode, K D is defined differently.
Firstly, in grid-connected mode, K D represents the best power distribution between the grid and
the storage. By the prediction metadata, the energy management layer estimates the optimum control
power flow for the operation of next day, which is mainly the evolution of p S _ D , p S _ C , p G _ S , pG _ I .
The estimated optimum control power flow is then translated into control parameter K D to run the
operation layer. The optimum K D is calculated by (3.42):

KD 

pS _ C  pS _ D
pS _ C  pS _ D  pG _ S  pG _ I

(3.42)

Thus, the optimum K D sequence represents optimum power flow in one parameter. K D is the
interface parameter between the energy management layer and the operational layer. The advantage of
using K D lies in coupling easily power balancing and energy management, so that robust power
balancing and optimization can be achieved at the same time. The power balancing strategy is
designed to satisfy all constraints and is parameterized with K D . Energy management layer gives only

K D through low speed communication to control the operation, instead of updating all power
references in real time. Optimization can be re-perform on-line and update K D sequence without
interrupting power balancing, which takes full advantage of latest prevision and real-time system
status. Moreover, since operation layer can keeps power balancing with any K D value, the operation
is robust to withstand prediction errors.
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Secondly, in off-grid mode, the two controllable sources are storage and MT. Storage power can
change continuously.
MT is assigned with two states: on or off. In this case, storage power is assigned in control strategy
to balance power, and K D is defined as switch signal for the MT as:

K D  boolean( pMT  0)

(3.43)

When KD  1 , the energy management layer orders the MT to start and output the rated power.
When K D  0 , the MT has no specific order from the energy management layer.
It is the operation layer who determines to turn on or turn off the MT.
For the two operating modes, K D is time variant sequence that contains sufficient information to
represent optimized power flow.

III.5. Operation layer
Operation layer design is presented in Figure 52.
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SMART GRID MESSAGES

p

nvo

G _ S _ LIM

Response time:
< SECONDS

, pG _ I _ LIM

SOCMIN , SOCMAX

 pPV , pL, soc, pG , pMT , v

Power system
states

*
pMT

pS*

pG*

*
pPV
_ LIM

KL

POWER SYSTEM

v

PVA
Control
*
vPV

DC

DC

DC

AC

DC

DC

DC

PVA

DC Load
AC

Microturbine
Grid

Storage

Figure 52. Operation layer design.
This layer aims at balancing power in the power system while respecting the energy management
performed in upper layer.
Having defined K D as interface between the energy management layer and the operation layer,
adequate strategies in operation layer must be developed.
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The control strategy should satisfy following requirements. On one hand, given the same predicted
operating condition as in optimization, the control strategy is required to reproduce optimized power
flow in real operating conditions. On the other hand, operation strategy must ensure robustness and
withstand uncertainty introduced in predicted power (forecast data).
To ensure the correct operating of the power system, at least two algorithms are needed and have
to be implemented, one for the PVA control, as described in section II.2, and the second to control the
power balancing which description is given in this section. Theoretically, a third algorithm to control
the load, by appliances shedding, should be required; however, as mentioned already, this is not
developed in this thesis.
Based on the control strategy developed in power system study, this section gives operating
algorithm for both grid-connected mode and off-grid mode with consideration of converter efficiency.

III.5.1. Grid-connected mode
Based on the power balancing strategy developed in Chapter II, an improved grid-connected
power balancing control strategy for the supervision control is proposed, which takes into
consideration the power electronic converter efficiency and permits continuous load shedding instead
of three level load shedding.
In the developed algorithm for grid-connected operating mode, storage power control reference pS*
is updated once more if grid power reaches its limit, signifying that the storage, if available, is used
first in power balancing before performing load shedding or PVA constrained production.
Power balancing can be maintained with any K D value. The power sharing proportion defined by

K D can be satisfied except for extreme cases. Concerning self-correcting ability in power balancing,
the grid power represents the most important degree of flexibility, but PVA limited production and
load shedding are also performed if necessary.
If there is not sufficient energy to supply the load (insufficient PVA production when the grid
power is limited and the storage is empty), the load shedding is performed. In this case, the conversion
efficiency is taken into consideration for load shedding.
As load shedding occurs only when storage reaches lower soc limit. The power flows from PVA
and grid to the load. In such cases, the load power is expected not to exceed p L _ LIM , which is
calculated as in (3.44).
p L _ LIM (t )   PV p PV (t )   G pG _ S _ LIM (t )

(3.44)

If the PVA production cannot be consumed, which means the storage reaches soc upper limit, the
grid power reaches injection limit and the load does not consume enough. The PVA power should be
limited. In this case, the power flows from PVA through the PVA converter to the DC bus. Load
demands power directly from the DC bus. The grid demands power from DC bus through grid inverter.
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The power to the DC bus should be equal to the power demanded from the DC bus. So, the powers
balance should satisfy:
*
 PV pPV
_ LIM  pL 

1

G

pG _ I _ LIM

(3.45)

pG _ I _ LIM )

(3.46)

And the PVA production limit is:
*
pPV
_ LIM 

1

 PV

( pL 

1

G

The overall control strategy is given in Figure 53.

III.5.2. Off-grid mode
In off-grid mode, the MT works in bang-bang mode and only the storage can be controlled
continuously, which results in more difficulty in power balancing since lack of one degree of freedom
compared to grid-connected mode.
As aforementioned, in off-grid mode, it could happen that the PVA outputs rated power while the
MT is turned on and load consumption is low. Charging storage with high power will shorten storage
life, so, at least one source needs to be limited or cut-off. The priority is defined as shedding PVA
first, and then cut-off MT if SOCMAX is reached.
The overall control strategy is given in Figure 54.
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Read:
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Figure 53. Operating algorithm for grid-connected operation.
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Figure 54. Operating algorithm for off-grid operation.

III.6. Simulation results of supervision control
The microgrid supervision control is simulated with numerical powers values based on the
experimental DC microgrid platform. In the following sections, simulation results are given for both
microgrid operating modes, i.e. grid-connected and off-grid mode.

III.6.1. Grid-connected mode
The supervision control for the grid-connected mode is simulated for operation based on the
weather condition of on 23rd of April 2011 in Compiegne, France.
For simulation validation, the PVA prediction data are calculated from the real measurement data
in order to assign the day-ahead prediction data uncertainty error as random.
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The measured MPPT PVA power is shown in Figure 55: the green curve shows the real time PVA
power evolution, while the gray bars are the hourly average PVA power. Figure 56 gives the
considered PVA power prediction data, which are hourly data having 10% random error with hourly
average of the measurement data.
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Figure 55. PVA MPPT power evolution for 23rd of April 2011.
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Figure 56. Hourly PVA power measurement and PVA power prediction.

Load prediction data are supposed to be given by building management system, which implies
additional uncertainties. A simple arbitrary load power evolution is considered. The difference of load
power and load power prediction is shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57. Load power measurement and day-ahead prediction.
Based on the prediction information, the energy management layer calculates the optimization
problem by CPLEX and gives the optimum energy flow evolution, as presented in Figure 58.
Corresponding K D sequence is calculated by (3.42) from the optimum energy flow evolution as the
controller parameter.
INPUT FILES
1. Data (pPV, pL)
2. Constrains (pG_I_LIM , pG_S_LIM , SOCMIN , SOCMAX , Energy tariff, …)

1. Read file and
organize data in C++
structure

2. Modeling problem
according to CPLEX
structure

3. Solve

C++
5. Output results to
files

4. Read solved data

IBM ILOG
CPLEX

OUTPUT OPTIMAL POWER EVOLUTION TO FILE
(p G_I, p G_S , p S_C , p S_D , p PV_S , p L_S )

Figure 58. Flowchart of optimization solving
Taking into consideration the above power predictions, in our case study, the optimized power
flow and K D evolution, supposed to be calculated a few hours before the operation of 23rd of April,
are shown in Figure 59 and in Figure 60 respectively.
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Figure 59. Optimized power flow by energy management layer for grid-connected mode.
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Figure 60. Optimized K D and soc evolution by energy management layer for grid-connected mode.
Grid and storage constrains, as arbitrary values, are imposed for the system operation. Grid power
injection limit is imposed as 700W, and supply limit as 600W.
Peak hour during the day is assumed 11:00-13:00 and 16:00-18:00. To mitigate grid power strong
fluctuations, grid power changing limit is imposed as 2W/s. Arbitrary soc limits are considered as
45% and 55%, while the initial SOC is 50%. Considering the storage capacity of our experimental
platform, which will be used in future experimental study, these soc limits are selected to show the
system behavior with relevant storage events (full, empty) in a day run. For performing a day
optimization during 9 hours, the data resolution is chosen at 1 point/10s, i.e. 3240 points each power
curve. The optimization program execution time is within 10s for a computer with CORE i5 processor.
The optimum cost estimated by CPLEX is 0.516 €.
The calculated K D optimum evolution is given to the operation layer to run the power system
following the conditions both meteorological and load given by 23rd of April 2011. The operation
power flow, as real situation, simulated by MATLAB, is shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 61. Simulated power flow with optimum K D for grid-connected mode.
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Figure 62. Simulated soc evolution with optimum K D for grid-connected mode.
During this day operation, grid and storage share power for supplying energy or for receiving
energy at the same time. During the first peak hours (11:00-13:00), the load is supplied by storage and
grid, and surplus PVA production is injected into the grid in order to make the maximum profit.
Aiming to reduce the energy cost by avoiding grid supply during peak hours, in the second peak hour
period (16:00-18:00), the storage is mainly used for supplying the load. During 13:00-15:00 with the
excess PVA production, the storage is charged for supplying in the second peak hour. Grid power
injection limit and supply limit are respected. Short time load shedding can be seen in the operation
after 17:00, when the battery is empty. The load shedding is performed based on instantaneous power
information. To avoid load shedding fluctuations in PVA power fluctuating circumstances, it is also
possible to impose duration for load shedding in CPLEX optimization.
Optimized load shedding information could also be given to operation layer to override the
operation layer load shedding control if necessary. The energy cost is 0.512 €. The soc evolution with
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the optimum K D is illustrated in Figure 62 . This evolution is quite similar to the evolution presented
in Figure 60, which is the optimization case calculated by the energy management layer.
By comparing with results presented in Figure 59 and Figure 61, it can be seen that the simulated
power flow is different from the optimization due to the uncertainties of solar irradiance prediction
and load power prediction. During the solar fluctuations between 16:00 and 17:00, the storage
provided more powers. However, in this case, the storage is still able to be the main load supply
during the second period of peak hours, but a slight load shedding occurs when the soc reaches its low
limit.
In order to further analyze, a simulation case for a constant K D is presented in Figure 63 and 64.
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Figure 63. Simulated power flow with constant K D  0.5885 for grid-connected mode.
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Figure 64. Simulated soc evolution with constant K D  0.5885 for grid-connected mode.
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It is chosen as constant value K D  0.5885 which is the average value of optimum K D evolution
shown in Figure 60. In this case, the obtained energy cost, 0.651 €, is higher than the optimum cost,
and longer load shedding can be seen during this operation. The soc evolution, illustrated in Figure
64, is very different from the optimum soc evolution.
Table 6 shows the energy cost results and occurrences of load shedding for these three cases:
optimized operation by energy management layer with 10% uncertainties prediction data, simulated
operation in case of a real PVA production with the calculated optimum K D sequence, and simulated
operation with constant K D  0.5885 .
Table 6. Comparison of different cases for grid-connected simulation test.
Case operation

KD

Cost (€)

Load shedding duration

Optimization

Optimum K D

0.516936

No shedding

Simulation

Optimum K D

0.512591

Short time

Simulation

K D  0.5885

0.651807

Long time

It can be seen that simulated cost for the optimum K D is close to the prediction cost, and the error
is within 1%, which is due to the uncertainties of prediction. For the constant K D case, the cost is
26% more than the prediction case; moreover, longer load shedding can be seen in this case. Even
with some uncertainties, the optimized K D operates the microgrid with respect of the utility grid
requirements and storage capacity. This comparison validates the presented simulation case for the
proposed supervision of a multi-source power system.

III.6.2. Off-grid mode
The supervision control for the off-grid mode is simulated for same operating condition on 23rd of
April 2011 in Compiegne, France. The test condition is the same as in the grid-connected mode. The
optimization power flows are given in Figure 65, while soc and K D evolution are given in Figure 66.
For better visibility of the power curves, pMT is presented as negative value, although the value is
positive in equations. This exception is used for figures of off-grid mode throughout the following part
of this thesis.
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Figure 65. Optimized power flow by energy management layer for off-grid mode.
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Figure 66. Optimized K D and soc evolution by energy management layer for off-grid mode.
In off-grid case, the final soc SOC F is imposed as 50% with the aim to maintain continuous
operation for several days. It can be seen in power flow optimization, the MT is started for several
duty cycles and the storage is operated within its power limits of 1500W and soc limits between 45%
and 55%. Final soc value is above 50%. The optimized MT working cycle is translated as the control
parameter K D to control the on/off state of the MT in power balancing operation.
Based on the K D value, the operation in off-grid mode is simulated with MATLAB-Simulink and
Stateflow. The obtained power evolution and soc evolution are shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68
respectively. It can be seen even with uncertainty the simulated power flow is in accordance with the
optimization power flow and MT is started with the optimization order. However, final soc value is
less than the SOC F .
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Figure 67. Simulated power evolution with optimum K D for off-grid mode.
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Figure 68. Simulated soc evolution with optimum K D for off-grid mode.
Table 7 summarizes the test of off-grid mode. The optimization estimated that the overall cost of
the operation is 3.29542€. The cost of simulated case is 3.27819€. The cost difference is about 0.5%.
The simulation cost is less than the optimization cost, but the difference is not significant. This is due
to prevision uncertainties between optimization and simulation on one hand, and on the other hand that
the storage is used more than expected SOC F , which is not penalized by the cost function.
Table 7. Comparison of different cases for off-grid mode simulation test.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding

PVA power limiting

Optimization

3.29542

No

No

Simulation

3.27819

No

No
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It can be seen that simulated cost with the optimum K D is close to the optimization cost and that
the optimized power flow can be reproduced through simple interface in real operating conditions
even with uncertainties. This comparison validates the presented simulation case for the proposed
supervision of a multi-source power system.

III.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, the supervision control design is described. Simulation results have shown that the
supervision control can maintain power balancing while performing optimized control, even with
uncertainties of prediction and arbitrary energy tariffs. The optimized power balancing takes into
account forecast of power production and load power demand. It handles also constraints such as
storage capability, grid power limitations from smart grid, grid TOU pricing, grid peak hour in gridconnected mode and MT fuel consumption, working duty cycle and storage life time in off-grid mode.
It can be concluded that the optimization gives better energy performance while minimizing load
shedding and PVA shedding.
With 10% random prediction errors between optimization and operation, it can be seen that the
optimized power flow can be reproduced through simple interface in real operating conditions even
with uncertainties. The cost is close with errors within 1%. It is proved that the proposed supervision
control is feasible to apply optimized power flow in real operating conditions and withstand prevision
uncertainties.
The designed operation layer can work with any K D value, so the prediction errors and nonoptimum K D does not affect the power balance. The supervision control is robust and can perform
optimization at the same time.
Moreover, in grid-connected mode, grid power limits from smart grid message are fully respected
with the robust control. Thus the proposed DC microgrid control structure is feasible for advanced
energy management and can respond to grid issues, such as reducing peak consumption or
downscaling fluctuations, and to end-users, such as reducing energy cost.
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Chapter IV. Experimental validation of supervision
control
Through simulation tests in the last chapter, it validated that with 10% random errors between
prediction and simulated operating condition, the optimized power flow can be reproduced in
operation through simple interface. In this chapter, the proposed supervision control is validated
through experimental test in order to identify the merits and shortages in real operating conditions.
The experimental tests are carried out with our experimental platform, which is described in
section II.1, where the scheme and elements are given for grid-connected mode. In off-grid mode, the
scheme remains the same, and MT is considered as a single phase AC source and emulated by the
same linear amplifier. However, the difference is that MT works only for supplying power and is
assigned working duty cycle at rated power.
There are two reasons of assigning MT duty cycle. The first reason is that MT efficiency is highest
to output rated power, it is fuel-wasting to make the MT always spinning and output low power or to
frequently start and stop MT. The second reason is that storage can be used as a buffer for power
balancing while MT works in duty cycle.
For these experimental tests, load profile is assigned arbitrary, although a real load profile
prediction can be applied. The reason for choosing an arbitrary load profile is to show clearly as much
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events involved in the supervision control as possible. The load profile is shown in Figure 69. The
difference between predicted load demand and experimental load demand is assigned to be at the most
200W, which result in relative prediction errors ranging from 13.3% to 28.6%.
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Figure 69. Load power prediction and load power demand for experiment.

Concerning PVA power prediction, it is calculated by the solar irradiance prediction data provided
by the national weather forecast service Meteo France. The uncertainty of PVA power prediction is
related to each forecast precision.
In optimizations, the power conversion efficiencies are involved. The power efficiency varies
according to operating power and the ambient temperature; efficiency function should be taken into
account for each converter. However, in this study, these efficiencies are considered as constant value
and shown in Table 8. The chosen values take into account experimental experience.
Grid and MT are AC sources and their power conversion involves two power legs, so their
conversion efficiency is less than PVA and storage converter for which only one power leg is used.
Table 8. Converter efficiencies for optimization.
Symbol

Description

Value

 PV

PVA converter efficiency

90%

S

Storage converter efficiency

90%

G

Grid converter efficiency

85%

 MT

MT converter efficiency

85%
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IV.1. Validation for grid-connected mode
In this section, firstly an improvement of experimental platform is proposed concerning gridconnected filter. In the proposed microgrid, connecting AC grid with DC bus requires conversion
stage with a filter. Inductor filter is not effective in smoothing current, while LCL filter is more
attractive for less component value and high filtering ability. However, obvious grid power factor
degradation can often be observed when using LCL filter in low power operation, which is often the
case with PV generation according to weather conditions [113]. The degradation causes are studied
and a phase error compensation structure is proposed. Experimental results conclude that the proposed
compensation structure improves the grid power quality in case of low PV production, in both power
factor and harmonics.
Then, a series of tests is given for validating the proposed supervision control in grid-connected
operating mode.

IV.1.1. Improvement for experimental platform: simple phase
compensation grid-connected inverter control with LCL filter
PV sources play an important role in distributed generation. Nevertheless, these renewable
distributed powers undergo strong variation over time and can hardly be precisely predicted. Hence, a
filter to satisfy high power quality over the full power operation range is required. The filter should
enhance the important role of grid-connected inverter, in distributed generation, by two sides. Firstly,
the grid-side current has to be controlled to follow given current reference to provide the active power
and reactive power demand with as less distortion as possible. Secondly, with the power electronic
devices working in PWM mode, the inverter outputs, voltage and current, include switching noise and
harmonics. The filter should be able to reduce frequency noise, generated by the PWM inverter, and
harmonics.
Traditionally, as L filter, a serial inductor is used, which is simple to control and can offer
precisely current phase and amplitude control over the full operating range. However, as the
attenuation ability is not satisfying for the full power range, a larger value inductance is required to get
smooth current. Increasing inductance value is not cost-effective, especially for high current rating,
and could also reduce the dynamic performance of the system.
LCL filter could be one of the solutions, which contains two inductors and one capacitor.
Compared with the L filter, LCL filter could provide three times attenuation ability for high
frequencies with less component values. Regarding PV generators, due to the strong variation of solar
irradiance for a relatively short period of time, the grid injected power is usually strongly varying with
large differences. In case of high solar irradiance, corresponding to high level power injection, the
LCL performance is satisfactory. While in case of weak solar irradiance, the injected power could
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have a very low level and, for low power operation, the LCL filter control usually results in obvious
power factor degradation. Moreover, by different feedback methods of LCL filter control, the grid
voltage could be a source which introduces more distortions in the grid current: phase error, amplitude
error and harmonics. Thus, the low power operation of PV grid-connected inverter needs to be
improved in order to inject power with high quality power injection.
According to recent researches [114-126], the LCL filter current control strategies are based on
grid current feedback [115-116, 124-126] and inverter current feedback [115-123]. In [114], the
currents are both used with corresponding weight to form a combined feedback. Grid current feedback
control usually involves more control bandwidth and is tended to be unstable; the control loop gain is
insufficient due to stability limit. Inverter current feedback requires less control bandwidth and offers
sufficient control loop gain. It is more stable and robust and so is more often studied in the literature.
However, the inverter current feedback cannot totally reject grid voltage disturbance in the grid
current output.
In grid current feedback, extra feedback, or inner control loop which can increase the robustness of
the control strategy, are often reported in literature [124-126]. Capacitor current inner loop feedback
has the advantage of add damping to resonance; however, due to insufficient gain of current control, it
is difficult to track low power command as mentioned by [124].
Regarding different controllers used, we note that they have different influence on grid current
distortion. PI controller, relatively simple and robust, is the most widely used [115-117, 120, 122-124].
In frequency domain, it provides continuous gain. PI controller combined with state space control is
studied by [118]. It makes state space control parameter tuning more simplified. Based on the fact that,
in grid–connected inverter control, the current reference and grid voltage contain only some frequency
elements, PR controller works on the principle of providing relatively significant controller gain at
specified frequencies [114, 121]. Usually the major odd-order harmonics are considered. Compared
with PI controller, PR controller provides more significant gain at desired frequency and less gain at
natural resonance frequency introduced by LCL filter; so, the natural resonance can be eased.
However, PR controller is prone to numerical problems.
Model predictive control, pole placement and state space control are used [118, 125-126]. These
methods are usually depending on extra sensor or precise model parameter, or control parameter
tuning procedures. Thus, the robustness could be an issue.
In order to deal with resonance problems, different damping strategies are used: passive damping
[114, 120] that is simple, robust and does not need additional sensors, active damping with multi-loop
control [117, 124], capacitor voltage lead-lag feedback [119, 123], filter based damping [115-116] and
modern control strategy [118, 125-126]. Active damping either involves additional sensors or complex
computation. Filter based active damping does not need additional sensors, but could decrease the
system dynamic performances.
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With inverter current feedback and PI or PR controller without compensation, the grid voltage
cannot be rejected in grid current output and causes grid current phase error. The case is more obvious
in low power operation and high grid voltage.
For grid current feedback combined with capacitor current inner loop, [127] propose a feedforward compensation involving proportional, derivative and second derivative of grid voltage to deal
with current distortion due to insufficient control loop gain. For inverter current feedback, the grid
voltage introduces reactive power and harmonics in the grid current. Grid voltage feed-forward for
compensating the grid voltage is used [127-129], but direct grid voltage feed-forward does not solve
the problem.
Grid voltage related distortion is analyzed by [128], and compensation using capacitor current is
proposed, while [130] proposed compensation structure using capacitor voltage. Capacitor current and
capacitor voltage compensation are approximations of grid voltage compensation, and involve
additional sensor for compensation. In this paper, by selecting inverter current feedback, the same
compensation concept is employed, but the grid voltage is directly used for compensation with
properly selecting sampling point, which do not need additional sensor.

IV.1.1.1. Grid connection control
The microgrid grid-connected inverter and LCL filter are shown in Figure 70, where C , L I , LG ,

CC _ G and R are DC bus capacitor, inverter-side inductor, grid-side inductor, filter capacitor and
damping resistor; v , v I , vC _ G and vG are DC bus voltage, inverter output voltage, capacitor branch
voltage and grid voltage.
The resistor R provides damping of resonance effects, otherwise, for R  0 , the filter is without
passive damping. A full-bridge ( B3 , B4 ) controls power into the grid.

iI

LI

vI

iG
vC _ G

iC _ G
CC _ G

LG
vG

R

Figure 70. Microgrid grid-connected inverter by LCL filter.

Power system parameters are listed in Table 9.
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Table 9. System parameters
Symbol

Description

Value

v

DC bus voltage

400V

vG

Grid RMS voltage

230V

fG

Grid voltage frequency

50Hz

LI

Inverter-side inductance

20mH

CC _ G

Capacitor

10µF

R

Damping resistor

16Ω

LG

Grid-side inductance

5mH

fC

Control frequency

10kHz

The inductors L I and LG have inherent internal resistance that is neglected in this study,
considering that the internal resistance is relatively small compared to the impedance provided by the
inductance. Hence, the block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 71.

vI



 vC _ G

G1 ( s)

iI



 iG

G2 ( s)

vC _ G



vG



G3 ( s)

iG

Figure 71. Block diagram of LCL filter.
In Figure 71, the concerned transfer functions in s domain are G1 

1
1
1
 G2 
 R G3 
,
LI s
CC _ G s
LG s

where s is the Laplace operator. These three transfer functions have the same form: each of them
offers infinite gain for DC and decreases of -20dB/Dec at high frequencies.
Grid current iG is affected by two elements: the inverter voltage v I and the grid voltage vG . In a
classical control problem, vG is normally considered as disturbance for the control and is ignored in
control design. It is supposed that a controller with enough gain at the same frequency of disturbance
could reject this disturbance in the output, and only the transfer function concerning v I and iG are
considered for the controller design.
However, according to the feedback structure, as analyzed later, vG plays a role in iG and cannot
be always ignored. Taking into consideration both voltages, v I and vG , the closed loop relationship is
given in (4.1) :
iG ( s ) 

G1G 2 G3
(1  G1G 2 )G3
vI ( s ) 
vG ( s )
1  G1G 2  G 2 G3
1  G1G 2  G 2 G3
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(4.1)

The control plant is a third order system. According to different feedback and control structures,
the closed loop relationship of iG , v I and vG varies.

IV.1.1.2. Current feedback selection and grid voltage influence
In this section, aiming at analyzing the stability and phase error cause, two current control
strategies are studied: feedback of the inverter-side current and the grid-side current. Stability and
phase error principle are demonstrated using transfer function.

IV.1.1.2.1. Grid-side current feedback
The grid-side current feedback control block diagram is shown in Figure 72.

iG*


 iG

GC ( s )GINV ( s)

vI
iI
G1 ( s )


 vC _ G
 iG

G2 ( s )

vC _ G


G3 ( s )



iG

vG

Figure 72. Current control by grid-side current feedback.
GC is the controller transfer function and G INV is the inverter transfer function. Neglecting

switching transient in one PWM period, as the controller duty cycle output range -1~1 represents the
inverter output voltage range

v~v ,

G INV ( s ) can be considered as a gain

v . The open loop transfer

function is given as:
iG ( s ) GC G INV G1G 2 G3

iG* ( s ) 1  G1G 2  G 2 G3

(4.2)

The closed loop relationship is:
iG ( s ) 

G1G2 G3 GC G INV
G3  G1G 2 G3
iG ( s ) 
vG ( s )
1  G1G 2  G2 G3  G1G 2 G3 GC G INV
1  G1G 2  G 2 G3  G1G 2 G3GC G INV

(4.3)

with iG the grid current reference.
Supposing the controller could offer large enough gain at the frequency domain of grid current
reference iG and vG , in (4.3) all the product elements, in both denominator and nominator, that are not
containing GC can be neglected. Thus, (4.3) can be simplified as:
iG ( s )  iG ( s )

(4.4)

Following (4.4), with controller able providing sufficient gain, the grid current could follow the
grid current reference, and vG influence can be totally rejected, which is an ideal case. In real
application, the stability problem could limit the controller gain, which could not be large enough for
the necessary derivation from (4.3) to (4.4).
The open loop Bode diagram of (4.2) is shown in Figure 73 (a), which gives the stability margin of
grid current feedback control without damping. It is indicated at the top of the figure that both phase
margin (Pm in the figure) and gain margin (Gm in the figure) are negative, signifying that the control
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structure is unstable. Based on stability analyze, the system is more stable if it has larger positive
margin in the open loop Bode diagram.
Bode Diagram
Gm = -202 dB (at 5e+003 rad/sec) , Pm = -90 deg (at 6.93e+003 rad/sec)
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(b)
Figure 73. Stability margin of grid-side current feedback: (a) without damping resistor, (b) with
damping resistor.
In [116] the authors concluded that the grid current feedback control could be stable without
passive damping, but only as long as the resonance frequency is between a quarter and half of the
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control frequency. However, the current distortion is still an issue. So, stability and power quality
should be improved.
By adding series damping resistor with the capacitor, the stability could be improved, and the open
loop Bode diagram is shown in Figure 73 (b). It can be see the phase margin and gain margin are
positive but relatively small, signifying the control loop gain could be limited for this control structure.
With gain increasing, the stability margin decreases. The system could be stable only with small
gain values. In fact, with the stability limit, the stable control loop gain could hardly satisfy the current
control objective in low power operation. So, for grid current feedback, inner loop control, additional
sensors and control with large bandwidth are required to improve the problem.
However, in steady state of low power operation, the insufficient gain could give error to follow
the current reference. Thus, other control structures are required.

IV.1.1.2.2. Inverter-side current feedback
If the inverter current control is selected, the control block diagram is as in Figure 74. It is
expected that the grid current iG could follow the inverter current reference i I* .

iI*

vI



 iI

GC ( s)GINV ( s) 

 vC _ G

G1 ( s )

iI



 iG

G2 ( s )

vC _ G



G3 ( s )

iG

vG

Figure 74. Current control by inverter-side current feedback.
The stability is analyzed by open loop transfer function, which is shown in (4.5).

iI GC GINV G1 (1  G2G3 )

iI*
1  G1G2  G2G3

(4.5)

The stability margin of inverter current feedback control of (4.5) is shown in Figure 75. It can be
seen for both cases of inverter current feedback, namely with or without passive damping, the system
gain margin is infinite, meaning that the control is theoretically stable even with infinite control loop
gain.
The infinite gain can avoid steady state error of the control.
The closed loop relationship of current feedback is shown in (4.6):

iG (s) 

GC GINV G1G2G3
iI (s) 
1  G1G2  G2G3  G1GC GINV  G1G2G3GC GINV

G3 (1  G1G2  G1GC GINV )
vG (s)

1  G1G2  G2G3  G1GC GINV  G1G2G3GC GINV
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(4.6)

Bode Diagram
Gm = Inf , Pm = 90 deg (at 3.9e+003 rad/sec)
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Figure 75. Stability margin of inverter-side current feedback: (a) without damping resistor, (b) with
damping resistor.
Supposing the controller could offer large enough gain (theoretically an infinite gain still
maintains the stability of the control structure, while in practice the control loop gain cannot be infinite
but still can be considered large enough) in the frequency domain of grid current reference iG and vG ,
all the product elements in (4.6), in both denominator and nominator, that not containing GC can be
neglected. Thus, (4.6) can be simplified as:
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iG ( s ) 

G 2 G3 
G3
iI ( s ) 
vG ( s )
1  G 2 G3
1  G 2 G3

(4.7)

From (4.7), it can be seen that only by controller parameter tuning design, even with ideal
controller (which provides infinite gain), the grid voltage vG influence on iG could not be totally
rejected. When i I decreases, the current control becomes worse and vG influence becomes more
obvious. The grid voltage influence affects not only current control amplitude, but also current phase
and power factor. In addition, if the grid voltage includes harmonic distortion, the grid current also
suffers the same frequency harmonics distortion.
For inverter-side current feedback, the control structure is stable and can operate with sufficient
gain to follow the current reference. The inconvenience is that grid voltage introduces an output in the
grid current, which normally is reactive power and causes obvious phase error and low power factor in
low power operation.
For a low power operation, the two objectives are to follow the current reference and to reject the
disturbance caused by the grid voltage. Using grid-side current feedback, the drawback is that
controller gain is insufficient, limited by stability. Because of insufficient controller gain, the current
could not follow the reference in low power operation, which results in obvious phase error and
distortion in low power operation. While the inverter-side current feedback control has no problem of
following current reference, but the disturbance by grid voltage can result in obvious phase error and
distortion in low power operation. Hence, making the choice of the inverter-side current control, the
phase error elimination needs to be studied.

IV.1.1.3. Phase error compensation
The grid voltage related grid current distortion can be compensated by modifying the inverter-side
current control reference as follow:
iI ( s )  iG* ( s ) 

1  G1G 2  G1GC G INV
vG ( s )= iG* ( s )  GCOMP _ FULL vG ( s )
GC G INV G1G 2

(4.8)

By introducing (4.8) into (4.6) and supposing that the controller offers sufficient gain, which can
be theoretically infinite, every product element not containing GC can be eliminated, and the grid
voltage can be rejected from the grid current output as expressed by(4.9):
iG ( s ) 

GC G INV G1G 2 G3
iG ( s )  iG ( s )
1  G1G 2  G 2 G3  G1GC G INV  G1G 2 G3GC G INV

(4.9)

Thus, the full compensation transfer function is:
GCOMP _ FULL =

1  G1G 2  G1GC G INV
GC G INV G1G 2
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(4.10)

Due to discrete effect and control delay, the controller gain cannot obtain infinite value, but can be
still considered large enough. By ignoring the elements not containing G C G IN V the compensation
transfer function can be simplified as (4.11).
GCOMP _ SIMP =

1
 sC C _ G
G2

(4.11)

Figure 76 shows Bode diagram of the compensation transfer function by full compensation and
simplified compensation. It can be seen in the main grid voltage values and current harmonic
frequency range (50Hz-1000Hz corresponding 314rad/sec-6280rad/sec), that the Bode diagram of the
two compensations is nearly the same. At opposite, in high frequency range, the differences are
obvious.
Bode Diagram
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Figure 76. Differences of full compensation and simplified compensation in frequency domain.
The simplified compensation include the Laplace operator s , which means derivation in time
domain. The derivation would amplify the noise of grid voltage measurement. By selecting sampling
point during one PWM period, the noise can be reduced, especially the switching transient noise.

IV.1.1.4. Improvements for simplified phase error compensation
By choosing the inverter-side control strategy and phase error compensation based on (4.11), this
section studies influences on the compensation strategies for different electromagnetic environments.
As the simplified compensation is performed by differential operation on the grid voltage signal, in
strong electromagnetic interference environment, the grid voltage signal noise could be over amplified
and thus, worsen the operation. So the direct implementation of simplified phase error compensation
should be improved. In such case, regeneration of smooth grid voltage is proposed using PLL. For
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moderate electromagnetic environment, the simplified compensation could be directly performed, and
the use of passive damping resistor could further improve power quality.

IV.1.1.4.1. Fundamental compensation using PLL
Firstly, for grid-connected system, grid voltage phase is obtained by a PLL [131], which also
outputs the amplitude of fundamental voltage. Using PLL output amplitude and phase, a smooth
fundamental voltage can be regenerated. Thus, it can be used for compensation without noise
derivation problem. Compared with the real grid voltage signal, the generated signal contains only the
fundamental information and the harmonic signals are not involved. So, in this study, using this
generated signal is referred to as fundamental compensation.

IV.1.1.4.2. Passive damping
The capacitor branch includes a serial resistor R that provides passive damping of resonance
effects. The capacitor branch transfer function can be:

G2 

1

CC _ G s

R

RCC _ G s  1

(4.12)

CC _ G s

Hence, the compensation transfer function is as in (4.13), and the compensation control structure is
shown in Figure 77 (a).

GCOMP _ SIMP =

vG



i

(4.13)

vG

CC _ S s
RCC _ S s  1

*
G

1
1
 CC _ G s 
G2
RCC_ G s  1


i 
iI
*
I



CC _ G K P
TI

T s 1
KP ( I
)
TI s

*
G

i


iI



KP (

(a)

TI s  1
)
TI s





(b)

Figure 77. Compensation structure using passive damping by PI controller: (a) compensation control
structure, (b) equivalent derived structure.
This compensation structure is based on PI controller that is easy for tuning. The PI controller
equation is shown in (4.14).
GC ( PI )  K P 

KI
T s 1
K
) with TI  P
 KP ( I
s
TI s
KI

(4.14)

If the PI controller parameter is designed to obtain TI  RCC _ G , the derivation and filter in
compensation transfer function can also be replaced by proportional gain after several transfer
function derivation. The final compensation transfer function structure is shown in Figure 77 (b).
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Compared with active damping techniques, the major disadvantage of passive damping is power
loss in the damping resistor. The power loss is calculated by (4.15).

pR  RiC2 _ G 

RvC2 _ G CC2 _ G

(4.15)

1  R2CC2 _ G 2

where   2 f G .
By a well parameter selection, the power loss can be negligible compared with the injected power.
Neglecting the inductor voltage drop and making the approximation vC _ G  vG , the power loss
relationship with capacitor versus resistor values can be drawn as shown in Figure 78. The power loss
is less than 0.5% of rated injection power, which is 2000W in this study case.
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Figure 78. Passive damping power loss relationship with capacitor versus resistor values.

IV.1.1.5. Experimental results
In this section, experimental tests show results concerning phase error for LCL filter control
strategy cases: without compensation, fundamental compensation, simplified compensation, as well as
simplified compensation with passive damping. In order to compare different control strategies with
strictly the same experimental condition, the solar irradiance based low power PV operation is
emulated by constant DC supply with constant voltage at 400V.
The experiment platform, used to validate these results, is based on the Figure 70. It refers mainly
to grid emulator (linear amplifier 3kVA), DC power supply, dSPACE 1103 controller board, and
power electronic necessary devices (SEMIKRON SKM100GB063D, 600V-100A). The experimental
data are recorded by Fluke 43B power quality analyzer.
The parameters values of LCL filter should be selected according to the following criteria: L I
should keep low inverter current ripple, CC_S and R must be able to give a low damping loss, and LG
should maintain resonance frequency under control.
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Power Factor (PF) and Displacement Power Factor (DPF) are used to describe the phase error and
power quality with consideration of both fundamental frequencies and harmonics. For the single phase
system, they are defined as in (4.16).
PF 

P P

S UI

DPF  cos 1

(4.16)

where, P is the overall active power, S is the overall apparent power, U is the RMS value of
phase voltage and I is the phase current RMS value, 1 is the phase error between fundamental
voltage and fundamental current. A large difference between PF and DPF signifies obvious harmonic
presence.
The current and voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) are defined as:
50

THD 

X

N 2

2
N

(4.17)

X

where X N (N=2, 3, .., 50) are the corresponding harmonic RMS values of current or voltage, X is
the RMS values of the measured signal.
In the experimental results, the current references are all given at 1A peak in phase with the grid
voltage. Figure 79 shows the experimental result of phase error compensation by different control
strategy under distorted grid voltage.
Due to grid access specific and restrictive conditions, for this experiment, the grid voltage is
emulated by linear amplifier with measuring the real grid voltage in real time, which has an average
THD of 3%.
Figure 79 gives the waveforms and power information of different compensation strategy. The
active powers for all cases are around 155W, but large reactive power difference can be seen.
Without compensation, the reactive power is 216VAR and the current amplitude is not well
controlled with peak value about 2A, as shown in Figure 79 (a).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 79. Experimental waveforms with peak current reference 1A following different compensation
strategies: (a) no compensation, (b) fundamental compensation, (c) simplified compensation , (d)
simplified compensation with passive damping.
Compared with no compensation, in cases of fundamental compensation, simplified compensation
and simplified compensation with passive damping, the reactive power is reduced by 61.1%, 78.7%,
82.9% respectively, as shown in Figure 79 (b), (c), (d).
These results show that any of the compensations could significantly reduce the reactive power
introduced by grid voltage. Thus, they can be used to improve the power factor.
Figure 80 gives the grid current distortion in frequency domain. In order to compare harmonics for
different cases in the same scale, the percentage data are translated in the absolute total harmonic root
square value by (4.18), which is derived from (4.17).
IH 

I 22  I 32  ..  I N2  THD  I

(4.18)

Following (4.18), for four cases, which are no compensation, fundamental compensation,
simplified compensation and simplified compensation with passive damping, the absolute total
harmonic mean square value are 0.288A, 0.272A, 0.103A, 0.035A respectively.
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Compared with no compensation, the total harmonics are reduced by 5.6%, 64.2% and 87.8% for
fundamental compensation, simplified compensation and simplified compensation with passive
damping respectively. Since the fundamental compensation signal does not contain harmonic
information, the harmonic reduction is not obvious.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 80. Current distortion in frequency domain with peak current reference 1A following different
compensation strategies: (a) no compensation, (b) fundamental compensation, (c) simplified
compensation, (d) simplified compensation with passive damping.

IV.1.1.6. Conclusion
For the proposed microgrid, LCL filter offers high power quality for grid current injection in case
of rated power. But the grid voltage introduced reactive power and harmonics exists in the whole
power operating range and results in obvious power factor degradations in low power operation, which
is inevitable from solar irradiance variation, hence it must be improved. After studying the phase error
cause of different control strategies by transfer function, a phase error compensation structure is
proposed for inverter-side current feedback structure. Taking into account the no compensation case,
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three different compensations (fundamental compensation, simplified compensation, and simplified
compensation with passive damping) are comparatively studied for different grid-connected situations.
Fundamental compensation is suitable for no distorted grid voltage or in an environment with
strong electromagnetic disturbances. Simplified compensation can be used in an environment with less
electromagnetic disturbances. The passive damping can be added for further improve power quality at
the cost of additional power loss.
The experimental results show that different compensation strategies can significantly reduce the
unnecessary reactive power introduced by the grid voltage in low power operation by 61.1%-82.9%.
Current harmonics can be reduced by 5.69%-87.8%.
The fundamental compensation gives good performance in reactive power rejection, but poor in
harmonic reduction; it could be used for situations with strong noise interference where other two
compensations don’t work well.
Simplified compensation gives good performance, but the grid current distortion is the shortage; it
is suitable for situations not demanding very high power quality. Simplified compensation with
passive damping gives the best performance in power quality; damping power loss could be the
shortage, however, by properly selecting the damping resistor and capacitor value, the power loss can
be controlled quite reasonable. Simplified compensation with passive damping is suitable for
situations where high power quality is given priority.
Concerning a better grid-connected operation for the proposed microgrid, the simplified
compensation with passive damping is recommended, which is simple yet gives the least harmonic
pollution into the grid in low power operations. The reduction of reactive power and harmonics is also
suited for the whole operation range and high power quality can be obtained.

IV.1.2. Experimental tests of grid-connected supervision control
After the improvement of experimental platform, whose electric scheme is presented in Figure 5 in
the section II.1, the grid-connected tests are carried out.
For grid-connected test, the parameters given in Table 10 are used for optimization and power
balancing control strategy. These parameters are selected according to power system configuration
with an aim to show as much system behavior as possible, such as storage events (full, empty), load
shedding and PVA power limiting.
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Table 10. Parameters for grid-connected operation.
Variable

Value

pG_S_LIM

1000W

pG_I_LIM

1000W

PL_MAX

1700W

KL

[0, 1]

PPV_P

2000W

SOCMIN

45%

SOCMAX

55%

SOC0

50%

*

v

400V

Grid peak hours

10:00-12:00, 17:00-19:00

Since the estimated conversion efficiency is not accurate, and that the measurement also contains
errors due to power electronic device switching transient noise and temperature drift of components in
the self-made current sensing board. It may occur that the load shedding and PVA power limiting
calculation given by the operation layer algorithm can result in grid power reaching or even surpassing
a little its limits. So, security margins are added to shed a little more load or PV power than calculation
in order to keep grid power within its limit. That is also why in case of load shedding and PVA power
limiting, the grid power is a little less than the give power limits in the following experimental results.
The experimental results are strongly influenced by the solar irradiance evolution and induced
prediction errors. Hence, to analyze the proposed DC microgrid validation, many tests were operated.
They have permitted to choose three typical cases. These case studies correspond to three types of
solar irradiance evolution: high irradiance almost without fluctuations (test 1), high irradiance with
strong fluctuations (test 2), and low irradiance with strong fluctuations (test 3).

IV.1.2.1. Test 1
Test 1 is performed for operation on the 21st of August 2013 in Compiegne, France. The load
prediction uncertainty is shown in Figure 69. Concerning PVA prediction uncertainty, the PVA power
raw data prediction, corrected prediction and measurement are shown in Figure 81.
It can be noted that compared with the raw data prediction, the corrected prediction is lower at the
beginning and the end of the day, and higher in the middle of the day as the sun position changes. The
prediction corresponds better the measurement during the first few hours, especially before 11:00. The
measurement is lower than the corrected prediction after 11:00 due to two reasons: one is that a slight
thin cloud that covers the sky is not predicted, the other is that the PVA cell temperature, which is hard
to predict and not considered in PVA power prediction correction, increases significantly with the
sunshine heating and results in power decrease.
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Figure 81. PVA power prediction and measure for grid-connected test 1.
According to the prediction information, the energy management layer solves the optimization
problem by CPLEX and gives the optimum power flow evolution, as presented in Figure 82. The
power flow optimization effect can be observed.
During peak hours, the excess power is optimized to be injected into the grid to increase benefits
(10:10-12:00, 17:00-18:00). In case of supply during peak hours, the storage supplies the load for
avoiding expensive grid peak supply (10:00-10:10, 18:00-19:00). In grid peak hours, the supervision
control acts like a simple rule based control which simply inject excess power into grid and supply the
load by storage. That is because this is the optimal way to reduce energy cost. Meanwhile, the
optimization keeps storage available for the grid peak hours supply.
The difference between optimization and rule based control remains in off-peak grid hours. For
example, storage charging is preferred to be done in off-peak grid hours for energy cost reduction.
However, the storage charging is not necessary to be immediately started at the beginning of off-peak
grid hours. Because with the storage fully charged too early, the latter excess PVA power may not be
fully absorbed due to the grid power injection limit, which can result in PVA power limiting that waste
energy and increase energy cost. Another issue is that if load power demand is low during peak hours,
it is also possible for the storage to supply the load during off-peak hours. The storage charging or
discharging proportion can hardly be determined by the rule based control, but the prediction based
supervision control can easily determine these aspects from an overall viewpoint. That is why the
storage is optimized to supply power during off-peak hours (for example 8:00-9:00, 9:20-10:00) and
PV excess power is injected into the grid (for example 9:00-9:20). The optimization cannot be
replaced by rule based control since the operation varies according to conditions for minimizing the
energy cost.
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Figure 82. Power flow given by optimization for grid-connected test 1.
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Figure 83. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for grid-connected test 1.

Based on optimum power flow evolution, optimum KD sequence is calculated a few hours before
the experimental operation of the 21st of August 2013, as shown in Figure 83.
The optimum cost estimated by CPLEX is -0.777€. The cost is negative because during this day,
local renewable production is sold to grid and it can bring benefits that can compensate the energy
consumption cost.
With the calculated KD optimum sequence and the operation layer operating strategy, an
experimental operation is performed. The operating conditions for PVA are shown in Figure 84.
The power evolution is recorded during this experimental operation and the power flow is shown

soc and DC bus voltage evolution are shown in Figure 86. During this day
operation, grid and storage supply or absorb power according to KD except for the moment when soc

in Figure 85. Experimental

limits is reached in the period of 18:50-20:00. Due to uncertainties from both load prediction and PVA
power prediction, the experimental power flow cannot evolve 100% as the optimization power flow.
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Figure 84. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on the 21st August 2013.
Since the PVA produces less power than predicted, the obvious result is that storage is not fully
charged during the day and reaches its SOC MIN earlier than expected, resulting in load shedding
(18:50-19:40) according to power balancing control as grid supply is limited. When the grid is able to
supply within its limits, the load is supplied by the grid without load shedding (19:40-20:00).
In detail, the experimental power flow corresponds well to the optimized power flow from 8:009:20. From 9:20 to 11:50, the PV power prediction error is not significant, while the load demands
200W more power than predicted. This results in more storage discharge than the prediction between
9:20 and 10:10.
In the period of 10:10-12:05, it is expected that the grid absorbs excess PVA power. Due to the
error of load prediction, the grid supply during peak hour is involved at 10:10-11:00 and less power is
injected in the grid from 11:00-12:05.
From 12:05-14:20, both PVA power and load demand are less than the prediction. As a result, the
grid power and storage power corresponds to the optimization result.
From 14:20-16:15, the load demand is higher than prediction and the PVA power is less than the
prediction, which is the period that introduced the largest error between optimization and actual power
flow: the grid supplies power at 14:20-15:50 instead of power injection expected by optimization and
the storage supplies more power than expected from 15:50-16:15.
From 16:20-18:00, the PVA power is less than prediction, so less power is injected into the grid.
From 18:00-20:00, the storage capacity is less than optimization and it supplies more power than
expected, so it is empty at 18:50 instead of 19:40. Then the grid supplies the load from 18:50-20:00
with load shedding as aforementioned.
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Figure 85. Experimental power flow for grid-connected test 1.
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Figure 86. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for grid-connected test 1.
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Figure 87. Actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid for grid-connected test 1.
It is noted that prediction error can affect the optimization performance. However, compared with
prediction, if the actual production and consumption are with almost the same errors in the same
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direction, i.e. the difference between the actual production and consumption corresponds to the
difference given by prediction, the actual power flow of storage and grid can correspond to the
optimization result, for example the period of 12:05-14:20.
Although that prediction error can affect the optimization performance, the prediction error does
not affect power balancing. It is shown in Figure 86 that the DC bus voltage is steady, signifying the
power is well balanced during the operation.
The actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid is shown in Figure 87. If compare the
actual power sharing with KD . We can see that the optimization command KD is expected for most of
the time, except for the short period in the end when the storage is empty. At that moment, operation
layer performs load shedding to ensure power balancing. The slight difference is due to measurement
errors.
Table 11 compares the energy cost between optimization and experiment. Due to uncertainties, the
experimental cost is larger than optimization. The load shedding contributed to 24.4% of the cost error.
The other error is introduced by excess grid and storage supply involved by uncertainties. After the
experiment test, an optimization for real operating conditions is performed, which gives the ideal
experiment cost. Even with uncertainties, it can be seen that experiment cost is not far from the ideal
experiment cost.
Table 11. Comparison between optimization and experiment for grid-connected test 1.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

Optimization

-0.777

0

0

Experimentation

0.225

0.244

0

Optimization for real conditions

-0.247

0

0

IV.1.2.2. Test 2
Test 2 is performed for operation on the 9th of August 2013. The PVA power prediction
uncertainty is shown in Figure 88. As the prediction is given in the form of hourly data, the
fluctuations presented in the real PVA power are not taken into account. In addition, the concave
character of prediction around 14:30 is delayed around 15:45 in the actual condition.
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Figure 88. PVA power prediction and measure for grid-connected test 2.
The optimized power flow by CPLEX is shown in Figure 89. Based on optimum power flow
evolution, optimum KD sequence is calculated for the experiment as shown in Figure 90.
During peak hours, the microgrid injects the excess PVA power to grid and supplies the load by
storage. In off-peak hours, optimization optimizes storage and grid power. With the optimization,
neither load shedding nor PV power limiting is performed. The optimum cost estimated by CPLEX is
-0.149€.
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Figure 89. Power flow given by optimization for grid-connected test 2.
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Figure 90. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for grid-connected test 2.

The operating condition for PVA is shown in Figure 91.
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Figure 91. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on the 9th August 2013.
The experimental power evolution is obtained with KD and operation layer control strategy for the
operation. The power flow is shown in Figure 92. Experimental

soc and DC bus voltage evolution are

shown in Figure 93. During this day operation, grid and storage supply or absorb power according to
KD except for the period of when

soc limits are reached or grid power limits are reached.
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Figure 92. Experimental power flow for grid-connected test 2.
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Figure 93. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for grid-connected test 2.
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Figure 94. Actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid for grid-connected test 2.
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From 8:00-9:20, grid supplies the load as commanded by KD . From 9:20-10:00, the load demands
more power than predicted that the grid alone is not able to supply. Since the storage is available for
supply, i.e. soc  SOC MIN , storage supplies power together with the grid, which is the self-correcting
by operation layer control strategy.
During 10:00-10:20, the storage supplies the load according to KD . The storage reaches SOC MIN at
10:20 since it has supplied power before 10:00 and supplies more power to the load due to prediction
uncertainties.
For 10:20-11:20, grid supplies the load for most of the time without regard of KD by self
correcting of operation strategy. Since grid supply power is limited, load shedding is performed
around 10:25-10:35 to keep power balancing. During the PVA production fluctuations from 10:55 to
11:20, the storage is slightly charged and supplies again for a short while.
Grid is used for power balancing at 11:20-12:00, as commanded by KD . Although grid supply is
involved instead of pure injection grid, injection is more than supply during the fluctuations.
From 12:00 to 14:20, storage is charged following the commanded by KD . As load consumes less
than prediction, the storage is fully charged at 14:00. From 14:00 to 14:20, the excess PVA production
is injected into the grid. Because the surplus PVA production exceed grid power injection limit, the
surplus PVA production cannot be absorbed, so the PV power limiting is performed as self-correcting
by operation layer control strategy. During this period, the actual PVA power (green curve) is less than
estimated PVA MPPT production with the weather condition.
At 14:20-15:15, grid is commanded by KD to supply the load. However, when the PVA
production is too low and grid supply limit is reached, the storage supplies power as a result of selfcorrecting. The storage follows KD command to supply power at 15:15-16:00.
From 16:00 to 16:15, the grid supplies the load and storage is involved when grid supply is limited.
During 16:15-17:00, storage is charged following KD command.
During17:00-18:00, the power is mainly injected into grid, as commanded by KD . From 18:00 to
20:00, storage supplies first but SOC MIN is reached before expected and then grid supplies power.
When grid power supply limit is reached, load shedding is performed to keep power balancing.
The steady DC bus voltage in Figure 93 signifies that the power is well balanced during the whole
test.
In this test, although prediction involves uncertainty and the weather condition results in
fluctuating PVA production, the power balancing is able to be maintained with respect of all rigid
constraints such as grid power limits and

soc limits. The self-correcting effect of power balancing can

be fully observed and load shedding and PVA power limiting appeared only for short durations.
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The actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid is shown in Figure 94. Due to fluctuations
and prediction uncertainties, KD cannot be fully respected. However, the mean actual power sharing
ratio value still represents the optimization information.
Table 12 compares the energy cost between optimization and experiment. Due to uncertainties, the
experimental cost is larger than optimization. It can be seen that load shedding and PV power limiting
formed 29.4% of the cost error, the other part is introduced by prediction uncertainties that result in
both grid and storage extra power supplies during peak hours and off-peak hours. As for test 1, an
optimization for real operating conditions is performed after experiment. Even with uncertainties, the
experiment cost is not far from the ideal experiment cost.
Table 12. Comparison between optimization and experiment for grid-connected test 2.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

Optimization

-0.149

0

0

Experimentation

0.929

0.266

0.052

Optimization for real conditions

0.357

0

0

IV.1.2.3. Test 3
Test 3 is performed for operation on the 30th of July 2013. The weather condition is cloudy with
generally low solar irradiance. The PVA power prediction uncertainty is shown in Figure 95.
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Figure 95. PVA power prediction and measure for grid-connected test 3.
The optimized power flow by CPLEX is shown Figure 96. The optimum KD sequence, which is
applied for the experimental operation of the 30th of July 2013, and the optimum

soc are shown in

Figure 97.
During the first peak hours 10:00-12:00, it can be seen that the optimization injects the excess
PVA power to grid and supply the load by storage.
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During the second peak hours 17:00-19:00, since the storage is not able to be fully charged before
the second peak hours. Grid supplies alone 17:40-18:10 and together with the storage 18:50-19:00.
In off-peak hours, optimization optimizes storage and grid power. It can be seen the optimization
tries to maximally charge the storage.
The storage is also used to prevent load shedding when grid supplies at its power limit. With the
optimization, neither load shedding nor PV power limiting is performed.
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Figure 96. Power flow given by optimization for grid-connected test 3.
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Figure 97. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for grid-connected test 3.

The operating condition for PVA is shown in Figure 98.
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Figure 98. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on the 30th July 2013.
The experimental power evolution is shown in Figure 99. Experimental

soc and DC bus voltage

evolution are shown in Figure 100.
Due to uncertainties, the storage reached SOC MIN before 10:00 and does not participate in the
supply during first peak hours. The storage is slightly charged around 12:10 and contributes too little
in the subsequent power balancing. Due to the prediction uncertainties, the load power is supplied by
the grid with respect to its power limits. When the grid power reaches the limit, load shedding is
performed to keep power balancing 14:20-16:15, 17:55-19:40.
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Figure 99. Experimental power flow for grid-connected test 3.
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Figure 100. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for grid-connected test 3.
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Figure 101. Actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid for grid-connected test 3.
In this test, the error between actual PVA production and prediction is significant. As a result, the
storage is only used for a short period and does not participate in grid peak shaving. However, the
power can be balanced successfully by the operation layer control strategy.
The actual power sharing ratio between storage and grid is shown in Figure 101. Due to prediction
uncertainties, KD can only be respected at the beginning and optimization does not suit the real
conditions. However, the operation layer can keep robust power balancing.
Table 13 summarizes the energy cost between optimization and experiment.
Due to prediction uncertainties and low solar irradiance, the experimental cost is much greater than
optimization. The load shedding formed 40.4% of the experimental cost. Grid peak hours supply cost
is 1.626€, and formed 50.5% of the experimental cost. Due to uncertainties, the storage cannot be
optimized to participate in the peak hour to supply. Whence the energy cost is largely increased by
grid peak supply as well as load shedding. An optimization for real operating conditions is performed
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after experiment. It can be seen that the difference between experiment and ideal experiment cost is
the most significant in the three grid-connected tests, which is due to relatively large prediction
uncertainties.
Table 13. Comparison between optimization and experiment for grid-connected test 3.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

Optimization

0.386

0

0

Experimentation

3.219

1.300

0

Optimization for real conditions

2.165

0.257

0

IV.1.3. Conclusion
This section firstly proposed an improved control for enhancing grid power quality in case of low
power operation, which is evitable with renewable energy production.
Then, three tests for grid-connected operating mode are provided and analyzed. As result, the
proposed supervision control is experimentally validated and it is shown that it can work under
different weather conditions while providing robust power balancing control strategy and interfacing
with optimization. The difficulty of implementing optimization in real operation while respecting to
rigid constraints is solved by the proposed supervision control which parameterizes power balancing
strategy that provides interface for optimization.
Optimization effect can be seen in actual power flow with certain degree of uncertainties. For the
first two tests it can be seen that even with uncertainties, the storage can participate in the peak hour
power balancing for peak shaving, avoid undesired injection. For the third case, when the storage does
not participate in peak hour power balancing, the energy cost can be increased largely by two aspects:
grid peak supply and load shedding. The actual power flow is be better optimized when the prediction
data provides more precision. Even with uncertainties, the experiment cost can be controlled near ideal
experiment cost, which validated the effectiveness of the proposed supervision control.
From the point of view by the grid, no matter how the power evolves in the microgrid, the grid
power can be maintained within its limits. For smart grid, it can simply regulate these limits to
increase or decrease the supplied power and injected power, which facilitate DSM for grid operating.
It is also noted that if the prediction error for production and the error for consumption are similar
and in the same direction; the power flow for the sources is less affected.

IV.2. Experimental validation of off-grid supervision control
For off-grid mode test, the parameters that are used for optimization and power balancing control
strategy are given in Table 14. These parameters are selected according to system configuration with
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an aim to involve as much system behavior as possible during the tests, such as storage events (full,
empty), load shedding and PVA power limiting.
Table 14. Parameters for off-grid operation.
Variable

Value

PS_MAX

1300W

PL_MAX

1700W

PMT_P

1500W

dtMT

1200s

KL

[0, 1]

SOCMIN

45%

SOCMAX

55%

SOC0

50%

SOCF

50%

v*

400V

For the same reason as in grid-connected mode, security margins are added to shed a little more
load or PV power than calculated in order to keep storage power within its limit. Besides these, once
the PVA power limiting is triggered, it lasts for a period for avoiding storage charging discharging
oscillations.

IV.2.1. Experimental tests of off-grid supervision control
As for grid-connected operating mode, three experimental tests are presented. The case studies
retained for off-grid mode are: high irradiance almost without fluctuations (test 1), high irradiance
with strong fluctuations (test 2), and mixed high irradiance with strong fluctuations and low irradiance
without fluctuations (test 3).

IV.2.1.1. Test 1
Test 1 is performed for operation on the 4th September 2013. As in grid-connected mode, the load
prediction uncertainty is the same as shown in Figure 69. PVA power prediction uncertainty is shown
in Figure 102. It can be noted that during 10:30-18:50, the measure is lower than the corrected
prediction by about 11% mainly due to the PV cell temperature as aforementioned. The optimized
power flow by CPLEX is shown in Figure 103. It can be seen that the storage is used for power
balancing and MT is started by duty cycles in order to keep continuous supply for the load and ensure
that at the end of the operation, the storage capacity is above a preferred level SOC F . Since MT
cannot absorb power, when the storage reaches SOC MAX the only way for keep power balancing is to
limit PVA power production; this is why there is PVA power limiting in the period of 13:10-14:20.
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Figure 102. PVA power prediction and measure for off-grid test 1.
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Figure 103. Power flow given by optimization for off-grid test 1.
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Figure 104. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for off-grid test 1.
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Based on optimum power flow evolution, optimum KD sequence is calculated for the experimental
operation, which is the on-off signal for the MT, as shown in Figure 104.
The control parameter KD is used for the experimental operation whose PVA operating conditions
are shown in Figure 105.
The operation is performed with KD and operation layer off-grid control strategy. The obtained
power flow is shown in Figure 106. Experimental

soc and DC bus voltage evolution are shown in

Figure 107. In the power flow, MT is started by duty cycle as commanded by KD for 8:00-8:20, 18:2018:40, 19:20-20:00. No load shedding is performed. During 8:00-13:05, the power is balanced
following KD .
Despite uncertainties in both load and PVA power prediction, the storage is fully charged around
13:05, as expected by optimization.
During 13:05-14:20, there is no other source that can absorb PVA production, and it is hard to
calculating the PVA power limiting reference for produce just the necessary power to supply the load
for maintaining power. As a solution, the control strategy limits the PVA production a little more,
inducing storage low power supply. After the

soc is reduced by certain amount, the PVA is recovered

to produce MPPT power again until the SOC MAX is reached again. That is why the PVA power
oscillation between MPPT mode and power limiting mode can be observed.
During 14:20-20:00, except for that optimization order is followed that the storage is used for
power balancing and MT is started following KD , two difference with optimization can be noted:
firstly, the PVA power limiting during 16:55-18:00 is not appeared in actual power flow due to actual
higher load demand and lower PVA production which caused soc  SOC MAX ; secondly, MT is started
for 19:00-19:20, which is controlled by the operation layer control strategy that starts MT when

soc

approaches SOC MIN .
The power is well balanced during the operation, as shown in Figure 107 by the steady DC bus
voltage. The DC bus voltage fluctuates about 5% at the instants of PVA power limiting control and
starting MT by control strategy, which is related to corresponding control dynamics and is acceptable.
Due to uncertainties, the final

soc value is less than 50%.
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Figure 105. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on the 4th September 2013.
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Figure 106. Experimental power flow for off-grid test 1.
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Figure 107. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for off-grid test 1.
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Figure 108. Actual MT on off signal for off-grid test 1.
The actual MT on-off signal is shown in Figure 108. If compare KD with actual microturbine onoff operation. It can be seen that optimization command KD is expected for most of the time, except
for the additional duty cycle at last, which is the self correcting by operation layer.
Table 15 compares the energy cost between optimization and experiment. Due to uncertainties, the
experimental cost is slightly more than optimization. During the experimental test, the PVA power
limiting is less than the optimization by 23% and the MT generation is more than the optimization by
11.9%. An optimization for real condition is performed after the experiment. Even with prediction
uncertainties, the experiment cost is close to ideal experiment cost.
Table 15. Comparison between optimization and experiment for off-grid test 1.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

MT generation (€)

Optimization

3.629

0

1.463

2.166

Experimentation

3.658

0

1.121

2.423

Optimization for real
conditions

3.380

0

1.180

2.2

IV.2.1.2. Test 2
Test 2 is performed for operation on 27th August 2013. PVA power prediction uncertainty is
shown in Figure 109. It can be noted that the measure is less than the corrected prediction, for the
periods of 8:00-10:00 and 15:30-20:00 the weather is heavily clouded which is not predicted.
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Figure 109. PVA power prediction and measure for off-grid test 2.
The optimized power flow by CPLEX is shown in Figure 110. As aforementioned when the
storage reaches SOC MAX the only way for keep power balancing is to limiting PVA power production,
PVA power limiting must be performed. In this case, the PVA power limiting is distributed randomly
during 10:45-17:20.
Based on optimum power flow evolution, optimum KD sequence is calculated for the experimental
operation, which is the on-off signal for the MT, as shown in Figure 111.
The control parameter KD is used for the experimental operation whose operating conditions for
PVA are shown in Figure 112.
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Figure 110. Power flow given by optimization for off-grid test 2.
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Figure 111. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for off-grid test 2.
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Figure 112. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on the 27th August 2013.
The operation is performed with KD and operation layer off-grid control strategy. The obtained
power flow is shown in Figure 113. Experimental

soc and DC bus voltage evolution are shown in

Figure 114.
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Figure 113. Experimental power flow for off-grid test 2.
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Figure 114. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for off-grid test 2.
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Figure 115. Actual MT on off signal for off-grid test 2.
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During this day operation, storage is used for regulating the power balance. MT is started with
interface value K D  1 for 19:00-20:00 or when the

soc approaches

SOC MIN , i.e. 9:10-9:30, 9:45-

10:05, 10:15-10:35, 11:30-11:50, 15:40-16:40, 17:40-18:00, 18:15-18:35, 18:37-18:57.
Storage power is limited to avoid high power charging by high PVA power plus MT generation
that can shorten the storage lifetime. So, in case of storage injection power exceeds storage power
limit, the PVA production is limited to protect storage 11:30-11:50. When storage reaches SOC MAX ,
PVA power limiting is performed 13:20-13:50.
To avoid oscillation, the PVA power limiting is recovered with hysteresis as aforementioned in
test 1.
Load shedding is performed as another control degree of freedom in the case that when storage is
empty and MT plus PVA power cannot supply the load demand 16:00-16:15. In this case, the
prediction uncertainty is significant, so more MT generation is performed. Nevertheless, the power is
able to be maintained. As indicated by steady DC bus voltage in Figure 114.
The actual MT on-off signal is shown in Figure 115. Due to prediction uncertainties, it can be seen
that MT is started more than expected in order to keep continuous load supply.
Table 16 compares the energy cost between optimization and experiment.
Table 16. Comparison between optimization and experiment for off-grid test 2.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

MT generation (€)

Optimization

3.259

0

1.575

1.684

Experimentation

7.807

0.211

0.835

6.761

Optimization for real
conditions

7.596

0

1.030

6.566

Due to uncertainties, the experimental cost is much greater than optimization. However, the
difference is obvious since more MT generation is involved to ensure power balance, when in real
conditions the PVA production is much less than expected by prediction. An ideal experiment cost is
calculated after the experiment. Given the prediction uncertainties and real operating conditions, the
experiment cost is close to ideal experiment cost.

IV.2.1.3. Test 3
Test 3 is performed for operation on the 6th September 2013. The PVA power prediction
uncertainty is shown in Figure 116. The prediction can correspond the two peak periods of production.
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Figure 116. PVA power prediction and measure for off-grid test 3.
The optimized power flow by CPLEX is shown in Figure 117. As the irradiance is relatively low,
no PVA power limiting is performed.
Based on optimum power flow evolution, optimum KD sequence is given in Figure 118.
The control parameter KD is used for the experimental operation whose PVA operating conditions
are shown in Figure 119.
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Figure 117. Power flow given by optimization for off-grid test 3.
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Figure 118. KD and

soc evolution given by optimization for off-grid test 3.
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Figure 119. PVA cell temperature and solar irradiance on 6th September 2013.
The obtained experimental power flow is shown in Figure 120. Experimental

soc and DC bus

voltage evolution is shown in Figure 121.
As mentioned for test 2, storage power is limited to avoid high power charging by high PVA
power plus MT generation that can shorten the storage lifetime. So in case of storage injection power
exceeds storage power limit PS_MAX, the PVA production is limited to protect storage (around 9:10,
10:30, 11:30, 12:30, 15:40 and 17:20). The uncertainties make the actual instantaneous power
evolution different as predicated. Nevertheless, the power is able to be maintained and load can be
supplied without load shedding. The power balancing is indicated by steady DC bus voltage in Figure
121.
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Figure 120. Experimental power flow for off-grid test 3.
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Figure 121. Experimental

soc evolution and DC bus voltage for off-grid test 3.
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Figure 122. Actual MT on off signal for off-grid test 3.
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The actual MT on-off signal is shown in Figure 122. Due to prediction uncertainties, it can be seen
that MT is started more than expected in order to keep continuous load supply.
Table 17 compares the energy cost between optimization and experiment. Due to uncertainties, the
experimental cost is larger than optimization by 53.2%. After the experiment, an ideal experiment cost
is calculated. In real conditions, the experiment cost is close to ideal experiment cost.
Table 17. Comparison between optimization and experiment for off-grid test 3.
Case operation

Cost (€)

Load shedding (€)

PVA power limiting (€)

MT generation (€)

Optimization

4.366

0

0

4.366

Experimentation

6.689

0

0.175

6.514

Optimization for
real conditions

6.017

0

0.001

6.016

IV.2.2. Conclusion
The experimental tests, for off-grid operating mode, provided in this section, validate the proposed
supervision control which can work under different weather conditions for providing robust power
balancing control strategy and interfacing with optimization. The optimization objective is to
minimize MT fuel consumption and keep certain storage capacity at the end of the operation.
Optimization effectiveness depends on prediction precision. In the first test, except the MT duty
cycles assigned by optimization, MT is started for one more duty cycle by operation layer control
strategy, and the energy cost is closest to the optimization energy cost in the three tests. More MT duty
cycle is started for the second test, but the final

soc is near to 50%. In third test, the final soc is far

from 50%. The power balancing can be maintained and rigid constraints such as storage power limit,
storage capacity limit are fully respected.
Even with uncertainties, the experiment cost can be controlled close to ideal experiment cost,
which validated the effectiveness of the proposed supervision control.

IV.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, an improved control for enhancing grid power quality in case of low power
operation, which is inevitable with renewable energy production. Then, experimental tests are carried
out to validate the proposed supervision control for both grid-connected and off-grid mode.
Therefore, given the obtained experimental results, the feasibility of implementing optimization in
real operation, while respecting to rigid constraints, is validated. In addition, the proposed supervision
control which parameterized power balancing strategy that provides interface for optimization is also
technically verified. Even with uncertainties, the experiment cost can be controlled near ideal
experiment cost, which validated the effectiveness of the proposed supervision control.
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The supervision control handles various constraints at the same time, such as storage capability,
grid power limitations, grid TOU pricing, grid peak hour, storage power limits, MT working duty
cycle, etc. With the same constraints, a rule-based control strategy could be more complicated than
optimization-based control.
Combined with robust power balance strategy, the optimization can optimize the power flow in
order to make full use of produced energy and reduce reducing load shedding, PVA power limiting . It
can also help reduce grid consumption, avoid undesired grid power injection in grid-connected mode,
and minimize MT fuel consumption in off-grid mode.
As for grid-connected mode, from the point of view by the grid, no matter how the power evolves
in the microgrid, the grid power can be maintained within its limits. For smart grid, it can simply
regulate these limits to increase or decrease the supplied power and injected power, which facilitate
DSM for grid operating.
The optimization effectiveness is mainly affected by the prediction precision. Other factors exist
such as converter efficiency and security margin. As the general prediction data is provided for a large
area about 20km², so for a single location, the prediction precision may not be satisfying, especially
for cloudy weather conditions. Improvement can be done to add local forecasting techniques such as
sky camera and local weather measurement and forecasting station. On the other hand, for these pilot
tests, the storage is used for only 10% of its capacity that corresponds to the energy of 1.25kWh;
however, this condition is imposed to show more control event during a day test. Certainly, a larger
storage capacity could be more resistant to the prediction errors.
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General conclusions and perspectives
Microgrid is believed to bring advantages in incorporating renewable energies, improving the
overall energy efficiency and improving reliability by self-operating in isolated mode in case of grid
fault. However, due to lack of grid interaction and local energy management together with power
balancing control, a large scale deployment of microgrid may not make full of locally produced energy
and improve overall grid performance. Even worse, the unmanaged fluctuating production by
renewable sources may affect grid-wide functions such as frequency control and allocation of reserves.
In microgrid studies, power balancing control is mostly studied in single inverter or multi-inverter
level and energy management/optimization is mostly carried out by simulation. However, power
balancing control and energy management are separately studied and the difficulty of implementing
optimization in real operation is seldom addressed, which may fail by violating rigid constraints due to
uncertainties. This thesis attempted to cover the research gap by combining grid interaction and energy
management with power balancing, which is tested by experiment.
This thesis proposes a multi-layer supervision control for a DC microgrid integrated in buildings,
which represent a large sector of energy consumption. The proposed microgrid consists of a power
system and a supervision system. The power system is composed of PVA, storage, grid connection,
MT and controllable DC load. The supervision system is composed of four layers: operation layer,
energy management layer, prediction layer and HMI. The four layers handle different functions of the
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power balancing, energy management, data prediction, and interaction with the smart grid and the enduser.
The microgrid can work in both grid-connected mode and off-grid mode. As improving renewable
energy penetration into grid is considered as an objective, the grid-connected mode, which requires the
most consideration, is firstly considered and studied in detail through modeling. The off-grid mode can
be considered as a simplified grid-connected case and is developed briefly based on grid-connected
control.
The power balancing is firstly studied for grid-connected mode, in which various constraints
should be considered. It is necessary to build a global energy model that adapted to the microgrid
operation integrated with the smart grid communication, which concerns appropriate behavior with
respect of constraints for each component. Interpreted PN modeling is used, which is easily translated
into adequate MATLAB-Simulink Stateflow model for simulation. The modeling helps identify
operating requirement and establish an overall power balancing control strategy. The control strategy
is tested by both simulation and experiment. The control strategy provides an interface parameter KD
whose value can affect power flow. The control strategy can maintain power balancing with any KD
value, but the optimal sequence is expected to give best energy performance. The power flow can also
be affected by power limits given by smart grid message to offer possibility for smart grid to manage
grid usage. Algorithms for PVA power limiting and load shedding management are also developed to
fulfill control strategy. For experimental tests, an improved control of grid-connected inverter is
proposed for improving grid power quality in case of low power operation, which is inevitable with
renewable energy production.
Energy management layer performs the optimization of the power flow based on prediction data.
The optimization is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem with the objective to
minimize the global energy cost, on the one hand, and to perform peak shaving, to avoid undesired
injection in grid-connected mode, optimize MT fuel consumption in off-grid mode and to make full
use of locally produced energy with respect to element constraints, on the other hand. The optimized
power flow is then translated into the parameter KD which is transmitted to the operation layer for real
operation. With advantages provided by using KD , optimized power flow can be taken into account in
real operation while providing resistance to uncertainties.
Prediction layer gives the prediction data of PVA production and load consumption which are used
for optimization. The PVA prediction raw data is provided by Meteo France. The raw data is
processed with sun position and experimental PV model to provide more precision in PVA power.
Compared with linear model and single-diode model, the experimental PV model provides higher
precision. The limit for the experimental model is that the model works only for the same PV panel
whose characteristics are extracted by experimental test, and for other types of panel, the experimental
characteristics extraction must be re-performed. Concerning PVA power prediction to validate the
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proposed supervision control, only solar irradiance is used, and the PVA cell temperature, which is
hard to predict, is not involved for calculating PVA power prediction. Load consumption prediction is
arbitrarily assigned.
HMI permits the end-users to adjust, define and customize the operation criteria and parameters
through graphical interface which is not fully designed in this thesis.
Through experimental tests of the proposed supervision control for both grid-connected and offgrid mode, this study of microgrid concludes as given below.
It is experimentally validated that the feasibility of implementing optimization in real operation
while respecting to rigid constraint by the proposed supervision control which parameterized power
balancing strategy that provides interface for optimization. The supervision control handles various
constraints at the same time, such as storage capability, grid power limitations, grid TOU pricing, grid
peak hour, storage power limits, MT working duty cycle, etc. With the same constraints, a rule based
control strategy could be very complicated.
Combined with robust power balance strategy, the optimization can optimize the power flow in
order to make full use of produced energy and reduce load shedding, PVA power limiting. It can also
help reduce grid peak consumption, avoid undesired grid power injection in grid-connected mode, and
minimize MT fuel consumption in off-grid mode.
As for grid-connected mode, from the point of view by the grid, no matter how the power evolves
in the microgrid, the grid power can be maintained within its limits. For smart grid, it can simply
regulate these limits to increase or decrease the supplied power and injected power, which facilitate
DSM for grid operating.
The originality of this thesis lies in the following aspects.
Firstly, the supervision control separates power balancing and energy management, yet links them
through the interface parameter KD . The power balancing control in operation layer is an independent
function that can work with any KD value. Energy management layer is able to optimize the microgrid
operation through predictive data and thus obtain the optimized power flow. The optimized power
flow is then translated into KD sequence, which is a single value yet represents the power flow from
different sources. The communication of KD does not need high speed communication between layers.
So, the supervision control provides the possibility of re-performing optimization and updating the KD
sequence during the operation without interrupting the power balancing.
Secondly, the proposed supervision control takes into consideration the prediction data and various
constraints. Rigid constraints, such as grid power limits and storage capacity, can be fully respected
for both optimization and real operation.
Thirdly, the supervision control is configured in a multi-layer structure, and each layer provides an
independent function. The structure is flexible and can be implemented in several microcontrollers or
computers so that real-time power balancing control and complicated optimization can be executed at
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the same time without affecting each other. The multi-layer structure simplifies implementation of
such complex control strategy.
Fourthly, the proposed microgrid is a DC microgrid with DC bus. DC microgrid is believed to be
the trend of future development, which provides more advantages for energy efficiency. As microgrid
research is initiated by AC microgrid, the DC microgrid has not been studied as much. This thesis
contributes the DC microgrid study from an ensemble view combining power balancing, optimization
and interaction with smart grid.
Last but not least, experimental validation of optimized microgrid control has not been reported in
literature.
However, the limit of the supervision control is that optimizing effectiveness is affected on the
prediction precision. Predictions uncertainties do not influence power balancing but the optimal
energy cost is affected. Future research should focus on enhancing optimization performance,
especially facing low prediction precision. The following solutions are suggested.
Firstly, it is noted that the prediction data is provided by weather forecast service for a large area.
An improvement can be done with local weather forecast for a single location. The precision of
forecast is expected to improve with the emerging of local weather forecasting techniques called "now
casting", which aims at providing high precision forecast by directly "reading" from the sky by radar,
sounder, or satellite images.
Secondly, optimization is performed once before the operation. Since the communication of KD
does not need high speed communication between layers, the optimization can be re-performed at any
instant without interrupting the power balancing. Thus, hourly or more frequent optimization that
update KD sequence, with latest prediction and power system status, is expected to give better energy
performance of the supervision control.
Besides, an optimization technique that able to optimize power flow with consideration on
uncertainties of the prediction can be a perfect solution. A rule based algorithm in operation layer that
corrects KD in real time with respect of power system status can also be developed. A second storage
can be installed as back-up for correcting the errors between optimized power and real operation.
Concerning other future works on DC microgrid than improving optimization, they can be linked
with the HMI development and the implementing of communication between the supervision layers.
Fully develop HMI with graphical interface, especially for the grid connected operation mode, more
operating criteria or smart grid interaction mode can be designed, such as injecting or demanding
constant power in grid during a specific period, authorizing battery injection into the grid. In addition,
implementing the automatic communication between layers and realize a prototype of complete
control in a unified device could lead to technological transfer. Smart grid interaction can be further
developed and verified with several microgrids working together.
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To sum up, the proposed DC microgrid supervision control structure combines grid interaction and
energy management with power balancing. Although the microgrid only refers to a building scale and
involves only a few sources, the idea of parameterize power balancing and interfacing with
optimization, as well as smart grid interaction, can be generalized and thus can be used as solution for
advanced energy management for other microgrids to optimize local power flow and improve future
PV penetration.
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Annex 1: PV panel technical notice
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Annex 2: Storage unit technical notice
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Annex 3: C++ program that formulates the optimization
problem in CPLEX form and interfaces with CPLEX
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Head file
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Main Program
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Grid-connected mode optimization functions
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Off-grid mode optimization functions
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Brief descriptions of the program files:

Head file: the data structure is defined and functions are declared in this file.

Main program: calls main function to solve the specific instance by specifying input and
output file.

Grid-connected mode optimization functions: include functions that read input data and
parameter, formulate the problem with respect to constraints, call CPLEX solver and record
optimization results to file. The functions are specified for the gird-connected mode.

Off-grid mode optimization functions: include functions that read input data and parameter,
formulate the problem with respect to constraints, call CPLEX solver and record optimization results
to file. The functions are specified for the off-grid mode.
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